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Negroes Up In Arms OverAutoShow Snub; Vow
To Go Outside Memphis TiPurchase Cars
PROTEST MEETING — More
than 300 Negroes gathered at
Pentecostal Temple on short notice Friday night to join in the
swelling protest against the lilywhite auto show which closed at
Ellis Auditorium Sunday. Leaders
of the rally, sponsored by numerous local civic groups, took the
opportunity to attack Memphis'
pattern of racial segregation in
all areas. Atty. Ben Hooks, standing left, was named chairman of
the organization which will work
toward elimination of segregation
in the city auditorium
and
throughout the city. A resolution
was adopted by the gathering
calling for an apology on the part
of auto dealers. See page 13 for
fu I I text of this resolution.
— Staff photo by Hardin.
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS

Flood D,efender With
Letters Of Protest

Crowd Protests Meeting;
Organize Ti fight Bias

Dear Editor — We, all mem- 50 million dollars in city and coun- officials who are instrumental in
setting the rules and policies that
bens of the Bluff City Funeral Di- ty car purchases.
By BURLEIGH HINES
library suits have been on the cal- join a civic club and the NAACP
govern our city. Why is it that the
rectors Association, take this $41) MILLION
endar
progress would be a lot easier. He
for years."
Negroes
means of adding our voice to that The members of the Bluff City feelings of one third of the popu- The 300-plus crowd of
said if there wasn't a civic club
of the rising chorus of Memphis Funeral Directors Association re- lace was continuously and flagrant- sitting in Pentecostal Temple Fri- Rev. Alexander Gladney, speak- near you, call
him. He would
citizens who resent and protest call the fact that as morticians, ly ignored? Have we given the day night, Jan. 15, was mad. ing of the discriminatory seating come out
and
show
you how to
employed
in
transportation
said
by
a
disrequirements impression that the mere crumbs Heated to a fever pitch
professional
the action of the sponsors of the our
get one started. "That's my job,"
interested, ungrateful Memphis, he thought the -disorderly conautomobile show at Ellis Auditor- over the years. . .ever since the of democracy will satisfy us?
he asserted
first gas-propelled vehicle was in- As taxpayers we have been ex- Negroes had come together to duct charge should be tested
ium here in Memphis.
Some deep underlying good may to be spending it for something
when
MUST PROTEST
placed
against
a
citizen
for
latest of indignities to
. even The refusal to sell Negro citi- eluded in our rolling equipment eluded and ignored. Our taxes protest this
come out of the fact that Negroes he could do without .
taking a seat anywhere he wants A. Maceo Walker, president of
automobile
show
their
race
—
the
more
than
build
•
•
.has
amounted
to
have
built
and
improved
the
from zena tickets of admission to the
found themselves barred from the the guy who's benefiting
on a bus."
the Tri-State Bank and the Uni40 million dollar in cars, hearses, ing from which we were turned snub.
automobile show presented at El- the spending has to fight back his show, we feel to be a flagrant in- and ambulances'. . .purchased in away. Our taxes make up part of
"I'd like to see just how well versal Life Insurance
hold
off
Negroes
pledged
to
The
stupidity
or
company
impression that the spender is a stance of thoughtless
ha Auditorium last week.
the main, from local automobile the salaries paid to city officials the purchase of automobiles for 12 that charge would stand up in said: -Where there is
crass callousness. . .or both.
no protest
It may result in "your folks" chump.
the
Supreme
include
exkeep
us
Court,"
who seem determined to
he said.
dealers. This is not to
months or go outside of Memphis
there is no progress. We should
cutting down on the number of Somebody has said that a fool The reported explanation of penditures for parts, fixtures and shackled with the humiliations of for their cars.
James T. Walker said that if
show
that
they
parted.
sponsors
for
the
soon
are
money
automobiles they've been buying. and his
other maintenance and operation- second-class citizenship.
the
Negroes
would get out and
(See CROWD, Page 2)
But they didn't stop with the
Maybe more of the high car notes Maybe the auto dealers have it in are conforming with a city ordi• al costs. . .also spent with local As substantial supporters of the
auto show ignorance; they turnracial
interforbids
nance
which
that
most
their
heads
of
back
payments
the
make
to
be
used
will
s
. automobile people. This has been auto industry we have been insult- ed thumbs down to 1) the biased
on homes . . . equipped with Negroes are chumps and fools . . . mingling at the auditorium,
ed. It is deplorable that the same methods employed by the zoo;
true over the years.
pa...
weak
and
estimation,
better furniture. Maybe some of otherwise they wouldn't buy so in our
w e have had reasons to believe type of cordiality extended to us 2) the stupid manner in which the
the high car note money will be many expensive cars from them. tently evasive,
that on the basis of business deal- during the purchase of an auto buses maintain their seating arplaced in the Tri-State Bank or So, with that notion of -your folks" For we know that the member- i n. gs alone, we had met our obli- is refused at this time, This is a
rangement; 3) the library nonMutual Federal Savings Associa- it is not surprising that they didn't ship of the sponsoring organization gations over and beyond any con clear illustration that in the thinksense; 4) the eating situation at
when
they
around
'Sam"
most
inwant
of
the
avenue.
of
some
Vance
consists
on
tion over
siderations of race, and had won ing of some, the unsegregated the railroad stations, bus termiMaybe holding on to some of put on the show and walked the fluenti:1 people in Memphis. And the respect and goodwill of the dollar of the Negro is good enough
nals and airport; 5) segregation
that high car note money will give dog. So, they simply symbolically there is every reason to feel that automobile dealers of our commu- to add to the economic strength
in the public schools; 6) segrega"Negroes
andl
the
sign,
hung
out
time
know
and
chillun
more
not
only
more of God's
such persons
of those who oppose us. But the tion in Ellis auditorium, and still
nity.
understand the Memphis situation DISTINCT SHOCK
to think about the power of mon- dogs not allowed."
Negro himself is not good enough more.
in all its aspects, racial and other- It is a distinct shock to us as a to enjoy the benefits and pleas.
cy to preterit such incidents as the i ONLY NATURAL
FILLED WITH APPLAUSE
auto show ban against them.
Of course, it's only natural that wise, bin also know their own professional group, to note this im. urea of an auto show.
One by one the speakers came,
For, it's a fact that in our time, Negroes should feel hurt and in- ability to shape and guide corn- plicit insult to us and explicit con- As human beings created in the
Atty. Ben Hooks, Jesse Turner,
money is the foundation o f the sulted by the action. After all, munity developments. We also tempt and disregard for the large image of God, we have been huRev. J. W. Golden, W. W. Walkedifice called rights, first-class even a cur dog can reach a point know something of the back- body of Negroes of Memphis who initiated by united efforts to deer,
A. Maceo Walker, James T.
citizenship, or whatever else guys of reeentment. And, it does seem ground of the local ordinance gov- are motorists which has been so grade us. Unless as a group,
Walker, O. W. Pickett and others
want to call the state of feeling that the whole thing was unneces- erning the Auditorium and the sit- unnecessarily and aggravatingly strengthened through unity, we
—some of Memphis' most imporand being independent, respected, sary. The auto dealers didn't have uation out of which it developed, perpetrated by the sponsors of the are willing to join in the strugtant
men, race notwithstanding.
and mannish. Money is the chief to stage their show in Memphis, We had hoped that the sentiment current automobile show at Ellis gle for respectability and fair
The crowd interrupted them time
building brick for gaining the other knowing the circumstances under that evoked it had been interred Auditorium,
play, and unless we are willing and time again with thundering,
guy's respect. Money in the hand which they would have to show it with the bones of Mr. Crump.
We voice this protest as a mat- to make the necessary sacrifice In approving applause as they casti. . . that is. Money spent is like . . and realizing the growing im- LAUGHING STOCK
ter of record. We voice it as a achieving our goal, we can contin- gated the Memphis city governso much water under the bridge. patience of even Memphis Ne- We resent and protest the posi- matter of principle. We feel justi. ue to expect the same type of hie ment with glowing eloquence.
That matter of "money spent" groes with the absurdities and stu- lion of the sponsors of the 1960 fied in joining all other right miliation and degradation to be "The Negroes are the lowest
can lead to a lot of frustration pidities of the worn.out traditions automobile show because we feel thinking Americans who hold no heaped upon us.
paid, the last hired and the first
and misunderstanding. Negroes are of racial segregation.
they should know the local situ- brief for bigotry and have no As a citizen, as a mother, and fired," said Jesse Turner, vice
using as one of the chief points Further, it hit Memphis Negroes ation well enough to avoid an in. place for pettiness,
as a firm believer in the princi- president and treasurer of the Trof their protest of the discrimina- in rather a tender spot . . to get cident - that embarrasses some We feel that the automobile Plea of democracy, I have fought State Bank. "They are frequent
tion of the Memphis auto associa• a slap in the face from the auto thirty-eight (38) percent of the lo- dealers of Memphis made a mis- and shall continue to fight in this victims of malicious police brutaltion show sponsors, the fact that dealers. It has become something cal populace. and makes Mem- take in arranging a show to
be great crusade until my son, my ity," he continued, "and yet, one
they have spent an estimate of of a standard pattern of behavior phis the wonder and laughing
-------- conducted as the one now current family. and all my fellow Negro of our commissioners has said
some fifty or more million dol- for auto salesmen and Negroes to stock of the nation and the world. has been and is being conduct- citizens are assured of an equal that the Negroes in Memphis are
lars buying cars from them. But deal with each other on a fairly If it was indifference that made ed. We voice this protest to give and unsegregated share of the getting more than they've ever
that's money "spent." And the free-wheeling basis. Negroes get the sponsors subscribe to the vent to the complete exasperation bounty that our great democratic gotten."
auto dealers simply reacted like a into the cars with the salesmen ugly and distasteful pattern of ra- which we feel in the face of a stu- nation is privileged to possess. Mr. Turner decried the status of
money-grubbing woman of fair . . white or Negro . . . to test
—Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, Jr. the Negro policemen, who cannot
cial discrimination against a large pid absurdity which does nobody
••
weather friend. They want you the cars
. . they talk turkey
arrest whites, "simply because
any
a
good. — Elias Williams, prescitizens,
with
a
healof
segment
around only when there's money straight across the board in closident, Bluff City Funeral Direc• Dear Editor: It is shocking and there is a custom that Negroes
in your hand.
ing a deal So, Negroes have had thy representation of users of their tors Association.
disgusting to learn that Negro can't hold a post that would put
MONEY IN HAND
•
reason to believe that the car in- merchandise, then we w on d e r
•• •
citizens are not being permitted them in a superior position to that
Of course, Negroes had money- craerrnIS a whole recognized and what has happened to the wonted
attend the Auto Show now be- of a white."
to
Dear Editor: This is the mediin hand to spend for the auto respected their dignity
held at the Auditorium in SWIPE AT COURT
ing
self-interest
h
e
of t
and worth enlightened
urn I would like to use to ex show admissions. But it was coin- as human beinngs.
Memphis. Whether n the exclusion He took a swipe at the Memphis
businessman,
deep
American
press
my
resentment d the
parativelv little money, compar- After all, when a man gets into
.is the result of restrictions of the Federal court. -Our judge (Mared with the price of even a jalopy qiosition to buy a car, that does And we deplore the blind and Insult inflicted upon the Negro City or the automobile
dealers, ion Boyd) recently won an award
citizenry by the automobile deal. . . second-handed.
has reach- blinding prejudices which c a n
seem to indicate that
some action on the part of the for his quick attendance to cases
ers
of
Memphis.
Another interesting aspect of ed a certain respectfu position in lea d
Negroes of this community ap- on the calendar," said Mr. Turto the ignoring of, and IPmoney and human nature: When- life. The cal is still a status gymTeemed up with the auto indus- pears necessary since
this is a ner. "We wonder how the judge
f, A try in in
,
patently deliberate insulting oflicting
ever a person spends his moneyi
this insult are all
got this honor since the cases contoo fast or too easily ... or seems
(See SHADOWS, rage 2)
marketing segment of a potential the duly elected or appointed city;
(Ste LETTERS, Page 2)
cerning racial issues, the bus and
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 64397

Nat Says Auto Dealers
Hit Race's Tender Spot
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•
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in Dark As
To Why Man
Was Killed

OS

MaySue To Break
Auditorium Bias

Neighbors are in the dark as
to why John Lewis, 69 of 1078 Delmar would do such a thing. When
the news suddenly exploded upon
the community that Mr. Lewis, a
man described by police officials
as "hale and hearty," was charged with the murder of Roosevelt
Lemmon, 31, they couldn't believe

see how hi
The Tri-State Defender learned Defender, "I don't
Commission
this week that at least two per- the world the City
with this
away
get
to
continue
can
Atty.
with
conferred
sons have
went
A. W. Willis, Jr., regarding the sort of thing. Why, when I
possibility of filing legal action to the auto show, not knowing I
many,
against the city of Memphis in wouldn't be admitted, I saw
many cars from Mississippi and
order to open the Cty Auditoriu
Arkansas parked around the audion a non-segregated basis.
That means that citizens
torium.
incensed
involved,
citizens
The
over the recent color bar at the from other cities and even other
auto show held in the auditorium, states can use the auditorium just
have expressed intentions of "go- because they are white even
ing the limit" to see to it that though they don't contribute a thin
Negro citizens have full access to dime to its construction and mainthe municipal facility which their tenance. That can't possibly be
tax dollars helped to build and legal when they keep me and other Negro taxpayers out."
now help to maintain.
Atty Willis confirmed the •re- Should the suit be filed, it will
port when contacted by the De- add another notch to the civil
fender. "We are now studying the rights gun Memphis Negroes have
matter and there is a good pos- been firing. Tied up for seversibility that legal action will be al years have been suits seeking
taken."
desegregation of the library sysThe Defender learned that the stem, public parks and recreaNegro citizens who are interested tional facilities and public transin launching the suit were not dis- portation.
turbed only by the slap in the face Efforts are underway now to
at the auto show but have been
Federal District Court
disturbed by auditorium policy for have the
here dispose of the long overdue
a long time.
One of them told the Tri-State cases.

Mr. Lewis reportedly shot Mr.
Lemmon as he was walking arm
in arm with an unidentified young
lady. Mr. Lemmon was shot Friday night, Jan. 15 at about 10 p.m.
He never lost consciousness, relatives said, and died in John Gaston hospital the next morning.
0. W. PICKETT, local realtor,
Police said Mr. Lewis is being
was one of the first to raise his held over for a grand
jury hearvoice in protest against the auto ing.
show ban on Negroes. Mr. Pickett obtained tickets to the show
and returned to seek admittance.
He reported that a police officer
No man is above the law
and no man is below it; nor
tried to take t he tickets away
do we ask any man's perfrom him but he resisted. Demission when we require him
spite the fact that he had tickets,,
to obey it.
he was still refused
admittance
—(Theodore Rooeireelt)
to the city owned auditorium.

Words of the Wise

Letters...

I

Shadows

him off the street . . . despite
the fact that too many filling station attendants are discourteous
(Continued From Page 1)
and sloppy in their service to him
(Continued Freon Page 1)
NASHVILLE GROUP gathers
Conference, after the BirmingKelly Miller Smith sha k es
Sheffield, Andrew White, Rev.
. . . despite the fact that there
around Rev. Fred Shuttles
ham minister addressed Nashhand with the well known civwrongful and discriminatory act certainly aware
Grady Donald, Rev. Shuttlesbol .. . as the students of the are still too troy service staof the problem. worth, secretary of the Southville's
Southern
Christian
il rights leader. Left to right
against a large minority of citi- Perhaps the answer
worth, Rev. C. H. Marcellue,
social scene would say. A car tions that delibgrately make no
in the final ern
Christian
Leadership
Leadership Council. The Rev.
are Mri. C. M. Hayes, W. G.
zees here. Also, we must not per- analysis
Rev. Smith, Rev. G. W. Parkbuyer isn't exactly the lowest man provision for rest room facilities
will be through the power
mit such a wrong to occur with. of the Negro
er and Rev. ". T. Vivian.
on the totem-pole. The car industry open to all their customers. . .
vote, and our abilout our challenge if we would re- ity to use
has always seemed to recognize despite the fact that auto liability
it in ways which will
tain our self respect,
that fact . . . whether the guy companies are reluctant to s ell
give us those opportunities which'
Memphis cannot hope to achieve
was colored or white.
Negroes protective insurance . . .
come to all of the public. Charles
Its great promise until this sort of L Dinkins,
MEANS MORE
and when they do, over-charge
President, Owen colthing is eliminated and the Negro
And still further, the automobile him
still the Negro wants his
lege.
(Continued From Page 1)
victim must play well his role by
•••
means somewhat more to t h e Car.
protesting each such act as it cmNegro American that most of his He wants it primarily for psyDear Editor: I am very much protest to the high Heavens."
curs. We must unify our forces,
fellow Americans realize. Not only chological reasons . . . even more
concerned about the Auto Show Before the meeting had admoral, economic, civic and legal
does the automobile indicate the than for transportation convenhers at Ellis Auditorium, t h at
journed some two and half hours d
to the end that concerted action
attainment of a fairly respectable ience.
Negroes to enallow
not
would
eat be started and with a unity
later a temporary body had been s
position in life for the Negro, but So, the Memphis
ter.
auto dealers
which will command respect. In
it is also one of his most effect reached in and really
I personally think Its riclicte formed to investigate the integre- 4I
touched a
this way ws will get the most ions, as many
shields against the more constant sore and
automobiles that tion problems in the city of Memrambunctious
spot
our
COW'S
and
aggravating
pricks
prejuof
are sold to Negroes in this city.
affnrta and give
trtm"
when they stuck the racial label
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
age to those
heretofore
silent I'm sure we will consider spend- phis. Atty. Hooks was elected 4
dice.
on their car show. They handed
president, Atty. A. W. Willis, sec- 4
friends who believe in equal jum ing_
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may send
our money where it will be at
A man of color can get in his Negroes more than an ordinary
tics under law and in according least appreciated — Rev. and retary and Jesse Turner, treasurin as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they are in
car and escape unpleasant inci- hurt. They gave them a lick that
ALL the respect and dignity t--n Mrs. E. J. Washington.
er.
the office of The Tri-State Defender or postmarked by 6 P. M.„
dents on buses, trains, and involved more than the city orwhich every human is entitled, but
• ••
planes. A man or woman of color dinance that bars intermingling of
February 29, 1960.
Atty. Willis read a resolution
whose voices have been unheard. Dear Editor: In the recent boycan feel a saving sense of equali- races in certain circumstances.
protesting the segregated nature
ft. A. Wilbun.
ty, dignity, and prestige . . . how- Their action was a threat to close
cotting of Negroes from the Auto
•••
of virtually everything in MemShow here at Ellis Auditorium, it
ever momentary . . . when he up one of Sam's most useful and
Dear Editor: The late George is a very bad thing toward our phis. The text of the resolution
drives up to an intersection and important "escape hatches." Who
Orwell, in his celebrated fanta- city, as many cars being pur- will be found on page
(Please print contestant's name.)
halts side by side with an Ameri- wouldn't holler? Selahl
13 of this
sy of oppression entitled '1944," chased every day among Necan of different color.
issue of the Tri-State Defender
wrote of the shifting meanings in- groes. It seems they don't need
Despite the known and recognisvolved in a concept he termedlnur purchases. Certainly not ours A collection was taken up to be
purpose for living."
hazards a Negro faces when
ed
''double-think." The book as a507 more. Mr. and Mrs. Henry sent to St. Jude fund. "We could With that thought in mind, Mrs.
he operates a car on the streets
whole contains many euphemisti- miller.
Robinson
installed
the
officers
of
not go to the auto show but we
of America's cities and
towns,
rally titled techniques of sophistithe junior class for 1959-40.
•• •
can contribute," said the Rev.there is a general feeling that they
rated oppression. But not even in Dear Editor: In our opinion the ;
The officers are Bobbie Collins,
are chances worth taking. Few Nethis fantasy did Orwell hit on aulinconsistency of segregation is Atty. Hooks. The 8197.96 collectpresident; Eddie Jones, vice presgroes shrink all the way away'Area
afterwards
was
ed
swelled
to
8200.
Ides that is currently being prae- most absurd sj the Automobile
ident; Claudine Stansbury, recordfrom the disturbing knowledgel
tioed in oill-cits.
ing
secretary;
Barbara
Taylor,
fiShow. Especially ps wimp e a ch
that in an auto accident involving!
The praterde to Wei retM4 member of the Automobile Asso- residents we want to do our part
nancial secretary; Roy Hopkins,
folk of the other race, they (Neonce is made is that of dangling ciation in Memphis, as well as in making it a financial success.
treasurer; George Jones, business
greet) will get the legal worst
before the general public as each manufacturer, depends upon The white man is the first to yell
manager; Rosanna Quinn. chapof it . . . nine cases out of ten.
temptingly as modern press agen- advertising and display to make to high heavens about Negroes not
plain; Willie Jerry Williams, serHe still prefers his car.
try can, which is very tempting each prospective customer. Negro doing their part as citizens. He is
geant - at - arms; and Elna Mar
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Plans for
FOLLOW TOO CLOSELY
Indeed, events which will not be and white alike, automobile con- the first and only one who makes
shall, reporter.
Despite the fact that some of stepped up desegregation programs
it difficult for us to do our part
open to the general public. If in scious.
F
.
The advisors are Mrs. Catherine the more rabid white drivers fol- in the Midwest were slated for
all instances this practice is not The absurdity of this lily-white as citizens. Okay, fellows, are we
JUNIORS INSTALLED
Among the things they said they Johnson and Ray Thomas.
low him too closely or try to Crowd discussion at a meeting scheduled
actually illegal, it most certainly'automobile show would not be going to accept this insult?? See
!here Monday by representatives of
wanted were: maturity, a college STUDENT OF THE WEEK
STANSBUNY
By
MARKHUM
you
is inhumane,
in
West
Memphis
at the car
so evident if these aforementioned
area NAACP branches.
education, master's degree, Ph. D. This week as student of the a holiday for junior
and senior
We say inhumane because as is people were seeking to sell to lots — Q. Z. Evers, President, Friday morning tfie entire studegree, a good business of their week we have selected Bobby Col- high school students.
Among those slated to attend
dent body witnessed one of the
well known, much publicity is de- white only.
Binghampton Civic League.
own, wealth, success, health popu- lins. Mr. Collins is the 16-yeer- As you preapre for the exami- were: Judge Carl R. Johnson,
•• •
ever
installation
programs
best
exactly
signed
if
not
for--cer—
We wonder if the Automobile
;
larity and to help mother and fath- old son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. nations here is a short TEST NAACP national board member;
tainly to be understood by even Dealers Association or automobile Dear Editor: You may convey presented at Washington. It was
er to show appreciation for what Collins of 632-F Georgia ave.
State conference presidents, Dr.
PRAYER.
the very young, by children. So manufacturers are naive enough to to the people that my best wishes the installation of junior class ofthey have done.
C. R. Rocquemore, Kansas; Mrs.
Among
to
school
study;
doers
set
Now
me
I
activities
and
practitioners
Robinson.
the
Vivian
he
wholehearted
ficers
Mrs.
are
of
is
skilled
this think they have won any new Neby
cooperation are
art that most often it achieves re- gro friends or continued to have with you and them in this effort. subject "If you get what you want, She stated further, "If you want president of the junior class, pres- I pray the Lord I don't go nutty; R. P. Beshears, Missouri; Carl L.
sults. Children are enthralled and the friendship and trust of Negro Whenever our rights are breached, what will you have?" She started to be nothing, you will be." "Fail- ident of the 11-14-A class, presi- If and when I learn this junk, Weschcke, Minnesota; and George
thru them parents become involv- customers by sponsoring a segre- we should make it known. This by telling that she had the mem- ure isn't a crime," she said, "Low dent of the Carver Science club, I pray the Lord that I don't flunk. J. Cooper, Iowa,
ed and then there is nothing to do gated automobile show?
is no time for remaining quiet bers of her twelfth grade English aim is the greatest crime in the first vice president of the student- Now I lay me down to rest
council, vice president of the city- While thinking of tomorrow's test
but promise to go to the Fair and It is a sad state of affairs for when all nations and races classes to write a list of the things world.'
see Roy Rogers or to the Auto any city to call itself a growing throughout the world are crying "What I want most in Life." She She ended the address by say- wide Hi-Y and reporter of the And if I die 'fore I awake, —
At least the tests I don't have
Show and see the latest and best and progressive city when approx- for freedom.
compiled all their desires or wants ing, 'When wealth becomes the Washington Hi-Y.
We
should
in that field. Everyone knows
and based her speech on what supreme goal, women, men, chil- Mr. Collins is a member of the to take.
always
remember
imately 40 percent of its citizens
By Joha Harmy Firrbey, Ph.D.
even young children — that prom- are not allowed to visit the muni- that God is on the side of right the seniora wrote. One - hundred dren, and young people forget the Saint Paul Baptist church where CURRENT COUPLES
Isms made in good faith must be cipal auditorium and participate and justice. A. Maceo Walker, sr., eighteen students wrote and they moral code of living. Certainly we be is In the junior choir.
Jack Greer and Earline Burks,
kept, and by the same token when in any public, as well as charitlBoard Chairman - President, Uni- named a total of 34 things they must earn money in order to live, After graduation in 1,31, he Freeman Willis and Lois Walkthe public is invited it should be able cause. e realize tht
wanted out of life.
but that should not be our main plans to attend Butler university er, Bessie Clark and Herbert Mara neith- versal Life Insurance Co.
admitted.
and major in the field of science. shall, Solomon Holley and Caro,_ l er the Automobile Association, nor
But the public very often is m'Ithe manufacturers can change
We take pleasure in saluting the lyn Dukes, Charles McCoy and Betvited and even persuaded to at- this deplorable situation by themyoung man with many president- ty Lockhard.
he
toed a public event — only to
ial honors, "Mr. President," Bob- I WANT TO KNOW
-- — selves.
turned away at the door without However, we as Negroes would
bie Collins.
If Herbert Woody is trying to ;
reason. This is morally and ethi- have a better feeling toward these
EDITORIAL
make a come-back with a certain
eally wrong. It is unsound civic organizationsif the Automobile
'WHY SHOULD I STUDY?'
young lady?
and economic practice. It ought Show sponsors had indicated a
You may answer, "1 study so
Seymour is still attendnot be permitted to continue,
that I can get school over with," If Ann
definite determination and desire
The in oat recent example of to show their respect to the N.or "I study so that I can get a ing Washington; we don't hear
anything about her?
what we mean heppened at the groes of Memphis as customers,
job, or get through college," or
Memphis Auto Show.
My °w13 and their acceptance of the prim
"I study to plea:* my parents, If Melessa Cooper ana Peggy
two sons very much wanted to go. ciples of right and decency.
my teachers, or myself. "I study Thompson have begged one anothI wanted to take them. What rear This determination and desire
It has often beet said *al=
io
to get on the honor cool." Any of er's pardon?
ertia !WNW, gritioo Carus),
son could I give them for not do- would have been shown either by
these answers may be true. They WANTED
break
ing so that would not have made refusing to stage the show in
all may be partly true.
The return of a 1960 B. T. W right 9 a wineglass by singing the
tons. ItsPerirnenterl have
an already unfortunate situation Memphis if Negroes were to be
No_armunt...of advice will help class ring belonging to Alfred tried In wile to substantiate the
worse? I am sure many parents insUlted, or by joining their vnica student who doesn't care wheth- Brown.
feet by ming human
must have been similarly situat- es and influences to that of Neer he does well. Nothing, unfor- LAFF OF THE WEEK
stelmsd Instruments and even
ed.
Man looking for the post office: notes of great pipe organs.
groes to correct the deplorably
tuantely, can guarantee you sucOn behalf of myself and my two disgusting situation, so absurdly
Hey Mae! Where is the post of- found that the glass vibrated
cess in your work. If you
will
unison with the sounded Dole
eons I protest as strongly as I called auditorium policy. Otis F.
follow, as honestly and carefully fice?
did not break Into
can against indignities such as the Brown, Daniel W. Durr, Everas you can, the advice of your 2nd man: How did you know my Myatt/Mors found pieces. .
that a
one perpetrated in connection with ett Thompson and William H.
instructor, you will find yourself name is Mae?
with a tiny creek In it
the Auto Show. Thomas J. Willis. Hunt.
1st man: Oh, I guessed it.
further from the "Black List" than
shattered by musical Mesa..
•••
•• •
ever before.
2nd man: Well, guess where the
Dear Editor: I am a car own- Dear Editor: I wonder who was
You may have often obeerved post office is.
er. I purchased my car from a directly behind the refusing of adthat good students don't
seem
Memphis automobile dealer. I am mittance of Negroes to the Auto
to mind doing their lessons
from
also a Negro. When 1 pur-'Show.
day to day. The reason is
The citizens of Memphis
i
simple;
chased my car I had no idea be- land Shelby County protest this inhe can do well.
jag a Negro made any difference!sult in the highest of tones. You
Examine your point of view.
to the car dealer. He treated me have many Negroes in Memphis
Don't let yourself believe that
the
with every courtesy.
and Shelby County who will never
work you have before you
is too
It comes as a surprise to learn forget this. You have many Nehard for you or that you
can't do
that the organized car dealers of groes who do not appreciate inIt. Tell yourself that it can
be done
Memphis think so little of Negro sults. You have many Negroes in
Hard as it may sometimes
seem,
customers that they will publicly Memphis and Shelby County who
your teachers am not
trying to
Insult them by refusing to sell will not support segregation and
prevent you from doing well,
they
them a cheap ticket to an automo- Jim Crow.
are trying to help you.
bile show.
I am surprised and disappointTake this tip from your
"Ole
I use this means to add my ed at t he nearsightedness and
Buddy." Instead of walking t
he
public protest against this action narrowness of the automobile
halls and chit-chatting
so much
of the car dealers. And publicly dealers and our city fathers. The
with your friends during
your spare
express my resentment and dis- automobile dealers will suffer the
time, go to the library
and study.
gust over the incident and the sit- most. The Negro being — percenI'll bet you that you
will have
uation that produces it. Anthony tage wise — the largest automoetter grades the
second
Paige.
bile consumer in the world was
ter. All you have to do is semesput forth
•••
an effort.
excluded from the auto show. CerEditor:
Citizens of Mem- tainly if you do not want us to
Dear
A PORTION OF THE 30€-plus
Whatcha bet?
the event, net of which came
Show that ems held at the ElAvollohls Is all Altos.
phis are to be commended for see your automobiles, you could
crowd which jammed the Pena resolution calling for t he
lis auditorMm Jan. 9-17. Tbe
Yep! The time has rolled
around
Inch/oho,
VA gallium.
protesting exclusion from t la e not honestly and intelligently extecostal Temple Friday night,
when we will have to
end of segregation in all Memmeeting WII's held by the varitake our
Memphis Auto Show this week, pect Us to buy one
100 et SO PROOF
Jan. 15 to attend the protest
ous civic and ministerial alliphis tax supported lastitasemester examinations. The
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
The proceeds supposedly are goand focusing attention on the purmeeting against the exclusion
nations will begin on Jan. examiances of 111,mphis. The Voluntions, i.e., the zoo, play27. There
PIEUTRII. SPIRITS PRODUCT DT U S A. CLEAR SPRIN4
chasing power of the Negro corn- ing for a worthy cause, St. Jude's id Negroes from the Aute
teer Committee spearheaded
grounds, parks, buses. (Staff
will be two long days
of examiDISTILLING CO„ DIVISION Of WAS I. BEAM DISTILLING CO.CLERMONT,
ealunity. Business leaders now are hospital And as being citizens and
photo by Billy Duncan)
nations with Friday, Jan. 2(I,
being

Crowd

THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES INT
THE
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to
Director, Tri-State Defender,
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
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Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
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Education. Big Factor
In Southern Bell Co. I

T-4/
1
10
Girl Dating Married Man
Can Lead To 'Dynamite'

Employee education is an im• . stitutions of higher learning. ;
portant point to keep in mind these
Mr
Wood pointed out that
times says Mr. C. R. Wood, man- some 150 employees in West Ten- I
ager for Southern Bell here.
nessee have participated since in.;
People who keep abreast of the l beginning of t h e program in;
latest in the various fields of 11957. Courses of study have ranged
knowledge and who continue to im- Ifrom Business Accounting to Psyprove their educational back- chningY. One of the most popular t
ground are to be found in the Tele- subjects have been mathematics. •
phone co. 'rhe Tuition plan pro- All total, 290 college courses hays•
vides this opportunity. Based on been studied with less than 4 per
• '•
they payment of certain college cent completed.
Not all subjects are approv
tuition fees, the plan is designed to
encourage and assist telephone under the Company's Tuition plallsw
employees in furthering their self- since they must be related to LW:
development through out-of hours employee's present duties or ter
study at the undergraduate and a position two which he maybe'
graduatelevels in accredited in- assigned later.

Dear Mary: I work in a local eager youngsters so often face koffice here and have managed to nancial barriers when college time
to get myself in a big mess. One rolls around. Let me suggest that
of the fellows who is pretty high you write several colleges to find
up in the organization has been out if you qualify for scholarship
dating me. I knew all along that aid. Stress you willingness to work
was married but I was attracted to earn tuition money. Send your
to him and ignored the fact thatl transcript along and if your grades
he has a wife. Well, I have rea- are high your chances will be much
MISS CLEMON CRAWFORD,
Mrs. Nellie Collins, center,
son to believe that his wife knows brighter. It might be a good idea
Miss Clemmie Bosley, right,
by purchasing a subscription
sponsored by the, Free Will
backed by the Lakeview Counabout us but the fellow won't to address your letter to the col- left, sponsored by the Bingto the Tri-State Defender and
Club of West Memphis. Still
try Club. You are urged to sole
leave me alone.
sending in the free vote couafraid there lege president. Take your time hampton Civic League, took
maintaining third place is
is going to be a big blow-up pretty and compose a good letter so you over the lead in the Queen of
for your favorite contestant
pon found on page 2.
Clubs Contest this week from
soon. How can I break this thing will make the best impression
off? — Simple.
possible. Try your state colleges
Dear Simple; You're right about first. lf you don't have any luck,
barriers.
two things: there certainly will be stay out for a year and work —
The announcement was made in
a big blow up soon if you don't hard — save your money and go
conjunction with the issuance
stop this foolishness and you sign- on your own the following year.
by the VA of a policy statementi
The CME Ministers Wives!ra K. Jones, daughter and Pelt ,
ed your letter by the appropriate Once you get in, your chances of
and directive to field offices, both
Social club met in its Annual Din- of Mrs. W. H. Taylor.
name. Any girl is simple minded remaining are pretty good. Lots
in _New York State and throughner Party Friday, January 8, Ministers present: Revs. D. L
if she lets herself get mixed up of luck.
out the country, which requires
• ••
5:30 p. m., at the residence of Rev. Cunningham, D. W. Browning.
•ith a married man. However, it
"that all persons concerned with
and Mrs. E. Atkins, 135.5 Hyde H. C. Bunton, L. A. Story, T. M.
eems to me that your problem Dear Mary Morris: I have a
the sale, rental and management'
Davis, J. M. Hill, D. T. Alcorn,
Park ave.
is easily solved. This man certain- hassle with my mother every time
of VA-owned properties, both salThe dining table was covered L. A. Slaughter, W. Smith a n d
ly is holding no gun on your back I buy a new dress. She insists on
aried personnel, real estate brokwith a beautiful lace cloth. T h e J. D. Atwater.
ers and other fee people, will
making you date him. Simply give picking out my clothes for me and
NEW YORK — Commissioner private housing market and make
NORFOLK, Va. — Nightly pick- centerpiece was a bowl of lovely
Pictures were made by Mr.
abide by VA policy."
him the cold shoulder from now I want to pick out my own dresses.
Elmer A. Carter, chairman of the available fo the first time a siget lines by Norfolk CORE (Com- roses.
Sims of Martin T e m pl e CMS
on and save yourself a lot of grief. Do you think this is fair? Fm 17
Carter
received
Commissioner
New
York State Commission nificant number of single family
mittee on Racial Equality) are inPresent for the affair and stun- church.
If tie is too persistent, call his years old. — Teen-ager.
Against Discrimination, has an- homes t o all qualified persons assurance from the VA that the creasing the pressure to end dis- ningly dressed were:
wife and at least get yourself off Dear Teenager: Its pretty hard
oy
implemented
Cateresses were Mrs. Eulla
nounced a "significant agre e-, seeking such housing regardless of directive will be
criminatory hiring practices at the
Mrs. L. A. Story, in a blue lace Holmes and her sister. The menu the hook.
to say where your mother is being ment" between sCAD and the race, creed, color or national or- cooperative procedures worked out Be-Lo Grocery Store in Norfolk
•••
after five frock and white hat; consisted of turkey and dessert I.
between VA and SCAD to secure
fair or not since I don't have all Veteran's Administration under igin.
Negotiations to effect a fair and Mrs. J. C. Martin, ex-president, la mode.
Dear Mary Morris: I am just
compliance.
•
•
•
which
the
Federal
agency
has
takthe details in the matter. But
democratic hiring policy began charming in her brown one-piece The next meeting will be held
about at the end of my rope. I
•• •
ALL of SCAD's studies indicate,
this is something that you must en steps to assure that VA-owned
more than three years ago. Six dress and cocktail hat. Ot h era Jan. 21,'at the resident of Rev.
am a high school senior and I
keep in mind. Your mother is pay- market on a non - discriminatory he stated, that the lack of good NEW YORK State law prohibits months ago a store representative were Mesdames L. A. Slaughter,
will graduate in June. I
and Mrs. L. A. Story, 61 So Parkwant ing for your clothes and you are basis through established real es- housing is the most crucial prob- any racial or religious discrimitold CORE that he would "give A. L. Turner, E. L. Strong, D. S. way W. with Mrs. E. L. Strong as
go to college so much I can allem facing minority groups of all nation in the sale of either FHA- the matter consideration." "Con- Cunningham, W. H. Taylor,
still pretty young to be independ- tate brokers.
M. co-hostess.
most taste it. But, I do not have
ent about these things. I suppose The agreement was obtained income levels in New York State. insured and VA-guaranteed hous- sideration" hasn't brought about Johnson, H. L. Olaker, D. W.
the money and my parents cannot the happy
Mrs. H. W. Taylor is the report,time,
it
was
prior
to
this
ing,
but
The
persistence of discriminamedium would be for after a series of confetences bethe hiring of Negroes and so the Browning. J. B. Boyd, E. Atkins, er for the club.
afford to send me to school. I
tion in housing, he went on, re- explained, property acquired by CORE group began picketing on
you and your mother to cooper- tween
Commissioner
Carter,
R. E. Honeysucker, W. Smith,
have talked this matter over with
ate in choosing clothes because I SCAD Housing Director Edward tards or threatens progress in oth- the VA after default was placed Dec. 21.
E. E. Dunigan, J. M. Hill, T. M.
my teachers and so far I have
estate
hands
of
local
real
in
the
er
fields.
He
cited
as an example
realize that a 17-year-old can be- Rutledge, and P. N. Brownstein,
not received much concrete help.
Each evening since then inter- Davis and J. D. Atwater.
come pretty chothes conscious. VA's loan guaranty director in the fact that as Negroes in in- brokers and other agents who, unVisiting guests were; Rev. and
Maybe you can give me some
creasing number are recruited for til now, handled the disposition of racial teams of CORE members
But don't make a federal issue of Washington.
and passed Mrs. 0. B. Booth, pastor of Pillar
picketed
the
store
have
ideas. — L. P.
without
a
specific
these
properties
it. Your problem really isn't the Calling attention to this import- administrative, technical and prodirective to abide by the non-dis- out explanatory leaflets to shop- St. church; Mrs. Rosa Parham,
Dear L. P. — You are face with biggest one in the world. Be thankant
agreement,
Commissioner fessional positions in private in- crimination policy of the VA.
pers. CORE also provides a car guest of Mrs. F. Atkins; Mrs. Doproblem so many of our young- ful that your mother cares enough
dustry
and
government,
they
face
Carter stated that it would result
•
pool
for those shoppers who decide na Bryson, guest of Mrs. J. B.
alters have to come to grips with to see to it that you are well
the
problem
of
finding homes Commssioner Carter commendin a major break-through in the
Boyd;
Mrs,
Flordia
elsewhere.
Fields,
to
buy
guest
these days. It is a shame that our dressed — and in good taste.
close to their places of employ- ed the VA in taking "this forward
lof Mrs. H. L. Olaker; Mrs. Barbament in keeping with the needs step in view of the fact that real Norfolk police have observed the
A string of six lakes near Ros- of their families.
Coronado-Chesapeake
action
in
the
estate brokers are not under the
well, N. M., named "Bottomless" But in attempting to establish specific jurisdiction of the State Garden section of the city but
by early settlers are actually 45 these homes, he said, they are Commission Against Discrimina- have taken no action. During the
to 600 feet deep.
hours when the picket line is opsoon confronted by discriminatory tion."
erating, the vast majority of the By John Now" Forkp, Ph.D.
• 4.r*
customers have turned away from
the Be-Lo and bought their gro%710
, 44.
17;!
0-.30
a
.0‘" ,
ceries at other stores.
.y,
A donation of $27.50 from the Progressive Baptist Church,
1.1
4
1.1
,
the Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor, led the contributions to the Daily
Bates Fund this week. As the Tri-State Defender went to press,
the fund had swelled to $111.15.
*.
Other donors this week included $17 from the Memphis District, North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.; $10 from Writer
Langston Hughes of New York City, $3 from Mrs. Sweet-Pea A.
Henderson, Burlington, Wisconsin; $2 from Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Atkins of Memphis, and $1 from Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Johnson
of Chicago.
It is hoped that other Memphis churches will follow the lead
For faster, mon molt* relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
of the Progressive Baptist church and take up a special donation
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
for Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates of Little Rock, victims of an ecoThe Rev. Charles B. Burgs (OwSTANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
nomic squeeze which brought about the closing of their newspaper,
The popular ukulele it not a
—the combined action of several.
en
'56)
will
be
the
speaker
for
native
Hawaiian
musical
instruThe Arkansas State Press. Mr. and Mrs. Bates were most active
medically-approved iAgredients ie
ment
as
is
usually
believed.
It
is
the
regular
mid-week
chapel
servin gaining integrated schools in Little Rock.
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
German Instrument and was
ice on Wednesday, Jan. 20, accordAll donations should be sent to The Tri-State Defender, P. 0.
to that country in the
popular
and tension, starts bringing rebel
ing to college minister Fred Lofton. twelfth centurr,
. L
4'4
Box 311, Memphis. Checks and money orders should be made
filet away, sato assie :
according to the
Reverend Burgs was a member records of the Royal Library at
payable to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Stuttgart.
Later
It
was
introduced
STANBACK
of the first graduating class of
Portugal, from which country spinst any
fewen college in June 1956. He is Into
It was carried by sailors to the preparation
the pastor of the New Hope Baptist Haweikan Islands. Its popularity you've aver
church and is outstanding in church among the Hawaiian's is of very
and they named II
and community work throughout recent date,
"ukulele." which means, in their
the Tri-State area.
language, "to Jump like a nea."
Visitors to the campus may attend
these hours
long model
church services, which often prove
very inspirational and thought
provoking. The students have an
excellent opportunity to hear some
' "Shocked'. is the one word that But it isn't pure i magination
of the outstanding interdenominaaptly describes the way the neigh- that Ozean ix dead — killed, offiUNUSUALLY HEAVY SNOW
The seven inch, snowfall not
frolic with their studies. Fisk
tional clergymen of the city.
bors feel after hearing that Ozean
Nashville gave Fisk univeronly added additional beauty
university which was founded
cials say, ,Saturday night, Jan. 9 in
Reese, 15, of 1408 South Main had
enchanting
The college choir, under the distudents
an
sity
to
the
1(166
will
Nashville
in
soon
campus
but
celebrate
its
word
for
in a gang rumble, slang
been slain in a gang fight. To
picture of their campus, somealso provided an opportunity
100th birthday.
rection of Mrs. D. T. Graham,
fight.
a
em the youngster had been a
what rare for Nashvillians.
for students to mix a bit of
provides the music for the service.
Police are holding members
,iet, well mannered, unassumfrom a West End gang and a
Mg lad with few friends. Being a
South Memphis gang, to which
member of a gang was the last
Reese allegedly belonged.
thing they could imagine about
Reports are that Reese got into
the youth.
an argument with Andrew Mills, Installation services will be
15, of 4-591 Monsarrat. He sa w held Sunday, Jan. 24, for the ofmembers of the rival gang wait- ficers of the Binghampton Civic
ing for him so he left by the back League at the New Salem Baptist
way of the house with two of his church, 8 p. in.
own gang members. The rival Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
gang members followed Reese the Memphis World will be the
Zemo—liquid or ointment—a doeuntil his two pals left him.
main speaker. Rev. Robert Honeytor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
Officials say Mills then stabbed sucker will install the officers.
itching. stops scratching and so
skin
surface
helps heal and clear
Reese in the heart with a paring Keeping his seat as president of
rashes. Buy Extra
knife, Willie Lee Cox, 19, 212 West the League will be 0. Z. Evers,
Strength Zemo for
Utah, struck Mills with a hatchet, dynamic leader in the Negro's
stubborn cases!
and James Edward (Tiger) Lyon, fight for first-class citizenship.

Store Won't
Hire Colored:
Picket Formed

VA, SCAD Pact
Ends House Bias

W

Big Dinner Party Held
By CME Ministers Wives

TNIS'IS SPORT?

Progressive Church
Boosts Bates Fund

TheDEBUNKER

Noted Alumnus
Will Speak Al
Owen College

Gang Rumble, Killing
Shocks' Neighbors

WeAtows,
HEADAC

SAVE NOW
AT

Nu

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

To Install Officers
Of Binghampton Club

NelpshalAmiChar
ItchySkin Rash!

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend

zemo

•
Ir.

SAVE

ON WALLPAPER
ON PAINTS

FREE CITY DELIVERY

Each Account Insured Up To $10,000

20 of 250 West Utah, pummeled
Mills with his fists.
Reese's body was found in a
vacant lot in the 100 block of
West Utah. The attack occurred
at Louisiana and Trigg at about
10 pm.
A hearing was held Monday in
the Memphis court.

STARTS SAT.,
JAN. 23rd
S BIG DAYS SI

•

snow;

CARROL & Co.:I

THE STAGGERING STOP OE TIE
MANWHOEVERUMEI!

ROME — (UPI) — The Food
and Agriculture Organization reported that during the past 10
years the number of tractors on
farms has increased 10 per cent
while the number of horses has
dropped 7 per cent.

am B. DEMILIE1

• 405 Monroe - JA. 3-1616u
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LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652
•(•

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
enjoyed a skating party last
week at the Hippodrome Roller-Bink. Lottio GUI, center, ol

1439 Eloise and a Agent at
Keel Avenue school gets assistance from Mary Montgom-

cry (left), 12, of SU Plant and
Christine Johnson. it, of 48X
Beale. (Staff photo by Hardin)
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member of the church and cowMARTIN TEMPLE CME
was honored. She is the
munity
;
the
of
meeting
first
-for their
mother
the author of the book,
had,
church
of
CME
Tempie
Martin
as its guests two charming and Mrs. Gladys B. Sheppard.
well-known matrons of our city, NEW TYLER AME
Mrs. D. S. Cunningham and Mrs., A Sunday ago at the New Tyler
1
Rachel Carhee. Mrs. Cunning- AME church, the congregation enham reviewed the book, "Under- joyed a most enlightening and
standing Other Cultures." Isaiahi stirring sermon by Rev. J. Glees*
Speaks" was reviewed by Mrs. of the Beale Street Mission. The
, sermon was entitled "Missiondi)
Carhee.
Favorable reports were made
Plans are in the making at NW
on the recent bazaar by all of the Tyler for the 96th Church Annicircles. Mrs. Rosalee Lee is presiversary. It will be observed Sundent of the Missionary Circles.
day, Feb. 14.
secreMrs. Arnee Williams is the

RELIGIOUS DIGEST
By Rev. G.G. Brown
I would to God, that you, my immediately reprove you and show
readers, would take this trip with you where you are doing what
me and see what our churches con- they are doing and will tell you
sist of each Sunday.
"If you make it, I can make it i
We enter the door and see the too.
choirs. the Deacon board, the "I have listened to people talk
preacher and all the others and after the preacher officiated at
we are escorted to our seats. Most their sinner friend's relatives or
of our pastors serve two Sundays friends' funeral. They proclaim
a month, for instance, I will say, he didn't say anything good about
the first and third Sundays.
the person. But listen, regardless
The church pews are filled on the of what is said it would not help
second and fourth Sundays. Where the deceased.
are the members and pastors? If you die without accepting the
Dont mention night services; you plan of salvation, it is no escape
might get insulted.
when the preacher says he or she
Brother, I will not have you ig- was a good neighbor, or that you
norant to the fact that all the minded your own business simptime you choose to give service ly because the preacher can't afto God is not enough.
ford to say what he really wants
The sinner's anniversary has to say.
passed and we won't see them un- I think it would be wise to mend
til their next anniversary, as a few your ways and stand up for the
aro persuaded to come once a right and righteousness so you may
year. For a fact you can visit be able to bring someone to the
any sinner's home you choose on fold of safety.
New Year's Day and, I will assure Christian, you need not think that
you he will not be without black- you are fancy free just because
eyed peas and hog head. Beyond you are converted. You have a
the shadow of a doubt, if you ask charge to keep I might remind
he or she whether it's any thing you as a minister of God, that he
specific, the hog head and peas, left on record, let your light shine
they will say luck, child, luck.
that men might see your good
But listen, there is only one form work and glorify the father, who is
of bad luck. That is, you neglect in Heaven."
the plans for salvation that has Children of God, I beg of you
been laid down through Our Lord pray daily if you would find your
and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Live daily chores much easier. A prayhere 10, 20, 30, 40 50 and 60 years erful man or woman has a secret
that the world does not know of.
and lose your soul.
Before I get into my next re- I will give you a gist of what I
mean. When one door is shut In
marks, I want to say that I am
your
face, just look around, there
sorry that I have to say them.
is a better door open.
But I am not too sorry for they
need to be said. So here they Brethern, have faith in God,
trust in him, I will assure you he
come, hold onto your hat and
will never let you down and may
brace yourself.
the peace of the Lord Jesus forMy opinion is that more than Jo ever abide with you. That is my
per cent of our church gors do prayer.
not have their lives spotless enough (Reverend Brown is heard every
to even tell a sinner friend to Sunday morning at 7:30
over
"come to church with me today" Radio Station WHEY, Millington,
If you ask him or her they will Tenn.)

tary.
The Church Debt Funding
•
Board held its initiative meeting
group
Laymen
The
Johnson.
area
Mr. Smith states that he hopes
than 20 churches in the
WHITEHAVEN CHOIR — The
.
at the home of Mrs. Ruby Jones.
above, seated. From left to
is Wardell Johnson, who is also
to enlist an additional SS men
70 voice choir of the WhiteA very good program for the year l
right are: Halley Cruthird, Ispresident of the Whitehaven
to the chorus by Oct. 1960, at
haven District Laymen movewas presented by Mrs. Viola Robaac Stephason, treasurer; Weswhich time the Annual Setting
civic club. Mr. Johnson said
ment will render the music for
inson. Secret Pals were revealed. Miss Alpha Brawner, daughter
ley L. Nathaniel, secretary;
of the Whitehaven District Asthat singing is not all that the
the installation services of the
The aunt of the pastor and first of Mrs. Jewel Brawner and sisWhitehaven District Laymen
Jesse J. Smith, choir presisociation is convening and the
Whitehaven Civic club on the
lady,
Miss Gertrude Johnson of ter of Dr. Clara Browner, 899
presiJohnson,
a'
Wardell
play
dent;
They
annual report of the Laymen
are noted for.
night of Jan. 27 at the Mt.
Courtland, Ala., was guest. A tasty Woodlawn Steet, was victorious
dent; E. B. Bradford, field digreat part in promoting edumovement is made. The presiJoyner MB church. Rev. S. H.
in winning the soprano lead role
luncheon ended the meeting.
rector; Fred Tappan, piancation, donated $200 to t h e
Champion is pastor. The chodent of the Laymen moveover other stuMrs.
Ruby
Jones
president
is
the
direct.
Ayers,
Albert
and
ist
must
Goodwill home. "We
ment of t h e Whitehaven
rus is under the direction of
dents of Juilliard
and John J. Perry is the secreor.
stand together," said Mr.
district, which consists of more
Albert Ayers and Jessie James
school of Music
tary,
who were seekForemost on the church eatening the coveted
dar at the present is the fourthhonor of sin&
coming Family Day. It will be
with the did!,.
held Sunday, Feb. 14.
Rev. C. H. Taylor, evangelist
n d symphony
Rev. L. A. Storey is the minis.
from Chicago announced that he ter. Mrs.
last
orchestra
Velma Campbell is the
will speak at the Olivet Baptist
evening
Friday
reporter.
church Sunday, Jan. 24, J p. m.
when they preSECOND CONGREGATIONAL
The Rev. E. W. Williamson is the
Of
Beethomuch
interest
sented
at
the
Second
Added t o our growing list of work in groups under one adminis. pastor. Rev. Taylor, during h i s.Congregational church, Sunday,
Nlissa Soven's
maxe
to
planning
ayhere
is
St
young religious writers is Ger- trator. Such grievances to be obwas the book review sermon, Miss Brawnier
836 So. Lauderdale St.
maine Ball. Miss Ball has recent- served are: fear of favoritism, il- most of the Memphis churches. "Mary Church Terrell-Respectable
lemnis, conducted by Fredrick
subject
his
The
text
be
of
ly had two articles accepted for legal use of another person's ideas,
will
Person." Rev. J. C. Mickle, the Prausnitz.
Sunday, January 24
consideration f o r future use in and taking credit for (or due) oth- "The Power of Prayer."
pastor, officiated. The book from
Miss Brawner, a graduate of
Guideposts, a New York maga- ers. Miss Ball plans to construct On the third Sunday in February l which the sermon was taken' Manassas high school and SpelSUBJECT:
zine of faith and inspiration edit- future articles that will help elimi- he will speak at the Open Door tells the story of Mary Church Ter- man college, started her voice
Baptist church, 11 a, m. Rev. E. rell and the Thompson Restaurant training under the tutorship
11:00 A.M. ed by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. nate these misdemeanors so as to Steverson is pastor.
Service
case which brough about the Mme. Florence McCleave during
This young lady became interest- promote higher principles of life.
collapse of segregation and dis- her high school days.
Sunday School 9:15 A.M. ed in journalism while still a stu- Miss Ball, a faculty member of
dent at St. Augustine (now Fath- Walker Homes school, is a mem- Adults and is presently president crimination in Washington, D. C. Mrs. Brawner. who flew to New
Wednesday Evening
Methodist of the recently reactivated Wes- It was published in 1959.
Centenery
er Bertrand) high school through ber
of
York for the occasion, reported
participation in a literature con- church where she was formerly a leyan Service Guild, the auxiliary During the service, Mrs. Rebec- her daughter was received with
Meeting--8 P.M.
test. Though she did not win any two term secretary of the Young ,of WSCS.
ca Biram, a loyal and faithful' polonged applause.
laurels in the poetry division she
did capture honors in . the short
story section of competitions with
her autobiography titled "Little
Me." Following graduations in
1947 she entered college where she
became quite busy with campus
activities and numerous concert
tours. This active schedule prevented any writing as our subject
was too busy making a numerable
record for herself (appearances
on Ted Mack's Amateur Hour,
WMC-TV in 1949, college ambassador of good will, and Was one of
organizations
of
SeVeral of the
three seniors chosen for the colMorning Star Baptist church held lege Hall
of Fame.) However, a
in
Socials
Christmas
annual
their
few months before receiving her
church.
the dining room of the
degree she began to write again,
First on the agenda was the Choir this one a short
story known as
High
Stigall
of
band
The
Social.
"The
Time
Is
Now."
It remains
this
school furnished the music for
unpublished.
program. The band director, U. The path
toward Inspirational
M. Garrett was guest speaker. writing came
from observing the
speakguest
One of the igolit
int ern living are bragging es down Mrs. Sula Ellison was
daily experiences one might enhad
1
No.
Board
Usher
when
er
Statements of some time is includ- daily. The shiftlessness that is so
counter on any job where people
ed in an article, "We Can't Survive characteristic of our day and time its social.
As We Art," by General Maxwell must be supplanted by a new in- Your scribe (Cottrell Thomas)
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor. This article brings us face dustry on the part of us all. We was speaker for the Junior MisWilliam H. Baskerville on Eighth
to face with some of the most once again must refortify ourselv- sionary Society when they enterave., New Year's night. The
startling facts presented to peoplel es along lines of morality, ethics,
dinner. Mrs. Sula guests were greeted at the doorq
a
with
tallied
for sometime. How tragic it is and spirituality that will lead us
Ellison also spoke for Usher Board by the president, Mr. Dorringtoni
that one who has devoted so much to rhuch better lives.
No. 2. They entertained in the Reid who along with the other l
of his life to war and the like nowi
No, we can't survive as we are! home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. men kept the games and fun mewcomes to conclusions that willi
We can't survive when decay is Thompson on Main at. Mrs. Elli- ing at o lively pace. Attending
startle good thinking people of , evident
everywhere. We can't sur- son spoke from, "Carry Xmas into were the Troy Lacey', the Dorour and time.
vive when life has nothing to of- the New Year."
ington Reids, the William BeakerHow tragic it is even though fer many of
us but eating, drink- . On New Year's night many villes, the Calvin Farmers, the Arthe eyes of a man of military ac- ing and
being merry. We can't Humboldtans motored to Jackson, lie Gentrys, the Howard Gentry',
tion he sees the hopeless state in
survive in midst of misdirected Tenn., to attend the City of Jack- the James Pearsons, the George
which all of us find ourselves toaims and goals. I agree with Gen. son Teachers Association's Annual Coopers, the Chester Brysons, the
day. The high morality, the love
Maxwell we can't survive as we Social, held in the gymnatorium of John Thomases. Mr. and Mrs. C.
of one's fellowman, the desire to
are. We might as well be realist- Merry High school. To mention a C. Moody and Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ,
be something have all left us. We
ic about the whole thing. We can't few, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Tuggle, bert Ballard.
now find ourselves living in a
After playing a variety of games
survive as individuals and we can' sr., Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Gillesworld of one again my familiar
survive as groups. There are en- pie, Mrs. Dorothy McKenny, Mr. the guests were led into the dining
• rd
' nf
• y.'
Everyone tirely too many
room where a delicious turkey
people who are and Mrs. C. H. Williams.
wants to be like everyone else.
The members of the Men's Pro- dinner with all the trimmings was
living lives bent on "getting away
We don't want to be different any with
something." We take great gressive club entertained their served. The Howard Nesbits did
more. The hatred, the jealousy, joy in life
that we are able to get wives and a few friends in the not attend.
ANA PORTER
the selfishness characteristic of away with
this or that and no
the group has also become char- one will
ever find it out. How
acteristic of bent on being seen 'tragic.
and recognized that he conforms.
Survival of the individual and
This is the kind of picture that the group is based upon
net. This dish is high in vita1-4 cup sugar
Yes Madame,
healthieight inch square pan. Place
Gen. Maxwell saw and it is the ness. We must have
1 This. shortening
mins and rich protein. Jack
health minds,
sausage links into eight inch
kind of picture that each of us souls, and
Jack Sprat is even willing to Sprat says if you serve it once
bodies. Nothing else
1 cup milk
square pan. Place sausage links
sees as we look out over the will do.
help stretch these ever strain- it will become a must on the
Nothing else needs be con1 egg
world today. General Maxwell is sidered.
on
top. Bake at .425 F. 20-25
down
to
ed
budgets
good,
with
Survival will only be
family menu.
up in years now. The standards
Place sausage links in with minutes. Serve for supper with
earth delicious as well as nurealized when we come to grips
that tie held so dear as a youth
CORN BREAD TOPPED
1-4 cup cold water, cover. Cook baked beans, syrup and cold
tritious dishes.
with the basic facts of life this
are now no where seen. I don't
WITH
SAUSAGE
and nothing else.
slowly
about 10 minutes. Sift slaw. Makes good eating for
condone the idea that everything
This corn bread - Sausage
lb. link sausage
Far too many of us have design•
together
dry ingredients. Add six or eight persons
that the older people did w a
combination
not
only
helps
1
out
cup
Meal
Jack
Sprat Corn
s ed our own little worlds — we
remaining ingredients and beat
the budget but is simply a leright but I do believe that much
enriched
cup Jack
ac
fkS
l
ou
r
prat
1
make up the moral, the ethical,
Bye for now,
that they did stands as good
licious dish for hearty energy
wheat
until well blended about one
exam- the social laws that govern our
ples for those of our day and
producing breakfast or din4 tsp. baking powder
minute. Pour into a greased
Jana Porter.
lives In far too many instances
might as well face that Urn-c.We fact. these little laws
are
sufficient
We live in a day of unparallel
as The insufficiency of our laws and
far aS morality, spirituality,
and our lives are largely responsible
sociability are concerned. These for
current world conditions. We
things are at an all time low
level. need not fool ourselves. "We can
The things that have been
so pro- not survive as we are!"
minent in stalling the
catastro- This calls for an examination on
phic; of our generation are
slowly the part of each of us. It
will be
moving away. The barriers
that most startling what such an
have been instrumental in
examthe lives ination will reveal.
Let us examine
of men as far as
moulding of ourselves and see if
we can surnobility are concerned are
slowly vive. General Maxwell
moving away.
has looked
and seen that we can't
The warped standards
surviveof mod - what do you
think about it?
-

Alpha Brawner
Wins Lead Roll

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY

N. Y. Mug Accepts
Teacher's Articles

Chicago.Evangelist
To Speak At Olivet

"TRUTH„

1
4

HUMBOLDT

Non

FREE. 8 MINK STOLES
TO BE GIVEN
AWAY FREE.

FEBRUARY 15th

ONE
AT EACH QUALITY
STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER.
REGISTER FREE
AT THE CENTER
NEAREST YOU!

lot.01(
Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3-.30 P.M.

1r

Billy Graham On
African Crusade

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
civic leaders.
Evangelist Billy Graham. who
has His first stop
will be at
personally preached the Christian
rovia, Liberia, where he Mongospel it, more people than
will
any preach on Jan. 21
man in history, leaves for
and 22 ThereAfrica after, he will
Monday on what may be his last
swing down the
east
coast of Africa, through
extended "crusade."
"Graham will spend seven weeks newly•independent Ghana and Niin Africa. He will visit nine coun- geria, and then work his way up
tries. mid preach at Oublic rallies the West Coast through southern
and northern Rhodesia, Tanganfg 16 cftles.
Ile also is scheduled to speak yika, Ruanda-Unindi, Kenya and
Before stores of smaller meetings;Ethiopia His tour will wind up in
attended by missionaries, native Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on March
.
pastors, students, business and 8-9

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL
BOB
11 A.M.--1 :30 P.M.
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
COLE
DORY
3:30 P.M.-5:15P.-M.

log

PAY-LESS SHOE STORES
Over 25,000
Pairs To Choose From

*T. MARY'S SCHOOL Chorus in Holly Springs, Miss., Was the Marianelle, music teacher. Second row, from left, Jane Jones,
'guest on the Big Star Talent show recently and did a commend- Lillie Jordan. Katie Gipson, Eariene Smith, Maxine Gye, Beverly
able Job with its musical selections. The Big Star Talent is beam- Polk, Annie Clark, Maxine Smith. Linwood McKinney, Elaine
ed over 50,000 watt WDIA throughout the huge Mid South area and Warren and John Rayford. Third row, from left, Harry Walls,
this group found favor in showing their talents to their many Shirley Jones, Thelma Freeman. Shirley Jones, Vernel Jones,
friends and interested listeners. From left, front row are Sister Barbara Walker, Ruby Woodard, Limes Turnage, Alva Gipson
1,imana, principal; Joyce Allen, Margaret Rridgeforth, Mae Jones,' 011ie DowOng and Grant Relfoure. Standing in front are Joyce
Betty FAgertos, Nathaniel Burke, G. W. Legge, Bernice Gulledge, and Yveinee Patterson.
RettY Walls. Mary Jones, Julia Polk. Willie Scales and Sister
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TitibuiCRAIL I11
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER'S

CICANTIC

UEEN OF CLUBS
CONTEST

•

Vacetion for two for
days and six nights
at th• 'usurious Sir John Hotel in Miami,
Florida, with room and meals. Transportation
NOT included.

•

14 rutiful

three-piece Oskosh luggage set, just
like the set used by Miss America. From
Gayeio Luggage Company, 21 S. Second.

Admiral Stereophonic Hi-Fi set with matching speaker From Tri-State Vacuum Cleaner
Co., 1513 Madison.

e

$100 worth of long playing records.

1 •
Lovely Philce table model radio. From RhodesJennings Furniture Co., 66 N. Main.

Beautiful pair of shoes with matching handbag and box of hosiery. From Kaufman's Shoe
Store, 2250 Lamar.

Dinner for two once-a-month for a
Tony's Ian, 1404 Lyceum Rood.

year at

254• x,

:4v:4

ss.

Sensational Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
With All Attachments.
* *
* *

CONTEST OPENED NOVEMBER 30th

Female Members Of Social, Religious, And Civic Clubs In Tennessee, Mississippi And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.
1.

11WIRIEICA

2.

Ten Percent Commission On All Subscriptions
Sold In Addition To Qualifying Subscriptions.

We,
am'
taw
*ea,
sem
Wow,
Row

PLUS -$100
SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO CLUB SPONSORING
GRAND PRIZE WINNER!
•

'I'

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTUT: The contest is
open to any female member of • social, religieus, civic or
charity club or to any "Sweetheart" of any male club in
Tenn 00000, Mississippi •r Arkansas. Every contestant MUST
be sponsored by • club. Tis qualify in an official contestant,
every applicant must complete an application form and mail
or bring in to the office of the Tri-State Defender with
two (2) one-year subscriptions to the Tri-State Defender
sold at $6.00 for each one-veer subscriptien or four (4)
one-half year subscriptions sold at $3.30 per one half year
subscription. The remittance must accompany the •pplitaHans end the subscriptions.
HOW WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED: The contestant with
the highest number of vetes at the end of the contest
will be determined the winner. Contestants will receive 200
votes for every one-year subscription to the Tri-State Detender
sold, end 100 votes for every on•-half year subscription sold
after qualifying. For the duration of the contest, a fro*
vote coupon will appear in every issue of th• paper good
for ten votes. When • contestant qualifies, she will receive
300 FREE vetes automatically.

A

1.

WEEKLY REPORTS: Contestants will be required to make
week'. reports to the Contest Director by I I). ra, Seturday
of EVERY week. This newspaper will publish every week
the names of tho three leading contestants but will not
publish the number of vat*, each has gained.

• 4.

CONTEST DATES: Tlie contest opened November 30,
1939 and will close or 6 p. rn. February 29, 1960. Tim
Tri-State Defender office will be open until 6 IP. m•
on February 21 to receive reports. The door will be closed
promptly at 6 p. en. and no contestants will ba permitted
t• enter to make reports after that time. Reports mailed
to the office must be postmerked by 6 p. s'1. February 211,
1960 in order to be acceptable.

A
•
I
0

S.

NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will be notified by
March 7, 1960.

6.

EMPLOYERS Olv THE Tikl-STATE DEFENDER end member,
of their immediate families are not eligible to inter *ha
contest. Employees in offices rented from the Tri-Stote Defender are not eligible to enter the contest.

•

1ring or mail this coupon with check or money order for two one-year subscriptions to Tri-State Defend., at /6.00 sack or four half-year subscriptions
at $3.50 each.
SOO FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING!
DO NOT DELAY!

MN NB

MO MINI MI NM IIIIII
QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Tri-State Defender
236 So. Wellington
Phone

Warn.
Address

City

Name of Sponsoring Club
Name and Address of Club President

•

State
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LAKE 114A1 GET MEW CARS..1

DRIVE LIKE IgE.Y'RE -WING
-Co KEEP UP W1TN
,
1I4E pA4mEws,

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
of 39, trying to find someone who
is interested in marriage. I am
a hard working man not afraid of
work. Would like for her to be between the ages of 40 and 50, weighing from 150 to 200 lbs. Race or color does not matter. I am 39, 5
/
2 inches tall, 170 lbs., mefeet, 111
dium brown complexion. Please
send picture. If not sincere, do
not write.
Bridgeforth, 4018
Shermaine
Fairfax, St. Louis 13, Mo.

ow, 48, tall, healthy and a real
gentleman. Would like to meet a
nice middle age woman, not over
.10, who would like to have an understanding companion. I have
grown childeen. Willing to live
anywhere in the USA. Plea se
state qualifications in first letter James Odell, The Central
YMCA, 1421 Arch st., Philadelphia
2, Pa.
••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young woman 26 years old. Would
like to meet. a man between the
ages of 28 and 32. I have three
children by a previous marriage.
Would like for him to be a member of the Church of God in
Christ. He can have children. I
am a nurse. Gwendolyn Haine,
1216 S. Keeler ave., Chicago 23,

4"• 'I"
••••••

a•m••.!

dft

iillOkss•set

I if...COuGN...NWST

114ts tSN'T MEA1...1115

...NEXT liME I ASK YOU Ito BRING

Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
NOME SOME LUNCH MEAT,—
113E- 1HIS SANDWICH CARDBOARD/"ThERE's SOK
widow, 59, in excellent health and
SAYS....
)
)
WRIIING
o
rf!II
Do %If SIGNE:D...YOuR wiFe
chid
My
employed professionally.
dren are all grown and I am
quite lonely. I would like to meet
a refined widower. He must be
sincere, intelligent, employed, like
home life and good cooking. I pre•••
fer one living on the East Coast.
Mrs. P. Chapman, 1604 Madison Dear Mme. Chante: I am one
of your many readers. I am 18,
ave., Baltimore 17, Md.
•• •
5, feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 105
Dear Mme. Chante: I would lbs., dark complexioned. Would
like to correspond with good Chris, like to meet a young man betian pen pals. I am a widow, 46 tween 20 and 27 weighing from
years old, have two children—a 169 to 195. Miss Carlean Haskin,
boy 17 and a girl 15. I am 5 4733 Calumet ave., Chicago 15,
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 125 lbs.,
brownskin. I attend the Baptist
church. Like all sports. Jewel
Nelson, 302 S. Hamilton, Chicago
12, 111.
S 's
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a religious man 40 years old, 5 feet
111
/
2 inches tall, 196 lbs., light
brownskin. I am interested in
marriage. I shall answer all let- NEW YORK — James Stewart,
ters and exchange photos. Paul Oklahoma City businessman, has
Watson, 3015 Brantner Pl., St. been elected for his first term on
Louis 6, Mo.
By MICHAEL KRAFT
a busy congress.
the NAACP national board of di•• •
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A The home rule committee also
rectors. Fifteen incumbents were
determined group of congressmen is careful to make the distinction Dear Mme. Chante: I would like .
re-elected.
is confident that, aided by the between the self-government mea- for you to help me find a wife—
Civil Rights issue, this will be sures and the right-to-vote for someone who loves church be- They are Theodore Berry, CmBy NEIL SMITH
him. The manager obviously didn't hit the Congo it was the Kivu that whites arrived, but the sight of
the eeilr to disassociate residen's president, which would require a cause I am a man of God. My cinnati; Algernon D. Black, Ralph
want a scene. He pointed to the suffered most. A year ago the Kivu well
somelikc
Would
Baptist.
is
One
has
faith
amendment.
BUKAVLT,
Belgian
Congo
—
constitutional
J. Bunche, Herbert H. Lehman,
cultivated white plantations
of Coe nation's capital from lunawaterlogged
terrace outside and whites numbered 12 per cent of
40
am
been introduced by Sen. Francis one of the same faith. I
tics and criminals.
angers the land-hungry African.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Mrs. (UP!)—Things aren't going so well, said he would serve the African the entire European
population of
years old, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
capital of the
Supporters of home rule for the Chase (R-S. D.1.
J. E. Spingarn, of New York City. in this provincial
couple there, under an umbrella. the country, but they earned only For the small white retailers
lady
for
the
like
Would
rule
bill
passed
by
lbs.
The
home
165
is
slack,
District of Columbia predict the
Also Kivie Kaplan of Boston; Belgian Congo, Business
7 per cent of the total income. and artisans the future is even
award of statehood to Hawaii and the Senate, introduced by S e n. to be between 24 and 38. Shall Dr. J. Leonidas Leach, Flint, bank deposits are down, every- This didn't happen in South AfNow political problems have more insecure. The mushrooming
Alaska will also help prod Con- Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) provides consider marriage. Send photo in Mich.; Alfred Baker Lewis, Green- one wants to sell but noby seems rica or Rhodesia, but in a country
come
to plague the settlers. Some African middle class can underwdl
3446
W.
that
be
an
independent.
Rogers,
black
Ernest
letter.
first
an
elected
city
council
and
gress into giving Washington resi- for a
wich, Conn.; Z. Alexander Looby, anxious to buy. And then there's state within a matter
of months. African extremists have started cut them thanks to lower living
bar.
calor
dents the right to run their own execative. The administration bi:1 Jackson Blvd., Chicago 24, Ill.
the
Nashville, Tenn.; and Dr. Benjaa whispering campaign that all standards. Few economists ex..•
This is a familiar story today as There is no other city in Africa
affairs —•a right they point out is before the House committee would
min E. Mays, Atlanta.
land
must be returned to the Af- pect the small white businessman
Congo
that is quite like Bukavu. It
also denied to the insane and resi- have the executive appointed by Dear Mme. Chante: Would like Dr. James J. McClendon, De- the whites in the Belgian
ricans. In fact much of the farm- to survive the first year of indethe president, with actions sub- to meet an unattached, working troit; Jackie Robinson, N orth realize that whatever happened be- spreads over five forested penin- land was
dents of penitentiaries.
unoccupied when t h e pendence.
Although the Senate passed a ject to final White House veto. man between the ages of 48 and Stamford, Conn.; Dr. J. M. Tin- fore 1959 belongs to the good old sulas — a jeweled hand stretchhome rule bill last April, for the But whatever form might gain 55. I am 48, brownskin. Sarah Pal- sley, Richmond, Va.; and Mrs. days. But it has a special point ing into the Pearl-grey waters of
fifth time in 12 years, the legisla- final approval, supporters point mer, 525 W. 151st St., New York, Jessie Vann, Pittsburgh.
in the high, healthy uplands of the Lake Kivu. Africans wander up
tion has remained bottled up in out that Congress would only be re- N.Y.
Kivu province. For the mile-high and down the main street selling
as.
the southern-dominated House Dis- turning self-government, a right
Kivu is an African freak, a piece woven raffia baskets of mushtaken away in 1974 for a combina- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone
trict Affairs Committee.
of Europe miraculously transpos- rooms and strawberries.
Thus, hopes for congressional ac- tion of reasons, including political ly man in my late 50's. Would
ed to the equator.
Many of the street vendors were
There are forest here, but they born before the first white men
tion an home rule center around and racial.
like to correspond with ladies bea petition to discharge the bill Baldwin and Udall conceded that tween the ages of 45 and 50. I am
are forests of pine and eucalyptus. came to live in this part of Africa
There are lakes, as mauve and less than half a century ago.
from the committee and bring it the last signatures are the hardest 6 feet tall, weigh about 178 lbs
to obtain. A discharge petition in brownskin. Will exchange photos.
directly to the House floor.
misty as any Scottish loch. The At that time it was a beautiful
1949 fell short by six names in the V. E. James, 1412 E. Marquette
air is sharp and cool. It is a but fallow corner of the dark
ALL-OUT D7'IV 1-1
RALEIGH, N. C. — A society Rev. William S. Van Meter of ChiNEW YORK — Several hundred great climate for settlers — and continent.
An 'all out drive" is underway effort to get at least half of the Rd., Chicago 37, Ill.
formed to remove race segrega- cago.
•••
questionnaires have been mailed separation of races.
to -obtain the needed 219 signatures. representatives to sign as required
Tcday there are 14,000 Euro- tion in the Episcopal
church fin
Following a recent strategy meet- under House rules.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a wid- to all known Spanish-speaking or- Some strange law of nature peans in the Kivu province,
about ished a three-day meeting at St.
ganizations in the metropolitan has decreed that wherever Afri- 4,500
ing by the bi-partisan steering
of them in Bukavu. No other Augustine's college with dissenarea, as part of a "census" of such can conditions are most Eurocommittee, members said their efpart of the Congo has a higher sion in its ranks over naming the
organizations
and
their
leadership,
pean, the color bar is most intense. proportion of permanent colonists.
forts to obtain the approximately
organization.
conducted jointly by the Commis. It is in temperate South Africa, They
80 remaining signatures were beown neat coffee, tea, pyreApproval of the group's name—
sion
on
Intergroup
Relations,
the
and
southern
Rhodesia
breezy
ing aided by speaker Sam Raythrum and quinine plantations high
Episcopal Society for Cultural and
Puerto Rican-Hispanic Leadership the green paradise of Kenya high- in the cloud-capped
burn's recent statement on civil
hills around Racial Unity — drew
strong comForum and the Office of the Com- lands that there is strongest op- the lake. In town
rights.
they run a mul- ments from a
protesting minority
monwealth
of
Puerto
Rico.
multi-racialism.
The
position to
The Texan reversed his long
titude of small businesses just like which
objected to using the word Fourteen Alabama educators
The census is designed to as- Kivu is no exception.
standing coolness to discharge pethe city folk back in Belgium.
have been listed in "Who's W h o
sess the organized strength of the
One need only speak to a Kivu Many live in brightly painted Med- "Racial" in the title.
titions by inviting civil rights supIn American Education, it was anSpanish-speaking
community
of
colonist for five minutes to dis- iterranean style villas only a few Delegates, called to the meeting nounced recently. They are:
porters to sign one if they want
New York, which is primarily cover that he is the spiritual cous- feet
at St. Augustine's college by the
House actions.
from the water.
Mrs. Bessie Estelle, president
Puerto Rican in origin, and to in- in of the South African nationalist
Rev. John Morris of Atlanta, of the Alabama State Teachers AsRep. John F. Baldwin, jr., (D- BOSTON — The Massachusetts these groups and has been promIt
is
a
good
life — and like adopted resolutions
dicate
future
needs.
outlining t h e sociation; Wayman R. F. Grant sr.,
He has a profound contempt for
Ariz.) said "those who now see Commission Against Discrimina- ised their aid in carrying out an
The Puerto Rican - Hispanic the African — equalled only by white colonists the world over, purposes of the society.
their way clear to sign the peti- tion has revealed some hearten- extensive educational campaign
vice president of the Alabama
they
aim
to
keep
what
they
Leadership Forum will publish a
One of its purposes "shall be to State Teachers
tion can no longer argue that they ing instances of the effectiveness among their neighbors aimed at directory of the existing organiza- the African's contempt for the Bel- have. In the Congo today that is a
Association; Mrs.
encourage men to respond posi- Maggie Forte, supervisor from
have a general policy against of a new fair housing law which furthering the effectiveness of the tions based on the census, which gian settler.
vain hope.
Bukavu alone of Congo cities The white
went into effect in the Common- fair housing law.
signing petitions."
settlers of the Kivu tively to God's call for unity in Montgomery; Mrs. Ethel Belle,
evidence of is expected to aid municipal and still maintains a color bar. Of had
report
revealed
The
wealth
last
July.
Another leader for home rule,
their problems even before in- the church,". a resolution stated. Monroe, Ala., supervisor;
private social service agencies
Rep Stewart Udall (D-Ariz.) de- In its 19th annual report to Gov. continued wide public support of in working with the Puerto Rican course they don't call it that.
dependence became a live issue a The Rev. Walter Dennis of New
Mrs. Catherine Boseman, Dallas
Massachusetts civil rights
"It's quite simple," a local resi- year ago. The Europeans
clared that "none of us have home Furcolo and the Legislature, the the
of the York said the group should chan- County, Ala., supervisor; James
community.
NICAD
dent told me. "The natives go Congo live in a falsely inflated nel its efforts toward helping Mexrule constituencies but most of us Commission described some of its statutes. The scope of the
since its
to their places and we go to ours. economy. The government and big ican-Americans of the Southwest, Kidd, dean of Daniel Payne
have civil rights supporters." He early successes with the new hous- has grown immensely
We wouldn't feel at home in their companies offer huge salaries to Puerto Ricans and other minority college in Birmingham; Mrs. Lupredicted there would be a fairly ing law which covers an import- single beginning as the MassachuEmployment
Practice
setts
Fair
places
cille Edmiston, principal of Payne
ant
and they wouldn't be hap- entice Belgians to come out to groups as well as the Negrd.
segment
of
the
private
housclose correlation between signers
Commision in 1946.
py in ours."
ing market in Massachusett.
of the two petitions.
work in Africa. In the white towns Conference leaders declined to Elementary school at Selma; N.
give out a slate of directors elect- J. King, principal of Dolomite
All around me, young Bukaviens the cost
Supporters acknowledge, howev- As a result of complaints filed Now discrimination is outlawed
of living matches the saled.
Some have not yet accepted, school, Birmingham; Mrs. Zelia
employment,
edfields
—
were
rocking
by
aggrieved
persons
a
number
of
four
and
in
rolling
to
the
er, that the civil rights was not an
aries.
they said.
music of an excellent trio. People
Evans, State Teachers college,
entirely unmixed blessing, point- apartment houses have become in- ucation, public accommodations
were drinking iced beer and sip- But a farmer, or a small busi- Morris said 100 persons from Montgomery: Prof. Edgar E. Eving out that the civil rights as- tegrated for the first time. In ad- and housing. Six amendments
nessman, is subject to price fluepects of home rule are -a hand dition to buildings containing three have been passed in 14 years WASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr. S. ping aperitifs. There were six Afri- tuatirms and economic reces- throughout the country attended ans, State Teachers college, Montthe session presided over by the gomery;
widening
the
or
strengthening
and
more
rental
units
the
law
also
grenade" for southern congressRandolph Edmonds was re-ap- cans in the cozy bar-cabaret. But sions. When
the world recession
covers private developments of 10 application of the original law.
men.
pointed to the Overseas Touring all were waiters.
or more houses.
The Commission report covers committee of the American Edu- Later in a quietly elegant resHOME RULE
But supporters claim they were Although the law has been in a gne-year period ending Nov. 30, cational Theater Association dur- taurant nearby that would not
forced to try the petition method effect for only a few months, im- 1959. During this period the MCAD ing the Association's annual con- disgrace any European city, I
watched the ''each to his place"
by southerners who control the portant cooperation from local received and processed 301 mat- vention here.
district committee and oppose groups of realtors has been forth- ters involving discrimination bas- The committee is part of Presi- rule in operation. A tall young Afhome rule because 53 per cent of coming. The report also praised ed on race, color, religious creed, dent Eisenhower's special interna- rican in a dark suit and his girl
Washington's population is Negro. the establishment of citizens' fair national origin, age or 'ancestry. tional program for cultural pre- friend dressed Congolese style in
The home rule committee, a housing committees in Arlington, Its field representatives conferred sensations which is under the aus- sarong and blouse walked out of
group of local citizens, argues that Brookline, Cambridge, Natic k, with officials of 664 business con- pices of the State Department. the rain and sat down at a table.
the movement of high income fami- Needlipm, Newton, North Wil- cerns throughout the Common- Dr. Edmonds, who directed the The manager hurried up aghast
lies to nearby Maryland and Vir- mington Sharon, Sudbury Way- wealth offering instructions, inter- famed_FAMU Playmakers Guild and informed them that he had
pretations and general informa- on a two-month tour of Africa un- stopped serving food for the night.
ginia is caused at least in part by land and Wellesley.
a desire to run their own local The Commission revealed that tion aimed at minimizing the pos- der this program last fall, is sec- The African protested and pointed
to the Europeans eating around
affairs, instead of depending upon it has met with representatives of sibilities of violations.
retary of the committee.
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THIS IS A VIEW (1957) ef
part of Bukavu. which Is favorably situated on the shores

of Lake Kiva in the Belgian
Cong., 4,790 feet above sea
"U Is a great climate

for settlers — and separation
of races," reports Neil Smith.
(UPI Telephoto)
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LOUISVILLE, Ks. — 1960.- may ourselves to the hard task ahead.
Civil Rights gains can never be
very well be the most fruitful year
sufficiently achieved by inertia
Subscription rots: Ons year. S6i six months, 113.10, (2-v•er epeeist Subseriptiois sets 11101
for Kentucky Negroes in terms of
and complaceucy. Their ultimate
Tits Tri-Stets Ostender Does Not Tette Responsibility tor onselicitesi Moonscripte S. Photos.
state government recognition and and full realization require eterjobs. Usually each succeeding nal vigilance.
Published Evert Mamie, by the Tri-Stets Defender Publishing Co Ibiterod SI SOON
state administration builds upon This involves
winning
new
gots Metter ot the Memphis Post Office Merck 20, 1132. {Jailor Act et Marsh 3. 1179.
its predecessor or gives promise friends and supporters to the
cause of fair play and human deto,
SERVING L000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATI AREA
cency. Further it means marshalThe watchwords of the Combs- ling of forces and moving
forward
Wyatt administration, which are and upward unitedly. Cognizant of
'Reform and Progress' — fore- group mistakes in the past we are
cast the Negro's best economic better prepared to now utilize our
opportunity. Moreover, Civil Serv- full strength.
The existence of an anti-Jewish, anti- a rivival of anti-Semitism that a whole ice in state employment as envis- Ninteen hundred - sixty could
ioned by Governor Combs will ul- mark the beginning of
a decade of
Negro organization of a national character world becomes distressed, and heads of gov- timately mean qualifications over
unprecedented interracial progshould not be surprising. For America has ernment hastened to convey their displeas- race. More than this apparently ress and the extension of full citilong been a fertile soil for the cultivation of ure of so ugly a manifestation. So few peo- the Governor is very desirous of zenship rights, and the dawn of a
advancing all Kentuckians befiendish racialism. It was therefore natural ple seem able to grasp the hard fact that cause he knows the only way to new day of human dignity in our
commonwealth.
for the wave of anti-Semitism, which start- race prejudice is a virus that can infect a do so is to include the Negro.
But it will not come automatied with the desecration of a new synagogue whole social system, if not checked at the Already the former Judge has cally nor without concerted efindicated he intends to give Ne- forts to achieve it in our time.
on Christmas Eve, in Cologne, Germany, to source.
groes a fair shake by his express- Civil rights were a lot better off
find quick repercussion in New York and
It is easy to transfer hatred of the Ne- ed desire to add one to the Box- in the fifties than before. But
elsewhere in the United States.
gro to hatred of the Jew, the Englishman, ing Commission. This is advo- they will be considerably better
cated not only out of respect io off in the sixties if we resolve
To say that daubing of cathedrals and the Pole, the Irish and so on ad infinitum. Rudell Stitch, who is Kentucky's
that in this new decade we will
ewish temples with red swastikas is the All the elements of a decent, civilized com- greatest professional boxer to move not with "All deliberate
work of unorganized vandals, is to shut our munity should make a combined assault date but because the Governor speed," but at "Jet speed." We
thinks it is right. Likewise Gov- have
at this pace if
eyes to an epidemic by ignoring its viru- upon the citadel of race prejudice. To ignore ernor Combs knows that privileg- we aretototravel
lift Kentucky and ourlence. Besides, anti-racialism, especially in an outbreak of anti-racial sentiment and be- es without economic advancement selves out of the doldrums.
America, does not need formal organic havior is another way of tolerating it. For, mean little.
To I•e full advantage of the
structure. There is a natural, spontaneous where there is no resistance to evil, it right
oi w;ing state parks and othaffinity that binds all race-haters into an flourishes like weeds in an unkempt back er facilities requires the necessary where-with-all. In addition
yard.
invisible fraternity.
the
must become a contriSo long as anti-racialism is directed
The plight of the Negro in the American butorNegro
to Kentucky's economic
against the Negro, nobody is agitated about democracy is still pitiful. On the other growth. This means he must have
it. In fact it is so common an occurrence as hand, the Jew, though perhaps despised, is more and better jobs, more pay SAN FRANCISCO — John
Pittand bigger taxes
stop being
to be as newsworthy as the story of a dog respected. He is no longer a homeless wan- a disproportionateandrecipient
man, who has established many
of
'firsts" as a veteran Negro jourbiting a man. America's soul is seared by derer; he has attained statehood, with it has welfare dole,
nalist, has now added another.
long familiarity with racial prejudice and come a measure of dignity, self-respect, I unhesitatingly predict, that the He is the first of his race
from
current state administration will
discrimination against the American black power and security. The state of Israel is not only employ more Negroes the U. S. to serve as a resident
man.
a living symbol of the intellectual and poli- than ever, but it will make fuller correspondent in Moscow with
the Soviet Union as his "beat."
use of their respective special talIt is only when the Jew is offended by tical might of Zionism.
cots to serve on appointive boards Pittman's dispatches appear on
the Pacific coast in The People's
and commissions.
Optimistically, we feel that the World, a paper with which he has
been
1060 General Assembly may be i938. associated since its birth in
disposed to look more favorably B
orn in Atlanta, Ga., Pittman
Mr. Johnson is a potential Presidential upon broad legislation especially graduated from
The outlook for a quick disposition of a
Morehouse college
if a constitutional convention or
civil rights measure by the House is not too candidate. As $uch he can be depended home rule make any appreciate and continued his studies at the
university of California where he
reassuring. The so-called proponents of the upon not to do or say anything that might headway
got his M A. degree in 1929.
In
Representative William Chitcause the South to beat the war drum
In order to write my recent ser- many recognized, and established heard, hut which mean God to
bill have not been able to force it out of the
we have a forth-right indi- Pittman was also a columnist on
against him. At any rate, he is in safe com- dress
foreign affairs for the Chicago De- ie, of columns on "The Meaning ways of worshipping God. I re- the ieople
vidual
who speak them. I
who
will
not
be
a
silent and fender during World War II and of
Rules Committee, nor have they been able pany. A majority of Republican members
Faith" which concludes with
passive member. Given an opporspect
claim
no
each
and
every
one
of
exclusive
them.
patent on my
to muster enough signatures on a discharge and some Democrats are visibly unconcern- tunity to win legislative friends to went overseas to cover the Paris this article, I read a great many Who am I to say anybody else's phrasing of the word God. No sinPeace Conference for the paper. books, essays, pamphlets, and
petition that would take the bill out of the ed about civil rights; but they are determin- the cause of integration, Childress He was the first Negro corre- newspaper and magazine articles. idea of God is any less good than gle word or language is big
will make his presence felt. Of
committee's hands.
ed to stand with the President to hold down course as the lone Negro member, spondent to visit Eastern Europe I find that even communicants of my own? If man is made in God's enough to contain God. I am sure
Bulgaria, Czechoslovak - the same faith disagree on inter- image, the reverse must also be other
languages than mine cos.
These preliminary skirmishes are an the cost of government and help him bal- he cannot perform miracles sin- (Romonia,
ia and Poland) after World War pretations of that faith. Some true. Certainly each man on earth tam Him, too.
giehandedly but he can advocate
evil omen that we are in for another round ance the budget.
hold widely varying views from has as much right as I to con- People who have never
and stand up for right — which
sees
In Moscow with Pittman are his others. I know from having heard ceive of God in his own way and Americs, and will
of empty rhetoric by men who pose as
In smothering the effort to weaken his we predict he will do.
never see it,
honest adherents of civil rights and the control over the policy-making machinery A new year always is a chal- dwife, Margrit, and their two chil- in my lifetime many religious dis- believe in Him. I do not have the who have never seen Tokyo or
cussions, that in no other field audacity to say that I alone know Rome or Pekin or New Delhi Of
hysterical ranting of the Representatives of his party in the senate, Mr. Johnson has lenge to achieve more and to do
can divergent ideas clash more God. Whoever you are, I believe Mecca, also have their word for
better. In short, it is the inspiraviolently than in the realm of the- that you know Him, too, whether God. In Burutu on the Niger I do
from Dixie who believe that Negroes are insured his authority to make legislative tion to resolve to work ahead in
ology.
you be Baptist or Methodist, not know what the spelling of God
hope.
t entitled to full citizenship.
Although
we
find
it
easy
policy for the party.
Church
of God or Church of is, but I am sure God is there,
But
I
admire
those
men
and
to
look
back and around us in
Sponsors of the move to take the civil
Impatient people are like
Behind the move to challenge his leader- disgust, we must
women who are capable of stand- Christ, Catholic or Jewish, Pres- wherever the sun shines and t h•
face the hard
rights measure away from the Rules Com- ship was the criticism, mostly by Northern, task of looking forward and work- the bees; they kill theming firmly for their faith, what- byterian or Lutheran, .71.iristian world rolls around.
selves in stinging others.
ever it may be. And I respect Scientist or Moslem, colored or Can I say that there is no God
ing
cooperatively in hope, because
mittee conceded that their efforts appear- liberals from the industrial states, that the
—(Francis Bacon)
those priests, ministers, or rab- white.
in Georgia simply because J
the durable future has ever been dr
ed lost.
legislative strategy of Sen. Johnson a n d built by those of us who
bis
who
feel
sure
of
the
Crow makes more headlines? God
ground
Just
as
God
is
above
race,
I
discipline
on which they stand. But if I were also believe he is above creed. I may keep silent for a long time,
The failure of the liberal Democrats to his inclination to compromise differences
asked to make a statement of think he listens to Quaker pray- but when He speaks the map of
loosen Senator Lyndon Johnson's iron grip with the Republican Administration h a d
faith myself, I would be forced to ers as well as to Episcopalian history is changed. When He
on the members of his party in the senate left the Democratic party without a liberal
approach the subject of religion prayers, to Holy Roller prayers speaks, the slate is wiped clean.
In a very personal and very hum- as well as to Oongrzgational, to When He speaks, sorrow runs like
is a sure sign the same shenanigan is going record on social and economic issues.
ble manner. Were I asked to Hindu prayers as well as Bantu, a river to the sea and the land
Northern liberals had hoped to push him
on in the upper House as in the lower.
preach a sermon about God, for to Hebrew as well as Gentile. I is cleansed again. Do you think
example, I would have to begin believe God hears even the least that God is gone just because He
If a civil rights bill is enacted into law toward the political left, or, failing that, to
by saying that I don't know very among the children of men—even is banned somewhere? Who can
In this session of Congress, it will be one expose wide differences between their polimuch about God — but I have a the atheist and the heathen who ban God? Or you, His child? Or
tailored after Democratic Majority Leader cies and his.
NEW YORK — Through Dec. iod amounted to $1,029,351 leaving feeling that God is related to ev- do not call His name.
me, the least of His children?
It is significant to note how the other 18, the NAACP received $859,875 an operating deficit of $189,675. erything and everybody on earth. Maybe another name for God is Try to step between me and God
Senator Johnson's proposal. The only difin its general operating fund, Ala
ference between his bill and the 1957 Civil prospective candidates voted in the caucus fred Raker Lewis, treasurer, has This deficit was offset by a trans. When I was young, nobody ex- Mystery, or Love, the Holy Spirit —and you will be thinner than
or Father Divine, Unity or Uni- shadow and less of a wall than
about
much
me
very
plained
to
let of $190,000 from reserve funds
Rights A c t is that Johnson's proposal to limit Johnson's power. Only Sen. Hubert reported.
God. But I soon learned that in versal Power, Buddah or Allah or the evening fog. So I would sad
would toss all violations of the law into a H. Humphrey supported the motion. Sen. This operating fund income was so that as of Dec. 18 there was our country, America, there are Jehovah, or 'tames I have never my sermon on God.
by $225,345 from life an excess of $20,324.
conciliation service with no recourse to John F. Kennedy, Maassichuetts, and Sen. augmented
memberships and $81,457 in be- More than half of the total genStuart Symington, Missouri, both were re- quests. This money went into re- eral operating fund income was in
waive legal action.
Johnson defended his bill last year when ported to have voted against the Northern serve accounts, subject to transfer the form of branch memberships
to the general operating fund as and Freedom Fund contributions
he first outlined it to the senate as the only liberals and in favor of leaving the policy required, Lewis explained. The to- — $479,882. Other contributions
measure that would be palatable to t h e committee just as it is. Only time may re- tal receipts for the period, general and fund-raising activities accountfor $97,720; Crisis magazine
South. Well, of course, any civil rights leg- veal the expediency of such a strategy. operating and reserve, amounted ed
subscriptions, $101,813: and hollto $1,198,471.
islation that is palatable to the South is not In any event the picture is not a bright one Expenditures for the per. day seals sales, $50,521.
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worth the paper on which it is written.

for Negro rights.

Rogers Before The Supreme Court
Despite the recent shift of political
tides, the unhappiest man in Washington
these- days is not a Democrat. He is Attorney General William P. Rogers, upon whom
has been thrust the task of defending the
Civil Rights Act of 1957 from the gravest
danger that has threatened it since its
enactment.
From all accounts, Mr. Rogers is not enaisiastic about civil rights. In fact he is
*TiFposed to the strenghtening of the present
Act. He told Congress last year that the
Department of Justice was not at all eager
to have the injunctive power which w a
whacked off the original civil rights proposal and which has been a bone of contention ever since.
Yet he went before the Supreme Court
last week to urge reversal of a lower court
decision holding t h e Civil Rights Act of
1957 unconstitutional.
The suit, the first brought under t h e
Act, charged that registrars in Terrell
County, Georgia, had refused to register
Negroes who met every qualification. Some
were college graduates and taught in local
Negro schools.
"The state of Georgia," Mr. Rogers said,
efused to register Negroes who were
achera in her own public schools, w h o
were graduates of her colleges — on the
ground that they were illiterate."
The Federal District Judge of Georgia
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Dope And Data

SO WHAT?

whose ruling Mr. Rogers was. appealing,
said the act was beyond the power of Congress because in some cases it might be
used against private individuals rather
than state officials.
How honest and effective a plea the Attorney General made before the High Court
will be determined by the final outcome of
the case. Having dragged h Ii feet all of
last year on this basic issue, Mr. Rogers is
seeking to obliterate his failure to take
quick and positive action in an area of the
1957 Act in which he had clear authority.
Government arguments before the Supreme Court are usually handled by the Solicitor General, members of his staff or other government lawyers. This is the first
time in almost thirteen years that an Attorney General had argued a case before
the High Court.
Mr. Rogers wants to expunge the criticism levelled against him by the Civil
Rights Commission which viewed with
alarm the Justice Department failure to institut ction against violators of the Civil
Rights Act, the first plead by Congress
in eighty-seven years. And since he is mentioned as a possible choici for the Vice
Presidency on the Nixon ticket, he thought
he better have his skirts clean. Soap may
not be effective enough to do th e job; it "She's Kentucky Bred? ... Gosh .. t I've Never Sees
It Sliced That Weyl" may be too late.

CHICAGO — The new rash of these Africans to take over their jected. Indeed, they will be active.
anti-Semitic signs and vandalism joint-enterprises and giving them ly fought.
in the so-called civilized areas of an opportunity to learn skills that The white world has base fear°
the world will not be understood the colonial powers have deliber- tut of African nationalism and
In Negro Africa, South of the Sa- ately denied them. The facts are some whites look upon the new
hara. A few Africans who have readily available to anyone who African nations with great mils.
giving,. This is unfortunate. All
been educated abroad are infect- wishes to know them.
the
African leaders I have met
before
said
have
this
I
Much
of
vast
the
ed with this virus, but
but in the light of the current have a fresh and inspiring conmajority do not understand it.
Even Dr, Kwame Nkrumah of anti-Semitic outbursts, I believe cept of the rights of man, all men
Ghana who joins with the Arabs these facts need more and more regardless of color or religion.
especially
among They are fighting for their own
iri some of their views and pro- emphasis,
nouncements will have no part of American Negroes who are often rights and freedom in Africa and
they will never stop until they
anti-Semitism in his new nation. confused.
He has denounced anti-Semitic One of the thrilling aspects of achieve them.
moves consistently. He has a good my experience in Nigeria is to Nevertheless, they reject rade".
watch the leaders pick and choose lam however it expresses itself
reason too.
Israel has been a good friend the kind of bricks they want to and the freedom they ask foe
to so-called black Africa and con- use to build their new nation. In themselves they will not deny to
sidering its small size and limit- Nigeria, Ghana and the other anyone else. In the few Africa
ed resources, I believe it is mak- states in Africa which are becom- the leaders dream of the kind of
ing a greater contribution to the ing independent, the new nation- freedom that exists nowhere else.
Africans than any other power of builders are studying and experi- where no man's color or religion
the world, including our own Unit- menting with the ideas, techni- will be held against him.
ques and technology of the ad- Tom Mboya, Sekou Tour*, Kw'.
ed States.
Once before in these columns I vanced cultures of the world, es- me Nkrumah, William Tubman
outlined the projects in Ghana pecially those of America a nd and their colleagues on the AM.
can continent are African nationand in Nigeria in which the Is- Great Britain.
raelis have contributed money and The African leadership is in the alists first. They, however, not
skill to help the African nation- position of accepting and reject- only want to live in a free Afriing many of the "blessings" of ca, but they want to live in a
builders.
Further in the Black Star Ship- modern civilization. From my lim- free world. They know too that
ping company of Ghana and other ited experience, it seems that this freedom In modern civilized sojoint African and Israeli enter- leadership I, not going to swal- ciety will never be achieved in an
prises, the Israelis have refused low anybody's "way of life" atmosphere of rampant racialism
to accept more than forty percent wholesale. They are being selec- and religious prejudice.
of the control and ownership. Thus tive in what they choose and their Prejudice is a sword with twe
there can be no question about own country's welfare is their cutting edges and those who flourish it court danger for themselves.
who will profit most from these great criterion.
The racialism and popular prej- The time has come to beat these
pioneering efforts.
More important than this, I re- udices of the civilized countries swords into ploughshares every.
peat, the Israelis are training will he, I am convinced, flatly re- where.
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HIGH AND DRY — Bicycles
and motor bikes are high and
dry atop the ledges of buildlegs in Amsterdam, Holland,

after flood waters, resulting
from a break in a nearby dike
swirled through party of the

city. The flooding forced 8,000
people from their homes. UPI
Telephoto

THERESA DE FRANCESCO,
23, is accompanied by her attorney, Sidney Z. Davidson,
as she leaves a Canton, N. Y.,
courtroom, after receiving a
five to ten - year sentence for
the fatal shooting of golf pro

NEWS

Richard G. Smith, 27. The former Rochester, I. Y., woman had admitted shooting
Smith because "he didn't want
me around anymore." UPI
Telephoto

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS
at the 45th Anniversary Conclave of Phi Beta Sigm,a fraternity, meeting at the Willard
hotel, Washington, D. C., with
Pre!Bent Hutson L. Lovell of

Workers Give Castro Union-Raised Funds French Minister May Be Headed 'Out' Says Reds Penetrating Latin-America
decide
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cuban electrical workers, industrial vanguard of a "people's militia," scheduled a parade and ceremony
Wednesday to present the Fidel Castro government with union-raised funds to buy firearms.
Students ard agricultural workers already have been organized
into the people's army to repel "invaders" Castro and the revolutionary press contends threatens Cuba.
The pro-government press, meantime, Iasi ed out at the U. S.
for its protest alleged discriminatory treatment of American citizens
in connection with Castro's land reform program.

Italian Opera Workers On Protest Strike

PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles De Gaulle will
risk of
whether to fire finance minister Antoine Pinay and run the
sources
informed
crisis,
political
and
precipitating a grave economic
reported.
Pinay is architect of French economic recovery and the stack
out.
market already has reacted sharply to reports he is on his way
the
Prices dropped as much as five per cent Monday. They began
economic
government
with
broke
Piney
decline Thursday when
policies.
Piney is engaged in a bitter struggle with Premier Michel Debre
French inover what Piney called Debre's attempts to "Sovietize"
dustry. Debre is aligned with Justice Minister Edmond Michelet who
has called for more socialization of French industry.

Brother Talks With Runaway Debutante

MILAN, Italy — (UPI) — About 15,000 orchestral and backstage
workers for Italy's big 12 opera houses were on strike Wednesday
to protest legislation that would dissolve the "lyric corporations''
which now run the houses and replace them with partnerships.
The workers would be dismissed, then re-hired by the partnerships under the proposed bill. They feared many would lose their jobs
permanently, however, and went on strike Tuesday, Many houses
cancelled last nights' performances.

BILOXI, Miss. — (UPI) — There is real reason for concern over
ofCommunist activity in Latin America, a top State Department
ficial has said.
Roy R. Rubottom, jr., assistant Secretary of State for inter
e
American affairs, told the southern assembly there is "irrefutabl
peneevidence of the efforts that the Communists are making to
trate the Americas."
dolRubottom said a good indication is the more than 100 million
lars being spent annually by the Communist bloc on propaganda
and exchange programs in this hemisphere.

Truman Library To Net $27,000 In '61

New York City. Visitors are
members of MRA — a world
organization to re-make the
the world. Left to right:
George Molefe, South Africa;
Mr. Lovell; Rajmohan Gan-

dhi, grandson of India's Mahatma Gandhi; Harsant Opperman, Central Africa and
William E. Doar, jr., nation
executive secretary of the
ternity.

fr.

McCormack Predicts Johnson-Kennedy Battle
House Democratic leader John W.
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
Lyndon R.
McCormack predicts that Sens. John F. Kennedy and
presidenJohnson will tie the two top contenders for the Democratic
tial nomination.
will
McCormack said Kennedy is "clearly out in front" now and
block of
go to the convention next July with "by far the largest
votes."
second only
He predicted Johnson's delegate following would be
"will
blocks
these
added,
McCormack
cases,
both
In
Kennedy's.
to
follow them through."

Sculptor Rudulph Evans Dies At 81

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rudolph Evans, 81, the sculptor who
the statue of Thomas Jefferson for the Jefferson Memorial
created
TruS.
Harry
President
Former
—
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
Saturday.
died
here
Independman is showing a neat operating surplus at his library in
Evans' statue of Jefferson is viewed by thousands of tourists
ence, Mo.
in the white memorial on the Potomac River's tidal basi .
Figures in the budget President Eisenhower presented to Con- yearly
his other works are the statues of Robert E. Lee in
Among
more
gress seowed the Truman library expects to take in $27,100
state capitol at Richmond, Va:, and William Jennings Bryan in
than it spends in fiscal 1961.
Neb.
Lincoln,
at
capitol
the
for
$37,900
to
appropriate
Eisenhower asked the Congress
He is survived by his wife, two daughters two sisters and two
Truman library. He estimated it will have an income of $65.000
brothers.

PARIS — (UPI) — Douglas Benedict, 21, flew here from New
arrived,
York Monday and, after a heated tug of war when his plane
runMon. went off to talk to his sister, Gamble Benedict, about her
away romance with a married Romanian-born ex-chauffeur.
Young Benectiet's trip to see his sister at the home of a mutual
who has
friend was a victory for Robert Hoffman, his family lawyer
debutante to
been here a week trying to persuade the 19-year-old
divorced
leave Andrei Porumbeanu, 34 who is separated but not
from his wife and is the father of a 10-year-old daughter.
Typewriter
The tall, handsome heir to some of the Remington
ive of an
representat
a
of
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — (UPI) — Federal officials, who have
company
in
BOSTON — (UPI) — Recent outbreaks of anti-Semitism in west
airport
Orly
at
fortune landed
trip.
his
to expect the bizarre in bank robbery crimes, had a new Germany can be attributed to apathy of the German people, Dr.
learned
arranged
American newspaper which had
NAHA, Olcinawa — (UPI) — Army Secretary Wilber Brucker
one Saturday—a man who tried to rob a bank where he had de- Joachim Prinz, president of the American Jewish Congress, said
Wednesday was abruptly recalled to Washington, apparently to exposits of $9,000 himself.
Sunday.
plain before Congress his statement in Formosa the U. S. would
Charles W. McAdams, a 57-year-old retired miner, was seized
"What started in Cologne De Christmas eve is part of a whole
defend the Nationalist-held offshore islands of Quemoy and Matsu.
by two bank employes after he tried to hold up a woman teller at a series of anti-Semitic i4MMOSAllat show what remains to be done
'
CINCINNATI, Ohio—I UPli—One of the FBI's -10 most wanted. Bank of America branch.
to expunge hatred and stitergthett democratic values in Germany,"
Brucker left unexpectedly at noon for Korea, cutting short him
held here
was
home,
Army
Salvation
a
in
here
arrested
When bail was set by U.S. commissioner here, McAdams prompt- Prinz said . at the New England regional convention of the Congress.
scheduled two-day visit here. He said he shortened his visits to fugitives,
of a Canadian citi- ly wrote a $5,000 check on his deposit at the bank he tried to rob.
Okinawa to enable him to appear before the Senate armed services Tuesday on charges growing out of the shooting
"It was just a crazy idea," McAdams said.
Maine.
in
armed
the
zen
House
before
appear
also
He
will
20.
Jan.
esammittae
subservice committee, on Jan. 21.
Robert Garfield Brown jr., 41; admitted his identity and
mitted without a struggle. He was held in lien of1196)800 bond.
Heavy snows blanketed the southwest lad midwest Sunday and
Brown was sought on two federal charges and on charges of
night and forecasters predicted more of the same io m
Sunday
•
assault with intent to kill and armed robbery brought by Maine aufriends
his
and
areas.
Eisenhower
President
—
ALBANY, Ga. — (UPI)
at
thorities in the shooting July 9 of Maurice Coutre, 41, Montreal,
The storm ripped its way up from the southwest into Iowa,
spent a long day in the hunting fields Saturday, lunching on quail
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Defense Department gave Old Orchard Beach, Me.
birds.
of
Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and lower Michigan
limit
bag
braska,
full
the
getting
and
campfire
a
over
and
broiled
Congress a report Wednesday on Russian missile strength
Blue
of
house
snow warnings were posted for the rest of the night in
main
and
heavy
the
to
dusk
at
When the President returned
American ability ci survive and strike back after a surprise attack.
huntof
hours
those areas.
Springs plantation, he was happy over an ideal seven
Defense Secretary Thomas S. Gates jr., was reported confident of
In Nebraska. winds up to 45 miles an hour whipped blinding
ing. He and six other hunters in his party each bagged the limit of
U. S. power to deter Soviet attack during the critical few years
a
said
Hoh-Tu
Liu
Adm.
across most of the state and state police there said roads
Rear
—
flurries
(UPI)
—
TAIPEI, Formosa
12 birds.
ahead when the Russians may outnumber this country in interconTuesNationalists
the
host,
his
to
were being covered with drifts minutes after the snowplows passed
Chinese Communist jet MIG pilot defereed
The chief executive hunted during the morning with
tinental ballistic missiles.
Formosa.
of
coast
east
close
their
the
and
on
through.
Service,
damage
slight
Cities
of
chairman
with
board
landed
Jones,
day and
W. Alton
The "mix" of forces — missiles, bombers, carriers and submaAdmiral Liu said, '"The plan landed on an emergency air strip friend, Charles Jones, head of Richfield oil.
rines — and their wide dispersal around the globe will be more than
learned from Lu Chiao in Chekiang Province (on the
Russia's available missiles could knock out in one blow, according near Ilan. We
passed over Nanchishan, (a Red-held island 100 miles
and
mainland)
to this view.
Matsus.)
of
the
northeast
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Catholics Monday began an eightperiod of prayer "For the return of all separated Christians to
day
Liu declined to disclose fate of the pilot but other sources said
S. — (UPI) — The Greek captain of a stranded the unity of the Catholic church."
N.
HALIFAX,
crash.
he was killed in the
Panamanian vessel vowed to stick to his ship until he and his 52
The period of prayer, which is observed annually from Jan. 18
received their back pay.
crewmen
25, is known as the 'chair or unity octave." The title undermet
Wednesday
Jan.
to
cabinet
—
German
The
West
(UPI)
—
BONN
Drakatos and his Greek crew rode into Halifax scores the Catholic belief that Christian reunion can be achieved
Vassilios
Capt.
the
ultra
right-wing
banning
and informed sources said it discussed
aboard the Georgios A, a liberty-style ship, when it was towed in only when members of all churches accept the authority of -St.
German Reichs party (DRP) as part of a government campaign
that
Tuesday
charged
China
Sydney, N. S.
from
Communist
—
LONDON — (UPI)
Peter's chair" — the papal throne in Rome.
against anti-Semitism.
kidmiped a Chinese diplomat
Drakatos said he and his men had not been paid in more than
-general
consulate
U.S.
the
of
members
The observance originated in the U. S. 51 years ago. With the
The sources said it was doubtful whether Interior Minister Ger
pay
and
India, in an incident that led to the beating of an Ameni• a month. They are eligible for three months severance
Bombay,
in
encouragement of the Vatican, it has now spread to many
strong
ban
the
for
application
a
formal
up
drawn
yet
hard Schroeder has
transportation to their home port, in addition to the month's back
November.
in
marine
ican
countries.
other
al
Court
wwhich would have to be submitted to the Federal Constitution
Peiping radio, in a new China news agency dispatch from Bom- pay.
at Karlsruhe.
bay, said Chang Chien-Yu, a staff member of the Bombay Chinese
The tiny, ultra-nationalistic Reichs party has been under heavy consulate, "was kidnaped by members oi the U.S. consulate•generai
fire since two of its younger members touched off the current out- in Bombay" on Nov. 26, 1959.
breaks of neo-Nazism by painting swastikas on a Cologne synagogue
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — The 9-year-old son of actor-producei
The Americans held Chang in the consulate by force "And
golf
size
of
the
debris
Volcanic
—
Powell and actress June Allyson was rescued Saturday from
Christmas eve.
(UPI)
—
Dick
PAHOA,
Hawaii
politithreatened to kill him if he stuck to his refusal" to apply for
Kilauea
erupting
from
Kapoho
of
the
on
village
a ledge 150 feet above Mandevill canyon road near his Bel-Aire
halls rained down
cal asylum" in the US., the statement said.
home.
volcano and caused police to order sightseers out of the area.
Ricky, Powell and a friend. Steven Dart, 8, son of Rexall PresThe rain of pumice and ash hit the town after winds changed
danger
no
immediate
still
was
there
but
ident .7ustin Dart started out on a hike. They found a trail leading
from northeast to northwest,
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The newspaper So. et Culture reported 7
to the village itself. The 300 residents of Kapoho were moved from from the canyon floor to the high ledge and worked their way up
youths were sentenced to up to two years in jail for mass producing
the side of the 70-degree grade.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Frank Church ( L)-Idaho) has their houses Wednesday night when the eruption began.
home-made jazz records from foreign broadcasts and selling them suggested that the U.S.. Russia and Britan team up and conduct
The Dart boy started back down alone but Ricky continued until
After the first outburst civil defense officials allowed tourists to
tennis shoes and started
on the illegal street-corner market.
under-ground nuclear tests if they cant agrec on an atomic test ban. park outside the area and walk into the village, but lateer withdrew he was almost 200 feet up. Ricky had no
descend.
to
unable
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to
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when
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was
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when
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permission
that
record
the
of
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break
The ringleader
Such a move might
Pavlov. 20, of Kryukovo village near Moscow. He was said to have disarmament talks and lead eventually to a world wide ban on nuclear
made the records with used X-ray plates and sold them for up to 20 testing. Church told the Senate.
rubles each, compared to the normal record price of three to ten
"Of one thing I am sure," he added. "The U.S. cannot pack up
rubles.
its bags and go home (from Geneva) without first exhausting all posNEW YORK — (UPI) — Bosomy girls would be just a bust in
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The administration is about ready
sibilities for agreement."
space.
to announce a new industrial security program which would guaranLook magazine, in its current issue, said in an article on women
tee accused security risks a chance to confront their accusers, govin space that most experts agreed "Women would respond as well
ernment sources have disclosed.
as men (some thought possibly better) to the physical and psychologOfficials have been trying to formulate a new method of screenTRIPOLI, Liba — (UPI) — All 10 men aboard a U. S. Army
stresse of space travel."
ical
S.
U.
be
air
the
since
wouldn't
Wheelus
Department
contracts
from
defense
flight
State
a
sensitive
The
—
ing workers employed on
U-1A "Otter" aircraft that crashed on
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
in its description of what the first space girl would be like,
But
base to Banghazi Jan. 4 have been officially declared dead.
too surprised if Red China tried to orbit an artificial earth satellite Supreme Court threw out the old program last year.
said she probably would be "a flat-chested lightweight
magazine
the
The high court ruled that the screening process the, government
The army said Wednesday the plane probafbly fell into the Medi- in about two years.
years of age and married."
35
under
any
on
based
it
was
not
Russian
a
onal
because
mostly
be
unconstituti
has been using was
But officials said such a launching would
terranean. A board of officers decided it was useless to hope the
"She will not be bosomy" the magazine said, "because
law or executive order.
feat.
men aboard were still alive.
of designing pressure suits."
problems
The officials believe Communist China has nowhere near the insaid.
they
But,
dustrial capacity to produce satellites and rockets.
with Russian aid and imported Russian parts China could try to leap
into the community of space nation'
LAGUNA BEACH, Calif. — (UPI) — Welter Sharpless Cather,
PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles be Gaulle called in fiCANBERRA, Australia — (UPI) — The Australian government
an
in
Wednesday
49,
of famed novelist Willa Cather, was killed when a gas
time
nephew
second
a
for
Antonine
Pinay
Minister
nance
its embassy in Moscow Wednesday to seek clarification of
cabled
oven exploded in his Laguna Beach Canyon home.
effort to settle the "Piney crisis" without major repercussions to
the possible effects Russia's plans to test rockets in the Pacific may
potthe
in
who
was
known
well
Cather,
Sheriff's deputies said
France.
air and shipping routes.
HAVANA — (UPI — The Cuban Isivernment Monday night re- tery industry for the past decade and had exhibited his works sev- have on
There were persistent reports Pinay, architect of French economic
t sources said, however, there was no question of a
Governmen
a U.S. protest against seizure of Ncrth America° holdings in eral times in the Laguna art festivals, was killed almost instantly
with Russia over the planned tests.
lodged
reco‘,ery, would lose his job as finance minister but be offered a jected
being
protest
Cuba and said a formal protest failed to deal with "a basic situajob in the cabinet as minister of state, in charge of "technical ection" of Cuba's new Agrarian reform laws.
onomic problems.''
A statement by acting foreign ministor Marcelo Fernandez Font
down
turn
would
Pinay
reports
There were just as persistent
it clear Cuba later would formally reject a State Department
made
BUTLE,., Pa. — (UPI) — Mrs. Eugenia R. Beyer 48, Monday
any offer to keep him in the cabinet since he has broken with note handed over by U.S. Ambassador Phillip W. Bonsai. Howevc,
BOSTON — (UPI) — Three children died when fire from an ex - began serving an unusual six-month sentence for mishandling $2,pag
attitude
De
Gaulle's
on
and
matters
economic
on
both
Gaulle
De
ploding space heater swept the bedroom of their home.
Fernandez promised to study the note iurther. It was the fourth U.S
while employed as a clerk in the county commissioners' office.
toward likEt1
Trapped while sleeping were Mary Lou Jones, 7, and her brothers
protest note in a year.
Judge Clyde S. Shumaker directed Mrs. Beyer to spend eight
Bobby 3, and Theodore, 2.
hours a day, seven days a week doing routine chores in the Butler
County jail.
She will report each morning at 8:30 and work until 5:30. The
of the day will be her own. Judge Shu maker, after suspending a
rest
PARIS — (CPI) — The U.S. Tuesday began a major mediation
TROY, N. Y. — (UPI) — The body of a professor's wife was
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — U.S. scientists made communications
12 month term in the Muncy prison for women, also granted
of
to
solidarity
the
effort to head off a European trade war threatening
history by bouncing a radio signal off a huge balloon floating about 'mind lying in blood-spattered snow in an alleyway near her home Mrs. Beyer one Sunday off a month.
the North Atlaotie Treaty Organization.
iiinday 10 hours after she had left a party nearby.
150 miles above the earth.
U. S. Undersecretary of State C. Doliglcs Dillon flew to Paris t,.
The body of Mrs Mary Alice Helm, 43. was covered by her fur
The sphere, folded into a 26-inch container. wax hurled alof'
participate in an informal economic conference between members
'cket,
.roin Wallops Island. Va., in a two-stage rocket Ii inflated at its pea
the British-led "outer seven" trade group and the French-led Euro iltitude into a balloon as high as a 10-story building
County Coroner Thomas F. Styles ordered an autopsy, hut said
UPI) — Soviet Russia has launched its first
STOCKHOLM —
pean common market.
etre was nothing to indicate that Mrs helm met death thr.ough
After it unfolded, the Bell Telephone co at Ifolmdel, N. J
submarine and stationed it in the Baltic, the authoritative
atomic
ice.
on
fallen
have
the
may
Helm
,
aurfac(
Mrs
its
si.
off
of
the
reflective
Grave differences between the two rival trade blocs
olenee lie said
iounced a 980 megacycle continuous signal
marine calendar for 1960 said
nation common market and the seven-member free trade area The signal, which covered
total distance of about 300 miles, wa
tier husband, William F. Helm, is an assistant professor in iwedish
The Russian atomic sub was said to have a displacent of 2,800
l'ion of the Massachusetts Institute n
prompted U.S. participation in the historic confercl-r. It was Ameri- received St the Round Hill
ogineering drawing at Rensselaer Polytechnic institute here. He
tons.
direct involvement in dri European trade conflict.
.
'
ka
Technology, on the outskirts et Boston,
had not, attended the party, police said.

Tries To Rob Bank His Money Is In

Blames German Apathy For Anti-Semitism

Brucker On Carpet For Defense Promise

Nab 1 Of FBI's '10 Most Wanted'

Midwest, Southwest Hit By Snow Storms

Ike, Friends Each Bag Quail Limit

Gates Confident Of U. S. Military Might

Red Mig Pilot Defects To Nationalists

Stranded Ship's Captain Seeks Back Pay

Catholics Begin Yearly Prayer For Unity

Party Faces Banishment For Swastikas

Reds Charge U. S. Kidnaped Diplomat

Volcanic Debris 'Rains' On Village

Reds Jail Youths For Selling Jazz

Declare 10 Missing Crash Victims Dead

Rescue Dick Powell's Son, 9, From Ledge

•

Suggests U.S.-Red-Britain Nuclear Team

Prepare New Security Program

Describe Requirements For Space Woman

Explosion Kills Novelist's Nephew

Question Test Effects On Shipping

3 Children 'Die In Bedroom Fire

Woman'; Jail Term Regular 8-Hour Day

Expect Satellite Orbit Try By China

French 'Pinay Crisis' Still Unsettled

Cuba Rejects U. S. Protest Of Seizures

U.S. Tries To Block European T rade War Bounce Radio Signals Front Balloon

Find Body Of Professor's Wife In Snow

Russia's First Atomic Sub In Baltic
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On Chicago Defender Honor Roll

Sugannon, Evers, Bates Get Coveted Honors
In
Efforts
For
Cited
A Publisher's Success Story Arena Of Civil Rights

in his first news story to Managing as Managing Editor of the CleveEditor Ira Lewis of the Pittsburgh land Call & Post newspaper — if
"Ohio's Fastest Growing Week
indeed, it could be called a news,
Courier.
ly."
Walker covered a speech of paper in '32. Here is what he
Today the
newspaper plant
Roscoe Conklin Simmons at the found:
houses every conceivable mechanSyria Mosque. An espert short- lhe Call & Post was so deeply
ical device necessary for the prohand writer, the young reporter in debt to its printers they refusduction of an excellent newspaper.
wrote down every word the Ora- ed to work.
$350,004 PAYROLL
Subscribers had not received
tor said.
There are 50 fulltinie employees,
The complete story enabled the mail copies of the newspaper in
about 30 part-time writers and
Courier to hit the streets with an 17 weeks.
The cumpany's
photographers
''Extra" and scoop all compe- A former employee had just won
payroll is nearly $350,000 annua:
tition. For his night's work,- Wil- a court judgment for unpaid wagly.
191111111111111111111U111111111111111101111111111001010111111111 liam Walker was promoted to City es.
Each week the plant produce.The corporation had lost its
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the Editor.
two
editions of the Call & Post —
had
franchise
it
city
to
the
because
to
failed
went
tie
later
year
A
first of a series of articles on
edition for Cleveland, t he
one
state
pay
taxes.
Negro publishers, presented in desk of the Norfolk Journal and
other for smaller Ohio cities, ancooperation with the National Guide. After working there for a l There war little, if any, unother newspaper, "The NeighborNewspaper Publishers Associa- year, he got fed up with .he town' encumbered real property on thel
hood News," and several ''shoppremises.
job.
another
for
tion. This series is designed to and started to look
pers" for Cleveland supermarkets.
REBUILDING EFFORT
acquaint the public with the STARTED TRIBUNE
William 0. Walker's personal
He went to Washington, D. C., Even though the Call & Post's'
men %hose publications have
W. 0. WALKER
paralleled
achievements
have
bee.. in the forefront of the where, with the Murray Brothers future looked as bleak as the 1932
fight for first class citizenship (job printers) he started the Depression years, the youthful M. Walker arranged to set his own the success of his newspaper.
on behalf of minorities in this Washington Tribune. The Tribune E. plunged in head-first and start- type, lock it in newspaper forms lie has served as president of
grew to be one of America's larg- ed a rebuilding effort.
the Cleveland Board of Trade, prescouatry.
Acquaintance with Lawrence 0. and transport the forms across ident of the Cleveland branch of
est Negro weeklies in that era.
to
printing
city
the
Bohemian
a
111111111111111 01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r1 After working as Tribune man- Payne, a popular young lawyer
plant for stereotyping and printing. the NAACP,,president of the CleveSUGARmON
aging editor for nine years, W. 0. and Republican Party leader, causland Urban League. He is presi- ATTY. RUSSELL
By CHARLES L. SANDERS
quit when one of the Murray ed Walker to declare himself and In 1940 Payne and Walker form- dent of the National Newspaper
However history rates Negro brothers died and subsequent fam- the newspaper Republican.
His ed a partnership and incorporated Publishers Association, an organjournalism, it will almost certain- ily bickering became intolerable. hard-hitting editorials and practic- the PW Publishing company.
a
ization of American Negro newsly record that, when the time of Ile went to work as advertis- al approach to the Negro elector- The alliance proved to be a good papers.
dying came for bias, bigotry and ing manager of Washington's fam- ate won him enough financial one. Advertising steadily increas- He was one of the founders of
Intolerance, the Negro Press was ed The Fair Department Store, a backing to purchase crude news- ed, the corporation's bank account the Future Outlook League, a milithe power that thrust the rapier store that pioneered racial inte- paper make-up equipment and a grew and the Call and Post start- tant organization responsible for.
ed to really prove its slogan: numerous boycotts that forced op
that inflicted the mortal wound. gration of its sales clerks. Walker second-hand iinotype machine
And rubbed salt into the sore rose rapidly and finally became
en doors of employment to Ohio
did the Negro editors whose writ- manager of the Baltimore branch
Negroes.
ings were voices of conscience store.
Walker served for six years a.
and warnings, virtually thorns in
But the newspaper bug had bitmember of the United States
a
James Crow's flesh.
ten deeply: W. 0. wanted to get
Commission for UNESCO and, in
WILLIAM 0. WALKER
studied
He
back into journalism.
1946, he was a member of a three- NASHVILLE, Tenn. — President
William 0. Walker, editor and opportunities in several large ciman team appointed by the Secre- S. J. Wright of Fisk university anpublisher of the Cleveland Call & ties and finally decided to try
tary of War to tour Europe to nounced this week the resignation
Post, has been a newspaperman Cleveland.
seek evidence of discrimination of Dr. Preston 'alien former head
or 40 years. In 1919 he turned In 1932 he came to Cleveland
against Negro soldiers. The evi- of the Fisk Department of Social
dence was found and, after a re- Sciences.
port was made to the President of
By JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
Dr. Valien resigned to become
the United States, efforts were
made to eliminate discrimination the U. S. Information agency's culPublisher-Editor, Chicago Defender
tural affairs officer in Nigeria.
in the Armed Services,
There is no racial discrimination in Cuba.
In a letter to Dr. Wright, Dr.
POLITICALLY ACTIVE
Vallien said be could not turn
That is a resounding and important declaration. But
He has been active- in Ohio- Reof the Nigerit is the pattern Cuban Premier Fidel Castro is following publican politics for 27 years. lie down the challenge
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Final. Exmas Underway

0. Z. EVERS

L C. BATES

Premier Fidel Castro, new leader of the Cuban
government heads' the Chicago Defender's coveted
1959 Honor Roll.
Progress Development Corporation, planners of
an interracial housing development in Deerfield,
was the lone institution cited in 1959.
Chicago Defender Publisher John H. Sengstacke
said Castro was cited for his "magnificent and inspiring contribution to the world struggle for freedom
and equality by abolishing segregation and discrimination throughout Cuba."
Other 1959 honorees include former baseball star,
Roy Campanella, Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon of Memphis, Mary Esther Tiller, airline hostess; L. C. Bates
of Little Rock, Tom Mboya, young nationalist leader;
Robert Hill, a teenager who inspired a medical airlift
to Dr. Albert Schweitzer in the Belgian Congo, and
Ben Schwartzwalder, coach of the national champions
Syracuse University football team.
Sengstacke said the citing of Castro and Mboya
was especially significant, since the struggle for "hyr
man freedom and dignity" was a universal one.
said the individuals and institution cited had gone
above and beyond the call of duty to contribute to the
advancement of better race relatio,ns throughout this
country and the world.
Following is a complete list of the 1959 Honor
Roll:

a

PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO—for his magnificent
and inspiring contribution to the world struggle for
full freedom and equality by abolishing segregation
and discrimination in Cuba.
ATTY. RUSSELL B. SUGARMON—for his history-making and courageous performance in his bid
for the post of Commissioner of Public Works in Memphis, Tenn. As a result of his intelligently aggressive
effort, Memphis enjoyed unprecedented unity and
harmony in the area of politics.
ALBERT CARDINAL MEYER—Archbishop of
Chicago, in grateful recognition of his unceasing and
forthright pronouncements on behalf of the religious,
educational, economic and social welfare of all the
people, regardless of race or national origin.
MARY ESTHER TILLER—achieved an unusual

first in air travel service when she was employed as
a Trans-World Airlines hostess, operating between
Kansas City, Kans., her home, and New York.
RAYMOND. M. HILLIARD—Director of Cook
County Department of Public Aid, for his rare insight
into human problems, and his genius as an administrator in organizing effectively the public institutions
of our society to deal with the social problems.
LORRAINE HANSBERRY—Playwright, for her
deeply moving play, A RAISIN IN THE SUN, in
which she reveals human subjection by implacable adversity tempered by an ultimate courage.
ROY CAMPANELLA—Baseball Star, for his indomitable will which is hastening his recovery from
a paralyzing accident, and for his exemplary, high
spirit which is an inspiration to the youth of America.
L. C. BATES—who as editor of the Arkansas
State Press, despite harassment, violence and boycott of the newspaper, displayed unusual courage and
made a distinctive contribution to the struggle to integrate Little Rock high schools. His wife, Mrs. Daisy
Bates, was cited by the Defender in 1958.
ROBERT HILL—a 13-year-old boy who vividly
demonstrated the Biblical quotation: "And a little
child shall lead them." Robert, of Waycross, Ga., who
was residing with his father, a U.S. Army sergeant
in Italy, launched a campaign to obtain medical supplies for Dr. Albert Schweitzer, world renowned philosopher and medical missionary, of Lamharne, Gabon
Republic. With the assistance of an Italian radio program he later presented $400,000 worth of supplies to
Dr. Schweitzer.
TOM MBOYA—chairman of the All-African Peoples' conference, for his dynamic leadership in African politics and labor, and for his unusual crusade "to

save the white man from himself."
0. Z. EVERS—for boldly spearheading a movement to desegregate Memphis' buses and parks.

BEN SCHWARTZWALDER—coach of the Syracuse University football team, who demonstrated the
true spirit of sports, when he refused to bow to Dixie
tradition by walking out of the Century Room in the

Adolphus hotel, Dallas, Texas, with his three Nem,
players, when the grid stars were "asked" to leave.

Young
Memphis

Form New Club
By Name Of
Cupi Dettes

10 111-STATE DEMIDER
Set., Jos. 7.3, 1960

SOCIETY.

The Cupi Dettea made its presence known last December in the
Social World. The Club was originated in the home of Mrs. Marti'
Steart, who called a group of young
ladeis together in her Dunlap
home.
The club will meet bimonthly
and its purpose is to engage in social activities and the planned financial assistance to the Goodwill
Homes.
The charter members are Mrs.
Hartis Stewart, president; Mrs.
Amelia Wiley, secretary; Mrs.
Pauline Wells, vice presidents and
assistant secretary; Mrs. Margaret Harwill, treasurer; Mrs. Odelia
Morris, chaplain; Mrs. Ethel
committee
sick
Grandberry,
chairman.
The motto of the new organization is: Thinking of others as we
think of ourselves.
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winter months and tomatoes dur- from Tennessee A & I State, for Washington —
GUESTS
the '60 grads who are desirous of DISTINGUISHED
by Jackson Alumnae Chapter of ing the spring and summer.
the United States has increased
in
ShedMrs.
and
Mr.
holidays.
the
foreign atmosphere, might check Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority where Vitamin C is just one of the nu- rick Stanback, Mr. and Mrs. S. in size from about 155 acres in
the possibilities and the advantag- were delighted to have as their
the winning young lady will reaverage of about 200
es there. Among their souvenirs are house guests Miss Roberta Church, If you are in employment or duced; if your work under social ceive a year's scholarship to Lane trients discussed in o u r booklet L. Lucas, Mrs. Addie Goss, Mr. 1935 to an
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and Mrs. John
many lovely straw objects created outstanding Republican leader and self-employment that counts to.. security is not reported you will College. Mrs. Anna L Cooke is
ernmental studies.
will enjoy reading and using it as Walter Elkins.
before them by the skilled fingers holder of the highest position held wards social security, be sure that
not get credit for years you may chairman of activities.
your guide to good eating. To get
by a Negro woman in the present
of the native artisans.
you get credit for your earnings, need to be insured at time of reIre
copy of this cleverly writ ten
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national administration, beading
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Very much in the limelight of
the Memphis social security office, tirement or in
Dairy Council, 135 N. Pauline,
MAKING YOU
late have been activities of the Department — and Miss Annette said this week.
ability or death.
Memphis 5, Tenn.
social calendar of Southern Belles Church, her aunt, who needs no
Mr. Eanes said that most people
The amount of benefits which
"A Guide To Good Eating" is a
Bridge Club. First was their salute introduction to Memphis. Friends
may become payable to you and now reaching age 65 need to have
provided to readers of the
to the New Year when they enter- of the well-known Memphians alservice
Are You Se Run-Down You Can't Give Your Husband and homily
your dependents or your survivors their social security earnings on
e
through
h
t
Defender
State
tained husbands and escorts at a ways cherish their annual visits
Tri
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
By
are figured from the average earn- their social security account. Peoilood-StrongthenIng Adler' ef This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
tres gay party held at the Flam- and delight in the news of mutual
cooperation of the Memphis Dairy
securisocial
ple reaching ti5 later will need
ings credited to your
GRACE WILLIAMS
Row tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
Council. Mrs. Williams is a teachiisgo the first Sunday. There, with friends, and the sharing of the infor even more credits. (A man born
so tired, so weak and run-down blood ... to restore strength and
a beautifully appointed club table teresting sights seen by Miss ty account. To become eligible
er of Home Economics at Menashe can't be a real companion! energy so you feel fine again fastI
have been in 1906 or later or a woman born
before the bandstand, where cock- Church during the travels of her any benefits you must
sas High School.
's unique formula can
Pin
Luckily, it's often due to "Ironsocial security in 1909 or later will need 10 years Have you had your vitamin C,
by
covered
work
in
tails and Hors D'oeuvres helped interesting position.
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
today? Did you say "no"? Well
of social security credit.)
monthly
of time.
length
functionally-caused
certain
a
for
needit's
ficiency anemia). Then
with conviviality .. . dancing and PHYLLIS WHEATLY CLUB
less for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot Flashes" of
For disability benefit payme.nts then, you'd better check-up on
not correctare
earnings
your
If
a snappy floor show provided Mrs. R.S. Lewis was the hostess
change-of-life! No wonder so
such awful weariress.
ly reported, benefit payments to (age 50 to 65) at least 5 years of yourself—you may be fa 1 ling
Now, a wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkham's
gaiety. Members and their honor- to the Phyllis Wheatley club, with
family may be re- social security credit are needed. apart. Did your gums bleed when
and
you
your
can help relieve this condition... Tablets all through their lives/
ees attending were Mr. and Mrs. every member present as well as
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" has
thus renew your vitality! It's
you brushed them this morning?
Sidney Oates (she was re-elected new members Mesdames Harry
Lydia E. Pink-ham's Tablets, only left you weak and run-down —
your leg turn blue-black when
Did
Iron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get Pinkpresident the previous month)
. Cash, Walter Gibson, Peter Jones,
you walked into the corner of your
's ham's Tablets from druggists.
women! Rich in iron,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Mr. Clarence Pope and Charles OglesWORN POI Parma
7
acid can
start to strengthen Then see if you don't soon feel
ascorbic
Tablets
little
A
desk?
and Mrs. Danny Mitchell, Mr. and by. Guests included Mrs. Jennie
"Iron-Hungry Blood"in one day! "all" woman again!
stop all of this.
PlC Ponier al Laederdwie
Mrs. Gumer Currie, Mr. and Mrs. Tarpley, Miss Alleyne Evans Vance
rOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' Mats prove famous Lydia Z.
acid acascorbic
or
C
Vitamin
Charles Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. T. J. Johnson, and there rePtakhams Vegetable Compound (liquid) also brings quick relief
Phone JA. 54348
your body tohold
to
helps
tually
from mewl:aft:Iry of monthly pain and change-of-Ufe.
Charles Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. ports were made of the many
gether. This vitamin is vital to the
Edward Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Mel- charity baskets distributed during
material which helps hold t h e
vin Moore of Covington. Tenn.,and the holidays.
billions of body cells together like
Mrs. William Hampton, jr., Miss SILHOUETTES MEET
cement between bricks. A lack
Elizabeth Lewis. and Miss Gwen Last Sunday too, saw the meetROS AL IE
vitamin C in the diet may show
of
T;
S CO
McEwen. Missing the fun were ing of the Silhouettes, counterparts
up in any part of the body. BleedDIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
SERVICE
HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Joseph, since of the Kappas — who trekked to
ing, tender gums and loosened
the lovely home of Mrs. Ruth
Mrs. Joseph was ill.
teeth may mean a vitamin C defiOther officers elected were Mrs. Weed—to make plans for the anciency. The fact that you bruise
company
for
choice
my
is
Salad
Fruit
Lime
Molded
Mary Lewis Rogers, vice presi- nual Kappa debutante presentaeasily doesn't necessarily mean
dinners when delicious,juicy red apples are on the market.
dent; Miss Gwen McEwen, secre- tion to be held in May. Mrs. Jewell
that you are young and tender, it
fluffy
This
pork.
or
poultry
with
It goes especially well
tary .. . Mrs. St. Elmo Hampton, Bethel now heads the Silhouettes.
more likely means t ha t you are
milk
Milk—the
Carnation
Evaporated
with
made
is
salad
corresponding secretary; Mrs. Loumissing your daily quota of ascorfat
ise Tarpley, treasurer; Mrs. Melyou can use like cream, but with less than half the
bic acid.
vin Moore, business manager and
calories of cream. That's because it's whole milk with
We stress daily quota of vitamin
Mrs. Mildred Joseph, parliamenthe water removed by Carnation's secret method.
C, because it is not stored in your
tarian.
body as is true with many of t ii e
Then, soon afterwards came the
other nutrients. It is also one of
delightful breakfast party given
the more elusive vitamins. Even
by Miss Elizabeth Lewis to enterthough it is found abundantly in
tain her club members and their
nature it is very easily destroyed
beloved counterparts. Held at the
by heat, light and air.
lovely Winslow Road home of the
Raw green peppers are one of
hostess, cocktails and conversathe richest so urc e a of this
tion-piece breakfast fare m a de
nutrient. But in ordinary portions
The Epsilon Phi Chapter of
the event a delightful experience. Omega Psi Phi
OF FOOD, CITRUS F RUITS
Fraternity is preWere sorry to hear that Mrs. senting
LEAD ALL OTHERS. Cauliflower,
the Tennessee State PlayJoseph again had to forego this ers Guild of Add State
broccoli and cabbage contain suruniversity,
party for her club.
prising amounts of ascorbic acid.
Tuesday night, Feb. O. at 8 p.m.,
With special parties a -plenty to in the Music Hall of
provided they are eaten raw or
the City audireminisce over. . . the inevitable torium in "See How They
cooked only a short time. TomaRun."
always occurs, for last Friday
toes are a good source of this
This well-polished aggregation
night was the time appointed for is coming to Memphis just before
vitamin. However, a small (6 oz)
their regular meeting and Mrs. embarking on a tour of U. S. miliglass of orange juice provides
Thelma Evans was the hostess and tary Bases in Newfoundland, Iceenough vitamin C for the whole
chose Teny's Inn for the bridge land, Greenland, Labrador and
day, while the same quantity of
party. Prizes were won by Miss the Baffin Islands. This tour is
tomato juice will furnish about
Elizabeth Lewis, Mrs. Mettle Oates being sponsored by AETA (Amerhalf of the daily quota.
and Mrs. Mildred Joseph (who was ican Educatiocal Theater AssoThe safest way to get a liberal
again back in the fold) . . . and ciation) and the USO (United
guest, Mrs. Ethel Lenoir.
Service Organization).
MOLDED LIME FRUIT SALAD
FOUNDERS DAY ACTIVMES
Leading the troupe from A&I
(Makes 12 to 15 servings)
Newly elected Zeta basileus. Mrs. will be Dr. Thomas E. Poag, head
2 packages lime-flavored gelatin 1/3 cup sliced stuffed griller
Loretta Yateo happily greeted the of the Department of Speech and
3 cups diced unpeeled red apples
1 cup hot water
members of Alpha Eta Zeta chap- Drama. Dr. Poag is well known
ter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority on in educational theater circles. His
2 cups (2 *211 cans) pineapple % cup mayonnaise
the first Founders Day celebra- former students are situated at
1 Vs cups (large can] undiluted
tidbits
tion of the organization under her various schools, colleges and uniCARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 cup pineapple syrup
administration.
Mrs. Cassandra versities throughout the nation.
After 35, irregularity often be3 tablespoons lemon joke
cup chopped celery
sis
comes a problem. What you need is
Harris and Mrs Lucille H. Brew- NO QUESTION
something that aids nature and helps
Dissolve gelatin In hot water. until ice crystals form around
er were chairman and co-chair- No question about the title Loneitehlith regularity. Such an aid to
.
)
minutes
Drain pineapple. Save syrup. edges of tray(25 to 30
man respectively . . . and Mrs. don hit. So swift in-the action, so
regularity tithe daily use of szavrAte.
3
Add pineapple syrup to dis- Whip until stiff (about 2 to
Here's medical evidence: A group of
Ann Naylor gave the occasion. involved the situation, so rib ticSALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
men and women took ssatrran daily
solved gelatin. Chill until con- minutes). Add the lemon juice.
Past bullets gave highlights of kling the plot that at its finsh aucase
In
supervision.
medical
under
sistency of unbeaten egg white. Whip very stiff (about 2 minDIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road,
after case SEP UTAN, taken daily,
each administration followed by dences are left as exhausted from
Combine the pineapple, celery, utes longer). Fold gelatin mixhelped establish regularity. So, for
laughter
as
though
themselves
Carnation.
ture
whipped
program.
into
drive
South en Hews Lake Read to one block South of Cutter School.
olives,
mayonnaise.
'rededication
and
apples
after
their
real abet from constipation
Add to gelatin mixture. Chill Pour into two 9-inch square
Decorations featured the Blue had run a footrace.
3$, try szatrror, powder Of granular.
Carnation in refrigerator tray pans. Chill until firm (about 2
and White colors of the organize- Tickets may be obtained at any
hours). Serve on salad greens.
boo
with tW floral center- of the local high schools, or by
CM Printed in U.S.A.(20)
Ipeace of the refreshment table re- comtacting any of the members of
"Read 11 Illeskirsrefs"
nt with white chrysanthe- the Omega Psi Phi fraternity.

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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how folks over 35 can
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HOME;SEWER ...„A SKitrED CRAFTSWOMAN

Set., Jan. 13, 1960

by Evelyn Cunningham
McCall's Printed Patterns
are a joy to work with. All
their patterns feature a new
exclusive 0 Easy-Rule that
makes for quicker and more
accurate fit. The two dresses
pictured here are typical of
the many McCall's
''.sy to
Sew" garments.
The button-front dress
(McCall's Pattern No. 4981)
is slightly bivused above the
slim skirt. The neckline may
be scoop or high. The short

or
three-quarter ob length
form the belt, buckled at the
sleeves are cut in one with ,center front. The three-gore
the back and front waist.
skirt has a center back pleat.
Gathers at the lower edge of
This 41 particular 8 dress
the waist are grouped at the
knows no season, nor is it
side, back and front. A tie I limited to any special type of
belt adds a soft touch.
fabric., It may,be made in
Made here in • brown and
crepe,* jersey,
‘
lightweight
beige tweed, this t dress
wool, linen, printed silk or
would be equally, smart in
cotton, tissue faille 4 or
jersey, flannel, corduroy,i shantung.
lightweight wool It or , any
Weekly f
. - Sewing
number of cotton and synTip: A successful cutting job
thetic fabrics.
depends on a great deal on
laying and pinning a pattern
The do-it-yourself craze
correctly, fi 30 follow Mchas had many disastrous reCall's easy steps.
sults.Encouraged to construct
their own coffee tables, install their own hi-fi equipment or lay their own tile, too
many people have found that
& they have bit off more than
7 they can chew.
In the beginning it seemed
simple enough. A creative
urge, coupled with a set of
clear directions for a do-it-I
yourself project,.appeared
sufficient. But no ambitious
do-it-yourselfer could foresee
the pitfalls. For instance, the
coffee table,on paper, had not
looked difficult at all. The
result, however, was a sad
! little structure . rocking on
legs of four different heights.
One thing can be said in
behalf of the du-it-yourself
spirit. It is responsible for .
the birth of a brand new re-,
spect for skilled craftsmen.
One of the big survivors
in the you-can-make-it-your.
self drive is home sewing.
Nine out of ten women who f
,b tackle home sewing for the t
ifirst time never quite give .
Tup the habit. There are many
reasons . for this, but foremost is the fact that patternmakingi has become such a
highly II developed tart that 1
there r is Pirtle or no room
for errorl in transforming it
into t a 3 professionally* fin,
ished garment.,
The light blue wool dressl Attention is drawn to the waistline.. .here by means of buckled
with the interesting buckled
frost. The neckline is shallowly
belt (McCall's $ Pattern No.*
swooped,* the 9 sleeves three
5094)is another of the "Easy
quarter, the skirt slim, This Is
to Sew';i pattems.1 Only,ten! a simply elegant sheath,•.•,ad-i
piecesrare involved i in this, aptable to %Sinter sod Springpattern. It has a scoop neck! blooming fabrics. It's as easy
as A-B-C to apply the new Talon'
and may be made with short
or et three-quarterasleevest Magic Zip dress placket sipper
with, the woven sewing guide
,which are cut in one with the
line when following the clear,
'front and back bodice.NThe
cosoise p instructions Ills - the
faced extensions on the side, package, McCall's Patters*5094.
of,th el iron t,bodic eisec
.i50s. Misses% eises.10- 18:

Capleville i(appas Hold First
Capers Meeting Of Year

The Memphis Alumni chapter of Keeper of Records, Brother R R.
Brother T. W.
The Capleville Cavaliers, our the Kappa. Alpha Psi Fraternity Hall; Exchequer,
Brother joseph
Strategus,
Willis;
year
the
meeting
for
slowly held its first
Team, is
Basketball
Brother Leroy
Strategus,
Lt.
Carr;
Chanbut surely becoming more powerful at the home of Brother H. B.
Historian, Brother
as a team under the coachlag of dler of 1889 South Parkway east. Thompson;
Alfonso Yates. Their next game Out going polemarch, Brother Ira Spillers.
will be played at Geeter School. Elmer Henderson, introduced the After the pledge by the above
Their opponent is Mitchell road. new slate of officers for the year officers, Brother Bethel accepted
After his introduction and the position of polemarch and reHere's wishing our team loads of
luck.
farewell address to the brothers sponded to the inspirational reSOCIAL NEWS
Helen Jean West,
Certainly with encouragement of this great fraternity, the offic- marks of Brother Whitaker. BrothThe Jacque! Social club will
this intial
a .senior attendfrom our cheering squad under ers were duly installed by Broth- er Bethel conducted
present a Leap Year dance at the
ing Hamilton
the leadership of Misses Wilma er J. D. Whitaker, professor of meeting without awe and presents
''Bucket" at 1(45 Sunset Drive
High. She residHaley and Beatrice Holmes losing music at LeNloyne college. T h e plans for the coming year.
if Chealsea Jan. 22. A spokeses at the home
will not be a sorrow. The cheering charge was one of immense quali- The hosts were Brother H. B.
&an has said that it will be a
of her guardian,
squad and pep squad consists of ty.
Chandler, and Brother H. L Chand•
swinging affair and solicit you to
The inspiring remarks of Broth- ler. The food was delicious and the
Mr. and Mrs.
33 students.
join them for a night of fun. The
were of such magnet- drinks simply delightful.
Willie D. Hunter
Miss Wilma E. Haley was our er Whitaker
admission is $.35.
members
of this great
that
the
ism
of 1 4 3 (I Greenrepresentative at the Tennessee
At the close of the first meeting
The Memphis chapter of the
bond responded with a standing
wood st.
Education
Conference
held
at
A&I
this year, the brothers of this Iwo
of
Co-ettes are giving a beatnik and
ovation.
Religiou s I y,
State university.
card party Jan. N, at the LeThose officers installed are as great bond serenaded the wives
she is an active
The Dedicatory Ceremony will follows: Polemarch, Brother Thom- of Brothers H. B. and H. L. ChandMoyne commons adm. $.50.
!fele' West member of the
be the first public appearance of as Bethel; Vice-Polemarch, Brother ler.
THE EYE CATCHERS:
Saint Jude Bap.
the school band in their new uni- Ernest Abron; Keeper of Records, Watch for Kappa news ones I
Rosanna Quinn singing -Blues list Church
forms. The band has increased Brother H. B. Chandler; Assistant month in this column.
get off my Shoulder," since she Majoring in home cc., she plans
considerably since the beginning of
and Odis Dockery broke up. to further her education at Ten' •or
this school term. The total numTyrone Patterson carrying Norish nessee A & I State to fulfill her
ber
of
senior
band
members
is
Truman's books from class to lifelong ambition to become a
presently 45. A 15 minute band
class, look out Carol. Robert teacher.
•
prelude will open the program. SeDavis and Herbert Marshall fued- On the campus she is secretary
lected
numbers
for
presentation
mg over Bessie Clark. Clyde E. of her home room, club-wise she
are the Redwood Overture by
Joyner without a love. Norman Is the secretary of the F. B. L A
(Frank D. Lafield, Col. Bogey
Malone singing "I Want to Come Business manager of the Music
March by Kenneth J. Alford and
Home."
Club, Reporter of the National
several
selections by Harold BenHoner Society, a member of the
SPORT SCENE:
nett.
The Melrose "Golden Wilcats" Debutante Society, Social Science
Loy Harris NFA reporter faturned back the Carver Cobras club, also a member of the Anthe Capleville Chapter, reports
65-64 in a sport spectacular after nual Staff, last but not least she
that they have just completed a
defeating the Warriors of BTW is the Club editor of the newsette
program of work. It consisted of After we pass the weather con- Annie M. Bond is president and
Staff,
her
only ho bby is sew65-74 both were over time thril12
activities for the year 1959-60. versation which is certainly a the Missle Club of which Mrs.
ing, but in her social life she is
lers.
Lillie Scott is president.
Each was successfully carried out.
secretary
changeable one, the accent this
of
the Vogett social
The Hamilton "Waldcats" rompThe
new
February 7, the first Sunday, is
members
are
respondreligious
ed to a 69-41 victory over the club.
ing well to the responsibilities of week seems to be on
the date set for the annual FelOnce
again,
we
would
like to
Thunderbolts of Father Bertrand.
the charter. The executive body activities.
lowship Tea sponsored by the City
in what could have been termed thank Miss Helen J. West for so
predicts a very active year.
Week ob- Federation of Women's Clubs of
Emphasis
Religious
as a practice or warmup game graciously accepting our bid for
servance opened on the campus of which Mrs. Mable B. Davis is presLIGHTER SIDE:
for Hamilton. Some of the Ber- her ascension into the bright yelLane college last Sunday with Ves- ident. The time is 4 p.m. in the
Hello!
I've
been
off
the
scene
low
glow of the "Spot-Light."
trand boys seem to have had the
College
Health building
for
a
couple
of
per Services in the College chapel Lane
weeks
due
to
an
unabilities but appeared afraid of TOP TUNES
fortunate incident but now I'm at 5 p. m. Dr. W. L. Graham, where 11 beautiful tables will be
Gold
Will
Never
Do, Barbara
the bright lights, oh well! Chin up
back. From this week on I am general secretary, Lay Department set up with 11 attractive women
fellows, better luck, next cen- Smith & Tyrone Wills; You Betgoing to spotlight a student.
of the CME church was speaker representing the clubs which hold
ter Know it-Barbara Bowles and
tury.
SPOTLIGHT:
for the week. The theme used was membership will be waiting to see
yeah, Ill. Take care of You-Joseph
SPOTLIGHT
William Faulkner: He holds "Imperatives for Dynamic Christ- which one will be crowned Mise
Watkins & Joyce Confer; I Need
This week we find in the bright Money.
many offices in the school among ian Living." Mr. J. W. Wilson of Federation. Music will be furnishEveryone as a whole;
yellow glow of the spot-light Miss
them; President of the Student Columbia, South Carolina was the ed by the Line Choir and the City
The town dress takes to buttons.
Please Think It Over-Ann Hines &
Council, vice president N. F. A., guest soloist. Services were held Federated Choir. Mrs. Marie Pena.
to
hen
neckline
From
jewel
Lral Williams; What's Happening
ahd vice president of the band. each day at 10 a. m. and consult- is program chairman and the pub.
front
line
of
there is a center
WOMEN AT WORK
Baby - Williamette Parker; Come
He is also a member of the Caple- ations were held each day at 3 lie is invited to attend.
covered I buttons. The ;sheath
London—One out of seven agri- Home-Pearline Banks and Frank
ville Cavaliers, our basketball p. m. and by appointment.
You must keep in mind the "Miss.
dress, simple of line, is lightly
cultural workers 'n Britain today Reynolds,
squad. At the Bardett church on JACKSONIANS TO ATTEND
beltod with a bathrobe tie sash.
Bronze West Tennessee Pageant" •'
is a woman.
Until next time, Haste Luego!
Malone rd., William is an active
Sleeves est with the bodice top
which will be staged at Merry When the CME College of Bish*reit three*"tarter leagth.fAa
member.
school on Feb. 26 when 80
High
Los Angeles, Calif.,
"Easy to Sew" pattern this one
Our hats off to Mr. Faulkner ops meet in
beautiful young ladies will disJacksonseveral
19-20,
Jan.
on
is eery to wear with its slim
and we wish you success throughplay their talents to vie for the tiian' will attend, namely, Dr. C.
skirt and lightly bloused waist.
out life.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane tle and win a year's scholarship
A.
McCall'sIPattern *4981. 500,
GOSSIP SECTION
Rev. J. D. Atwater, pas- to Lane College. Tickets are now
Mimes;*nee 11)._ HI.
Charlie Tuggle is telling Annie college;
Paul CME church; Rev. on sale by sorore of Delta Sigma
J. Key I Will Take Care of You. tor of St.
Odom, pastor of Liberty Theta sorority and at local busiJ.
P.
Danny Crawford is asking Peggy
The Home Makers club met re- committee.
Dr. G. H. Carter, ness places in Jackson. Watch the
Jackson, Please Let Me Walk You CME church;
cently with Mrs. D. S. Fields at Mr. D. S. (Buster) Fields, was
Publishing Agent . at the CME paper for pictures and other in- •• •
Home. Lena Bell is telling Rob'
205 Driver at., for the purpose of chosen
Club Sweetheart. Mr.
House in Jackson; and formation.
ert Savage, You're Just a Substi- Publishing
electing officers for the year 1960. Fi elds, with his charming wile,
Jeans, financial secreT.
F.
Prof.
tute or is it vice-versa? Robert
1 The officers elected were Mrs. owns and operates the Chef's Grill
meeting is called by
Turner is ening Ruthie A n n tary. The
Irene N. King, president; Mrs. on Calhoun.
B. Julian Smith, presiding
Bishop
Wright, Love Will Never Fail.
Lawshe, vice president; Other members present were
fast
the Tennessee and ArPaul Holmes Is telling Lavern Ste- bishop of
Mrs. Charlie Lewis, secretary; Mrs. Katie McGuire, Mrs. Mary
District and chairman of
kansas
phens, Walk That Walk. Stella Saul
Mrs. Ida L. Jackson, assistant sec- Williams, Mrs. Lillie M. Walker,
Bishops who will
berry, Who are you waiting for? the College of
retary; Mrs. Brydell Fields, trea- and Mrs. Mary Buford.
preside at the meeting
Lonnie
Stewart is telling Erma
surer; Mrs. Margretta R. Young, A tasty barbecue dinner was
SPORTS
,
Parte', If I Thought You Needed LOOKING FORWARD
Here are again the restate cit,„,
reporter; Mrs. Willa Monroe, served by Mrs. Fields and everyquiet
a
seems
to
be
January
Me. Albert Talley (Melrose)
the games played last week.
business manager and Mrs. Marie one had a pleasant evening. M.
has dedicated You've Got What month for social activities but The Mt. Piggah Eagles were metC. Smith, chairman, Benevolent Young, reporter.
you
as
store
for
in
will
be
many
It Takes to Y. T. Mariano Young.
able to make it to Ripley, Tenn.,
the spring season approaches. The
WHAT'S KICKING:
of the weather. The snow
because
We have some tough sweaters City Federation of Clubs will meet was beautiful and made everything
A daughter, Judy, to Mr. and
Born at E. H. Crump hospital: 333, Grand Junction, Tenn.
m.
in
4
p.
14,
at
Jan.
Sunday,
1418
Roon the campus under them are:
A daughter, Sheryl, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Littlejohn of
Dec. 18, 1959
look just like wintertime. HOW‘ •sr•'
Girls: Mary A. Hill, Ella J. Smith, the Saunders Dining hall on the ever the game will be played later,
A daughter, Andrea, to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lockett of 2100 zelle.
At this
Born at John Gaston hospital:... Catherine Faulkner, Y. T. Mar- campus of Lane college.
Mrs. Isom Buford of 378 Simpson. Benford.
By ELTON GATEWOOD
Campbell.
meeting the Athenian Art and Lit- perhaps by the time you read this.
iana
Young.
Boys:
Elms
Jan.
9,
1960
Johnson,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Julius,
to
son,
A dau/hter, Brenda, to Mr. and A
erary club will present its annual The Eagles did play Bennett's
Hello, all you out there in Beat- CONGRATULATIONS
Julius Saunders of 788 S. Lauder- A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and Ben Key, Paul Holmes. W i 11 ie exhibit with Mrs. Carrie B. Hunt Chapel Friday. Jan. 8. It wasn't
nik land. This is your reporter, Congratulations are in order Mrs. Freddie Skinner of 1325
Echols,
Artie Niter, Sammy Young
Mrs. Eddie Eubanks of 1405 N.
dale.
as chairman. Mrs. Rena Hay is a tight game, the score being 81.
Elton, making the scene to sound for Miss Eula Marie Perry, winner Weakley ave.
and James McBride.
Decatur.
DeVededa,
to
Mr.
daughter,
of
the
A
NHA
test
from
Melrose
president of the club. Serving as 57. The B Team score was 59-49.
to you the latest around the little
A son, Claude, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs. Short box pleat skirts are also hostesses for the occasion will be Both games were won by the .;
island with a whole lotta happen- high school. Miss Perry is eligi- Henry B. Wilkinson of Rt. 1, Box and Mrs. Sterling N. Stewart of
tough
and
are worn by Shirley
Harold Lloyd of 1211 N. Manassas.
1552 Dottie.
ble for a $5,000 scholarship if she 27, A., Nesbitt, Miss.
the New Idea Club of which Mrs. Eagles.
ings.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and Flemming, Luvenia Maxwell and
The Eagles teams, A and B.
Mrs.
Jeffery,
to
Mr.
and
son,
A
spends
two
years
of
her
college
GAMES OF THE WEEK
Dee. 19
play the
Woodstock Training
of 592,B. Brown Mrs. Roy J. Ruffin of 693 Fire- Velma Dandridge.
The Melrose Golden Wildcats life in home economics. Hats off A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Wilks
TOP
TEN
GIRLS:. Y. T. Mariane
stone.
school Feb. 12. We will inform you
Mall.
to
Miss
Perry
and
may
success
a
thrilling
downed Washington in
Lazell Rodgers at 2959 Hale.
A son, Ed, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Young, Shirley Flemming, Luvenof the results in a subsequent issue.
Dec. 31
game at Melrose Wednesday night continue to be hers.
a Maxwell, Velma Dandridge, TEHRAN, Iran — (UPI)—Shah Friday, Jan. 15, they tangle with
A daughter, Regina, to Mr. and A daughter, Nina, to Mr. and liam Mason of 754 Hobart.
and
his
with Jewel Reed crowning the LOOKING BACK
Mohammed
Reza
Pahlevl
Lena
M.
Bell, Ella J. Smith, ErMrs. Louis Taylor of 1743 Seift st.
Geeter High. So come out and
Clarence Williams of 282 A son, Michael, to Mr. and
basket with 30 points. Lonnie But- Don't break your necks but take A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Carter of 334 Dixie ma J. Faulkner, Corrine Wash- bride, Queen Farah, will pay a see the undefeated team (that is,
Mrs.
ave.
Bickford
ler followed with 19 and Leroy a brief look over some old tunes Mrs. Phillip White,
ington, Maxine Curtis and Erma one-week visit to Pakistan next as of this writing) in action — The
of 1992
Mall.
Jan. 1, 1960
Strickland, 16. During the half and new haps. Night time is the Frisco.
Partee.
month, it was announced.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Eagles.
Clifton,
to
A
son,
and
Mrs.
to
Mr.
A son, Jarvis,
right time for Lorrine Henry and Dec. 24
Melrose trailed, 23-35.
TOP TEN BOYS: Robert Savage, It will be Queen Farah's first The Mt. Pisgah High
Warren rd. Warren Lewis of 2025 Hunter.
school is • s
2312
of
Reed
Mack
H.
The Wildcats came back Fri- Rubin Rhodes but Every Night is A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Stewart. Elms Johnson, visit to a foreign nation since her planning to have its Coronation
day night to burn Carver down in Clara Smith's night. Fred Ma- Calvin Casey of 1206 B. Tunica at. Jan. 5
Artis
Niter,
Jessie Stewart, Sam- marriage to the Shah last month. Ball Wednesday, Feb. 10. You will
Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grey of 1056 N. Seventh.
a thrilling game, after trailing by lone, the only way people get one A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and A son,
my Young, Jimmy Saulsberry, The tour will start Feb. 20.
hear mots about it later.
Olive Jan. 10
3092
Mt.
Jones
of
E.
Howard
ive points in the half of both now is get a job. Maybe Love Mrs. Benjamin J. Weaver of 3706
William Faulkner, James E. Mc
A daughter, LaConnie, to Mr. A daugtiter, Gail, to Mr. and Bride and
Imes. Leading players in t h e wouldn't be a Burning Fire for Mart rd.
Will Bailey.
and Mrs. Clayborne Taylor of 1838 Mrs. Jessie Morgan of 3016 Alta. The ninth graders
- to
B" game were Rather Jeffers, Dorothy Taylor if she played it Dee. Et
say "Hold
A daughter, Henrietta, to Mr.
ma.
pal
La
Lawrence Grayson, Tommy Mar- fair.
it,
Don't
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
forget
us."
Most
Attractf .1..
and Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Wesley of 661 Ste/
2 A son, Kenneth, to Mr.
ive Girls — Erma Jean Faulkner.
tin, Anthony Jackson, James Per- Vivian Shipp has walked down Lemon Lee Cunningham of 2541
phenson.
3029 Crystal.
of
Todd
Tommie
411
kins, Eddie Payton, and Charles the aisle of love, what's the next Vance ave.
A daughter, Peggy, to Mr. Rosie Echols, Elizabeth FaulkA son, Terrence, to Mr. and
'
and
Mr.
Gloria,
to
daughter,
ner,
Maxine
Griffin.
A
Curtis,
Ophelia
Lovo
step,' kid? Lee Ray is going to
Melvin Walker of 766 Mare- and Mrs. Simuel Garner of 280
and Melvin' Reed. Most Popular
Leading players in the "A" give Barbara McKissack a piece Mrs. Walter Eason of 2254 Clara- Mrs.
Hernando.
chalneil.
Boys — Robert Turner, Johnny
game were Lonnie Butler, Jewel of Mind if she doesn't keep cool. dale.
Mrs.
A daughter, Doris, to Mr.
A daughter, Carla, to Mr. a nd
Ivy, James A. Rubin, Adel Boyd
Reed, Willie Thomas, Leroy James Mann isn't satisfied spend- A son, Harry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan.
1630
Nunley
of
Willie
322
Williams
of
C.
Robert
1Mrs.
and Wider Turner. Classroom
Strickland, Olando Harris, Eddie ing just one sweet moment with Martin Gray of 592 Brown, Apt. D.
A daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and
Lucy.
Clowns — E. D. Hughes, Waymon
Stephen, John Greer, Walter Bell Curlene Hamilton. Patricia Young Dec. 23
Mrs. Joe Harris of 2 2 Yale.
Jan. 6
Moody, James "Hook" Partee.
and Fred (Shuck-Time) Malone. is going to receive an invitation A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
Mr. and
daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Carla,
to
A
daughter,
A
Ending the "A" game, 65-64, and that says "Try Me" from a good Mrs. Aubrey Blayde of 1145 Looney Freddie Richardson of 132 An- Mrs. Houston McGhee of 630 S. Or- Jessie Stewart and Elms Johnson
The King, Elma Johnson and
buddy of mine. Check yourself, fox. A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. gelus.
the "B" game, 36-35.
leans.
Gold st.
Queen Mary bid you HELLO.
Seemingly Shirley Lamar is the Sometime tomorrow Lynn Bum- Kacy Bowen of 1340
Jerre,
A
son,
to
Mr.
T
and
Mrs.
Jan.
See you next week with all the
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
only girl around the campus using pus will be crying Teardrops on a
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and David Quarlek of 3297 Forrester. latest CAPERS at
Engof
1227
Swanson
Christopher
Capleville.
she
understand
leap year wisely. I
letter, hope the answers she reMrs. Floyd Cunningham of 255 A daughter, Frenchie, to Mr.
is talking that noise to Albert ceive will calm her down. Alberta lewood.
and Mrs. Izeah Ward of 360 Allen.
Gracewood.
Thompson and it was going on Carpenter, did you cry a tear after Dec. 24
and A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
before leap year hit! — Word of your break wilh William Woods. A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
lArvester Hughes of 250 D. Ayers. Branch of 660 No. Second.
1.920
Williams
of
Jessie
Mrs.
Encouragement, Kenneth Cox, I Vonceil Boba, what are you in the
only vice which can.
A daughter, Rosemary, to Mr. A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
not be forgiven is hypocrisy.
heard you've been trying to get a chapel for? Look, fox, I'm gonna Quinn.
Mrs. Melvin Lee Purdy of Frank McGowan of 3396 Reynard.
and
Dec. 25
The repentance of a hypos
couple of good words over to An- have to stop because of room but
Jan. 11
Lenow, Apt. D.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. 934
Otte is itself hypocrisy.
drea Hill. If it doesn't work, just check in next week with the pop
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Jan. 8
rd.
Kings
640
of
Daniels
James
—(WL1liarn MAO
emember Emma Moore says you an I'll school you on these happenA daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stokes of 105 E. McA daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
ere her horse if you never win a ings down on Lonely Avenue at
Le
more.
Bryant
of
707
N.
Mrs.
Herman
iMrs. Henry E. Gregory of 1283
ace.
A son, Burnett, to Mr. and Mrs.
Heart Break hotel. Man, they're Smith.
Third st.
a
take
Jack.
gym
to
the
yourself,
Moving into
Monroe
Prince of 230 S. Fourth.
in. Better Check
Kenneth,
to
son,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A
Mrs.
A son, Timothy, to Mr. and
couple of looks before recess endBenford. Barbee Bynum of 1625 Kansas, A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
1844
Jr.,
of
Hurt,
Asa
ed, I noticed most of the memMrs. John Williams of 266 W. DeIn
A daughter, Avis, to Mr. and Apt. C.
bers of the Junior class dressed
soto.
9
Jan.
2968
Roosevelt Williams of
Mrs.
A son, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs.
in beat-nik style. Some of these
A daughter, Bettie, to Mr. and
Thrush.
pearly itched se deathfor 7% years.
Memphis
Bennie Glasco of 1965 Hunter.
wayouts beatniks included B. T.
Mrs.
Willie
Duncan
of
930
S.
Mew Ifeareda sew weirder create. New
26
Dec.
Dwayne,.
to
Mr.
son,
and
st.
A
Mrs.
Fourth
I's
Cole, „Charles Smith, Carolyn
happy
"says
Mrs.
D.
Ward
of
and
L
A.
Mr.
Beverly,
to
A daughter,
Here's blessed relief from tortures of retinasi
Eddie Stevens Of 240 Elder.
For
Thompson, Georgia Thomas, Ver.
Mrs. Dan McWilliams of 1523 S. Jan. 10
itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Bernard, to Mr. and Mrs. with an amazing new scientific formula
netts Thompson, Nancy Echols,
Montgomery.
LANACANE.This fast-acting, stainCurley Harris of 1448 Oaklawn. Charley Douglas of 236 S. Lau- called
Georgia Hebron a n d Shirley
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
Dec. 27
germs
while it noodles raw, irritated and
derdale.
11
Jan.
Mrs.
A son, Johnny. to Mr. and
inflamed skin assume. Stops scratching—es
Leath. A son, Sylvester, to Mr. and A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
308
of
Waller
C.
William
LONDON — ('UPI)—Thousands
Mrs. Augusta Brown of 482 Till- Mrs. C. S. Thomas of 1616 Or- Get LANALANE today at drug motes.
Dec. TA
of Jewish war veterans and sun
iole.
Mrs.
man.
and
A son, Leon, to Mr.
vivors of Nazi concentration
Henderson of 1028 Leath.
Leon
camps Sunday marched on the
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
German embassy to protest anti- and Mrs. Albert Swiney of 1350
aemitiam in Germany.
Florida.
The marchers, wearing white
A son, Roderick to Mr. and Mrs.
arm bands, strode seven abreast Ulysses Truitt, jr., of 1969 Carver.
In drizzling rain and near-freezing Dec. 31
temperatures carrying placards
A daughter, Chandra, to Mr. and
reading "The blood of millions Mrs, Charles Champion of 1541
cries out." The procession stretch- Guasen rd.
ed more than three-fourths of a A daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and
Tle ISM Mit 11093111
Tell Me & 1111111
mile.
Mrs. A. T. Hamer of Rt. 1, l3ox

Teenage Whirl
By DEVOIE WEBSTER
And CLARENCE SMITH
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Qoctor OK's
Stitch's Eye

Stilt' Develops New Shot
I

LEE D JENKINS

LOUISVILLE — (UPI) — Second ranking contender Rudell
Stitch of Louisville has approval
of a third eye specialist to resume a boxing career that could
lead to a shot at the welterweight
title.
Stitch has been undergoingi
treatment for a cataract of th
I.
left eye, and was barred from;
fight against Carl Hubbard in Chicago last week when Illinois Boxing Commission physicians discovered the cataract.
Kentucky State Boxing Commissioner M. R. (Bob) Evans
withheld full approval for Stitch
to resume fighting until the medical reports of two other doctors
are in his bands.

'Finger Roll' Sure Thing
j To Smash All Pro Records
By OSCAR FRALEY

Cage Defense
Fast Becoming
Forgotten Art

Is a misleading figure. 'Nyman
has played in 45 games while in
37 games the Stilt has scored
1,378. When the schedule evens
out Wilt will be far in front. Thus,
with 38 games remaining to him,
Chamberlain on his 37.2 point
average seems a lock to break
the 21.2 average and total of
2,105 points set last season by
Bob Pettit of the St. Louis Hawks.
Apparently he is equally certain
of new rebounding marks. Bill Russell created the prevailing standards last season with 1,612 for a
23.5 average.
Wilt at the halfway mark has
1,041 and a 28.1 average.
If Chamberlain comes even close
to doubling his figures in the
remaining half of the season he
will make all four former records
appear insignificant.
Rival teams which have been
completely incapable of stopping
him, see a ray of light in the

•

week ahead. Chamberlain will
compete on the East team in the
Philadelphia's Convention Hall on
Jan. 22, and the best of the west
will be out to stop him even if it
doesn't mean too much. The job
will fall to Clyde Lovellette of the
Hawks and Walt Dukes of the Detroit Pistons.
One of the most interesting
features of the game, for which
Chamberlain was selected over
Boston's celebrated Russell, will
be in seeing how well the Western all-stars can do a job at
which the teams have failed individually. It will be quite a
chore.
There are detractors who, despite Chamberlain's rebounding
excellence, contend he can't dribble and leaves his man open too
often when he is on defense. They
are similar to the people who sneered that all Red Grange could do
was run.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Wilt
(The Stilt) Chamberlain is developing a new "finger roll" shot which
seems as sure as taxes to smash
all pro basketball scoring records
in his freshman year in the National Basketball Association.
The seven foot, two inch star
of the Philadelphia Warriors apparently was headed for new scoring — and rebounding — records without this added offensive
There has been some rumor, said to come from reliable sources, strategem. For he already had
that everything travels in cycles. If this Is the case, enter at the begun to drive on into the basket
top a hope that defense be returned to the scene of the nation's instead of depending primarily on
his pet fallaway jump shot.
basketball wars.
ATLANTA, Ga. — Clark ColBut now comes revelation of his
It may be that those who watch the cage sport have become
lege's Panthers staged a last mi.addicted to the run arid shoot developments that have diseased the new off the finger shot which has
ries. Smith was a victim of a ute rally Wednesday night to come
ENCORES, PLEASE,
NO
jumped his average to more than
sport.
beer bath in series when he from a 20-point deficit and defeat
Chicago
Smith,
Al
pleads
42
points
in
each
of his last 10
But the constant addition necessary must make such supporters sure
backed up to left field wall Morehouse 66-56. The game-tying
White Sox outfielder, as Sox
games.
Is have some adding machine traces in their life's stream.
and
excited fan accidentally field goal came from Clark's Dato
reattempts
vice president
'The shot is simple — if you
From all indications, it might
pushed over cup of beer in vid Daniels, a freshman guard,
experience
unhappy
enact
happen
to
be
seven
feet, two
jays a lot of time if you just detry for home run ball as a who knotted the score at 52-52
Smith suffered in World Se•
inches tall and by an easy soarvoted all cage contests to mere
souvenir. (UPI Telephoto)
just two seconds before the final
ing leap can bring your shoulshooting contests. Something like
whistle.
der level with the rim of the
giving each team a ball at their
Trailing 16-31 at half-time, the
basket.
Which
Wilt
can.
Then
he
end of the court and then when
squad dropped behind by
Clark
S
merely
extends his arm with the
the time runs out total up the
20 points before finding the range.
palm, of the hand upward and
shooting score and declare a win- using
The victory gave the Panthers
his own momentum perner.
a 1-1 conference record.
mits the ball to roll off into
What has happened to de- the basket on a completely infense? Was it so necessary to defensible shot.
cause all defensive tactics to be As if that isn't enough, the Stilt
CHICAGO, Ill. — Former North
reduced to a mere token — a sort is intent on developing a hook shot.
Carolina College track star, Lee
of exercise to go through until you So you can imagine what the opCalhoun, won the 60-yard high and
can get your hands on the ball position figures on facing in two
low hurdle events in the Chicagoagain. Usually, rules, written or un- or three more years.
land Open track meet Jan. 9.
written, are the results of certain The whispered hope among opCalhoun, a 1956 Olympic chamshortcomings or dangers. Such posing teams is that maybe Wilt
pion in the 110-meter high hurBy WILTON C. scon
rules are then adopted for t h • will turn to singing before that
dles, was clocked in :07.2 in the
BILL RUSSELL
good of the sport.
time. This week he recorded two
The Savannah State college
highs running on a dirt track, and
good of the sport.
rock and roll records which critics
cagers lost their first game of the.
:07.0 in the low hurdles.
It never seemed obvious that the defensive abilities detracted say could be in the hit category.
;
The former NCC hurdler's time season tu their "jinx" Benedict
from the spectator enjoyment. Aside from some revolting attempts; at Wilt laughs that off. A dedicatin the highs will be submitted by college of South Carolina. The
game-long stalling, the defense afforded equally as many thrills as ed player, he apparently is out
the AAU as an American record. leading scorers for Benedict were
the offensive. As for danger, the possibility of injury is far more to rewrite every record in t h e
There is no American record for TimGthy Shine, 25 and Walton Sienhanced by the break-neck flying up and down the court than in books — and in his first season
the 60-yard highs on dirt.
mon, 28.
the days when you had to really put something down to get
through is an apparent cinch to sit a new
According to Leroy T. Walker, The leading scorer for the Tito the basket.
• ark for scoring, scoring average,
Calhoun has been invited to run gers were Redell Walton, 24, and
Its amusing to see cage coaches resorting to zones of
varied rebounds and rebounding average.
in all the indoor attractions on the Stephen Kelly, 21.
types, switching techniques and a multitude of other so-called deJack Twyman of Cincinnati
East Coast beginning with t he
The score at half time was 46-43,
fensive techniques. All are looked upon as 'new' defense ideas. It's currently is the NBA scoring
Boston Knights of Columbus on SSC. A capacity crowd watched the
the same old hash rewarmed, except that these tactics used to
leader
with
1,413
points
but
this
hold
Jan. 16. However, the Gary, Ind., Tigers with 10 points in the rear
the scoring down to sensible proportions.
native, now with the Recreation go down to their first defeat.
Begrudgingly it is admitted that today', eager, can do more
Commission in Gary, may have to The first half was 3 minutes
things to get the ball in the basket, but it's only because more atpass up his fifth Evening Star ap- 40 seconds old before a point was
tention has been given to scoring process than to hard headed depearance because he is scheduled scored. Stephen Kelly broke the
fense. The same amount of time spent on guarding might have easito run in the Los Angeles Invita- barrier with a 30-ft. shot.
ly offered more balance.
was traded te Cubs.
HERE'S HOW—Ernie Banks,
are shown comparing batting
tional the night on January 22. This half
It might be that the modern player is too dense or too score(right) slugging Chicago Cubs
(UPI Telephoto)
grips with former Pittsburgh
from the beginning
The Star meet is on Jan. 23. Cal- looked as if it
happy to absorb any defense or it may be that the trenda in officiating
shortstop and Rogers Hornsby
infielder Frank Thomas, who
was going to be
houn has won the Evening Star 70 close after
are toward making prevention out-moded. Whatever the reasons, all
the score was tied four
hurdles
three
times,
high
yard
you sod
la balls Hying toward the backboards or a constant protimes. But "The Sophomore
By PAUL L. HINES
1956 '57, and '59, his consecutive
cession to the free throw line. Intersperse this action with the forFive" proved to have been too
PETERSBURG, Va.—The Virstring broken only by his AAU
ever present whistle tooting and any resemblance between the sport ginia State College Trojans bouncmuch for the Carolina team, Alp
ban in 1958.
as originally planned is purely coincidental.
James Dixon, Ira Jackson, Bedell
ed blck ofter a defeat by HampThe sports pages are being filled with the ability of Wilt Cham- ton Institute to
Walton, Willie Tate and Stephen
beat Shaw univerSIAC SCORES
berlain, Bill Russell and assorted high scorers to dunk the ball sity
Kelly scored heavily.
Titskeget 66
LeMoyne Ti
86-60 at Petersburg, Va.
through the hoop. There scoring and rebounding totals use up a lot
Ticskegee 100
LeMovem 65
At the end of the first half the
Lane 67
'Nokia,' 73
of ink but nowhere is there any sizeable mention of the number of Sam Simmons, a 6'4" senior,
points stood 48-33, Savannah.
sparked
the
offensive
moMorehouse 56
Trojans
to
generating
the
loss
of
Charles
Hardnett,
Clark 66
victory
NICHOLSON
ern
is
with
By
COLLIE
J.
shots batted away from the opposition's hoop.
Alabama A 0 AI 61
Morehouse 59 l0 71
26 points. Sam Simmons, Paul GRAMBLING, La. — (Special) mentum after being indoctrinated 6-8 offensive key, who has been Alabama
Benedict started the second half
Fort Valley 63
A Er 14 76
In a decade or more of watching basketball in every strata, a
GRdwin, and William Pleasants — What was, fatuously imagined to the style and desire of new- hospitalized since Dec. 29.
Morehouse 60
Fisk 65
with a full court press as it was
defensive play remains the most memorable. It happened at the ChiBenedict 78
Florida 56
very effective, as Murry and
cago Stadium, when the U. S. eager', returning triumphant from collected 31 of the Trojan's 62 as the status quo in the South- comer Issac Moorehead, while Prairie View leads the league Florida 91
Knoxville 66
rebounds.
ArkansWiley
and
Texas
College,
basketball
with
a
5-0
mark
and
is
unbeaten
western
conference
74
Benedict
Allen 66
Shine narrowed the margin down
the last Olympics, met an all-star group in an exhibition.
Morris Brow, 61
Clark 61
William Lawson, the Trojan set race is beng generally disregard- as AM&N appear strong enough in 11 games.
to six points at one time In the
LeMoyne 92
Alabama State 110
It wasn't much of a contest but Ron Sobie and Russell were the shot artist tossed in five goals'
ed after the first two weeks of to knock over conferees on a hot Jackson has assaulted the ene- Fort Valley 75
game.
Alabama State 71
participants in a play to tell your grandchildren. Robie, just out of from 15 feet out to add to the TroLeMeyne 92
night.
my and the spectatorial eye in re- Alabama State 110
play.
But the Tigers fought back hard
Alabama
State
110
LeMoyne
92
DePaul University where he performed all types of scoring feats, jan victory.
Area writers and coaches who The race could involve as cent weeks and currently ranks Fort Valley 75
Alabama State 71
to have a 10-point lead with ten
caught Russell on the sidelines about 20 feet out and feinted Bill right Gallaway Pohill tossed i n 12
Knoxville 100
Fisk 90
usually conform in estimating loop many as five solid contenders be- as a championship favorite on Fisk
minutes left in the game. At this
65
Morehouse 60
into the Stadium lights. Sobie, free as the breeze, streaked to the points, James Fox 13 points and
fore the half-way mark is reached, its speed and experience.
probabilities,
are
admitting
that
Xavier 86
Lane
65
time there was a shooting match
basket for an easy layup but he had reckoned without Russell's re- Lonnie Jones 11 points. The high
the championship door is wide according to Grambling mentor
Coach Harrison Wilson has urgbetween the two teams.
cuperative powers.
SIAC STANDINGS
men for the Shaw -Bears" could open.
Fred Hobdy.
ed his boys to perpetrate whatever
All CAM.
Leading the Tigers' attack were
By the time that Sobie sped to the basket, All-American Bill had not equal the shooting of their opW
L
WI
At this point, conference cage efforts are necessary to travel the
Favored Prairie View, JackJackson
0
S. C State
3
2
and Kelly. With three
7
shorn his wings and swept to the basket to mash Ron's cinch scor ponents.
son State and defending titalist strength seems largely concentrat- prescribed championship lane.
Florida
I
0
5
2
minutes left in the half the Tijog shot against the backboard for the greatest defensive display
Other players who gave out- Grambling face a wide-open ed at Grambling, Jackson State
7
1
a a
Jackson was derailed by Morris Brown
Xavier
7
1
II 2 gers led by a score 89-36. But
you'll ever see anywhere. You just don't see that kind no more.
standing
performances
were power scramble and opposing and Prairie View.
Grambling last week in a furious Tinkerers
7
3
7
3
with one minute and 19 seconds
There seems to be little chance for any immediate pattern Charles McLeod, Gardner Smith, basketball players seem to have
Grambling has ranked among 73-72 upset and conference teams Knoxville
3
1
2
3
Statt
3
3
change but when teams clash in a so-called basketball game and the James Price and Bert Bunyan.
5
3 left SSC led by one point 93-92.
caught the idea.
the nation's top small college are expected to knock each oth- Alabama
Alabama A fr M
4
4
5
4
final score approximates 200 points, this is ridiculous. Defense is an Harold Deane, a Trojan stand- Southern University is showing leaders all season, but the Ti- er over weekly with
Then Timmy Green, a 5' 11"
1
1
5
3
the same Benedict
important ingredient in every other sport, why should basketball be out on last year's squad suffered signs of virulence, Texas South- gers have been handicapped by illogical persistence.
lekterie
1
4
4
guard drew a free throw a nelt
5
Fort Valley
2
4
4
5
the ONLY athletic activity with just a scoring intent?
made them both to send Benedict
an injury during the pre-season
1
3
Betttune-C
1
5
Clark
ahead with 54 seconds left in the
1
3
1
5
play. The absence of Harold Deane
Fisk
6
2
.1
7
game to take the lead for the first
is a great loss to the squad.
All.,
3
0
5
2
Lan*
0
5
I 1 time. The game ended 98-95.
Deane has just had an operation
on the shoulder and will be out
for the entire season.
Virginia Stew: 46:; 39 — 85
Shaw:
32 28 — 60
EAST LANSING, Mich.—Julius letic Bureau. statistcal agency of
Virginia State: Simmons (10-6);
McCoy, holder of all major Michi- the NCAA, said it could 'find no- Godwin (3-3), Pleasant (6-4): LawTallahassee — The Florida A&MI Johnson had 18, Walt Kennedy throw shooter. His .875 per cent
gan State all-time basketball rec- thing to match the 86-point total son (5-1), McLead (1-0), Smith
dumped
For( Valley had 13, and Herman Adams tal- tops Billy Barnes' .867.
(2-2), Bunyan (0-3), Cunningham Quintet
ords and certainly one of the produced by Freeman's 46 and
State 126-77 to extend its winning , lied 23 for A&M. Ed Robinson
(1-0). Reese (1-0).
and Willie Dyson finished with 18
greatest players in Spartan his- McCoy's 40 State won 94-91,
Shaw: Pohill (5-2), Jones (5-1), streak to nine straight games. I points each, and Ed Dyson rackThe
eagers
Rattler
have a seatory, v:ill be back in action in
McCoy has been playing pro Reece (15-1), Modeste (1-1), Fox
son record of 9-1 and a SIAC loop ed up 16 points for the visitors.
the Old Timers basketball game. ball in Pennsylvania, so should be (5-0), West (1-1), Parker (2-0), Mcrecord of 6-0. Their lone loss was The Fort Valley viPtory gave
in top shape.
Coy (1-0), Davis (1-0).
His late acceptance of a bid
to Prairie View (86-84) in the FAMU a game average of 96.8
i points per game, while their opto appear with the alumni team
season opener in Fort Valley.
iponents have been held to a low
makes the current squad defiPaced by frosh Waite "Bell"
'of 73.6 markers a game. James
nitely a stronger one than that
Bellamy, A&M ran up a 79-35 Stanley is leading the Serpents
which carried the varsity to overscore at the end of the first half I in scoring with a game average JACKSON, Miss. — The Jackson State Tigers defeated Wiley
time last winter before bowing
of play. Bellamy hit successfully
of 17 points per game. He has
63-58. This was the series inaugon his first four field goal at106-85, for their 11th victory in
a shooting average of .530 per
tempts and had bucketed 18 of cent.
ural, played before over 9,000
12 games. The Tigers heralded the
his night's high of 25 points at
bowling fans.
end of the holidays by dropping
the halfway period of the game. Kennedy is the leading defen- Arkansas State 120-80. The followWho can forget McCoy, the
the
Snakes.
He
has
sive
atilt
for
Coach Ed Oglesby, who eming night the Tigers stopped off at
• loan of a million shots, the holdploys a two-team platoon sys- grabbed 112 rebounds for a game Grambling and sustained their
Bridges
of
average
of
11.2.
Cliff
er of the Spartan game high
tem out of a heavy loaded and
first defeat, 73-72. Leading 56-39
total of 45, season high of 600
well talented group of sopho- West Palm Beach is the top free at halftime the game with Wiland career high of 1,377?
mores, made few shifts in his
ey was never in doubt. Hilliard
His scoring duel with Ohio
team units during the night.
Wright was high point man with
State's fabulous Robin Freeman
Three other players hit in the
33 points. James Barfield, Tiger
In Jettison Field House back in
double Figures for A&M and
forward, was high for the winners.
1956 produced what is believed to
three for Fort Valley. Melvin
with 22 points James Miller was
be the highest total of points ever
runner - up for Jackson with 19
registrred by two players in headGREENSBORO, N. C. — Alvin points.
to-head college competition.
WHO S!!' — Cincinnati Royal Attics, co-captain and star play- Cleveland Buckener, the Tigers'
The National Collegiate AthLarrs Ma%erman runs into maker with the Ada College Ag- 6'9" center, had 10 rebounds, a
the outstretched arms of Min- gies basketball team, was listed high for the game.
on Ca-, coilege honor roll for :he
neapolis Laker Alex Ellis in
BRISBANE, Australia — (UPI)
HALIFAX, N. S. — (UPI)—The
Lakers • Royals in Cincinnati fall quarter.
—Rosemary Lassie, an 18-yearInternational
Tuna Cup match,
and
called
offensive
foul
was
Attles
turned
in
an
average
of
old Australian swimmer, broke
against Staverman. In the 3.33 out o anost;ble 4.00 and was held annually in September in the
the world's record for the wombackground is Elgin Baylor near the top in "B" standing. 'Waters of Wedgeport, N. S., has
en's 110-yard breaststroke with a
Wilt Chamberlain (13 left)
BIGGEST BOYS in the basketwho had t3 points for the
He ie joined in the select group been cancelled this year for the
clocking of one minute. 21.3 secreach
for
a
reCeltic Rill Russell. Who
business
and
ball
of
because
time
straight
/
second
Lakers
match
Swann.
star
but this didn't
of students by Paul
onds.
tipped the ball to teammate
bound high above the floor
Jack Twyman who poured in quarterback and Charles Debose, the absence of the famed blue fin
01 didn't think I went so fast,"
for a Warrior score. The Celduring Philadelphia Warrior —
55 points to lead the Royals to halfback and president of the Stu- off the Nova Scotia coa st line
emsfessed Miss Lassie. who bettics won contest, 124-111.(WI
resume
Roston Celtics game at Phidirectors
Match
hope
to
Teledent
Council.
122-1114 victory. ft P I
tered the existing world mark by
1961.
ladelphia. They're Warrior
tournament
in
the
Telephoto)
photo)
All
are
seniors.
three second&

Morehouse Falls
To Clark,,66-56

Calhoun Take
Hurdle Events
At Chicago

Benedict Downs
Savannah, 98-95

Virginia State
Defeats Shaw
College,86-60

Prairie View, Jackson Favored

Southwestern Cage Race Wide Open

Julius McCoy Returns
For MSU Old Timer Tilt

Florida Whips Ft. Valley
126-77; 9th Straight
Jackson Beats
Wiley, 106-85

Aggie Star
Honor Student
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*NegroesProtestAuto Show Ban Via Mouth,Pen

FRANK KILPATRICK

Ross, For Out
Of City Buying

S.

*•

JAMES T. WALKER

t•

ATTY. B. L. HOOKS

REV. J. W. GOLDEN

Text Of Resolution
Adopted At Meeting

Says Memphis
Getting Worse

Dear Editor In our city where
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Memphis Automobile Dealers Association is progress toward full citizenship
sponsoring an Auto Show for the benefit of St. Jude Hospital. to be for all is at best agonizingly slow,
built here in Memphis for the treatment and care of needy patients it is unthinkable that there should
of this community supposedly regardless of race, creed, or color;
be any retrogression. I refer, of
and
to the recent barring of
course,
,
City
the
in
conducted
being
is
Show
WHEREAS, said Auto
Auditorium between the dates of January 9, 1960, and January 17,' Negroes from attending the Mem1960, inclusive; and
phis Auto Show.
WHEREAS, the Negro citizens, along with. many others, regard, Try as one might, it is diffiexclusion from the show as a violation of the rights guaranteed them cult to find even one of the usual
by the laws and the Constitution of the United States, and further, ,justifications' or 'reasons' that
a violation of the principles of Christianity and .Democracy — prin. will make sense in this instance
ciples for which their forefathers, black and white, fought and died, of arbitrary and flagrant violation
l of the rights of taxpayers and citito protect and preserve; and
WHEREAS, the City of Memphis. by and through its elected of- tens and automobile purchasers.
ficials. appointed committees, and employees, has a duty to give
leThe action appears not to be Itequal protection of the Law to all of its citizens regardless of race, gal, it cannot have been necessary
creed, Or color; and
and it is not traditional. Most cerWHEREAS, the City of Memphis con,sistently and repeatedly tainly it is not good business sense
denies the Negro citizens their constitutional rights and equal pro- or sound judgment. The question
tection under the law; and
, arises, then what is it" I am afraid
WHEREAS, the City of Memphis now is denying the Negro citi- one answer is inescapable — It is
zens their constitutional rights by renting or leasing the City Audi- foolhardiness- and it must not go
torium to the Automobile Dealers Association to conduct an Auto unchallenged.
Show on a segregated basis; and
I applaud the efforts of the varWHEREAS, the Negro citizens, comprising approximately 40 ious groups and individuals who
per cent of the population of this city, are being excluded from at- have challenged the action, as I
tendance at the Auto Show solely because of race; and
consider this an important and 'nWHEREAS, the Memphis Automobile Dealers Association, by deed -a necessary first step. I realsponsoring the Auto Show and excluding Negroes from attendance, ize, as do they, that attendance
is condoning and supporting the denial of the Negroes of their con- at an auto show, or indeed any
stitutional rights: and
show, may not be of the essence
WHEREAS, the conduct of the Automobile Association is regard- important; what iii important is
ed by the Negro citizens as a notorious disregard for the constitu- who makes the decision and why.
tional rights of their customers, and, further, constitutes an attiTherefore, I protest as strongly
tude of unappreciation and ingratitude for the sum of over Fifty as I can the Auto Show outrage.
;n Dollars that has been spent with its members dealers in this At the same time I will rededicate
aMriellaio
myself to the task of helping in
RESOLVED, That the City Com- every way I can to make our
NOW, THEREFORE, BE
missioners, County Commissioners, and Auditorium Committee be, city one in which all are really
and are, hereby petitioned to abandon the policies or rule and reg- seos under less and under God
ulations or pass an ordinance against the use, rental, or leasing —John C. Parker.
of the City auditorium to any person, persons. or organizations desiring to practice exclusion, segregation, or discrimination against
any persons or groups of persons because of race, creed, or color; Inifilintwilimmommummunimminitiliiiii
and that the City Auditorium from henceforth, when used for public
or quasi-public affairs, be used on a non-segregated basis;
The Commissioners and Auditorium Committee are further petitioned to consider the request herein made at the next respective
meetings and to make known their decisions publicly immediately
Dear Editor: I hope you will thereafter;
use your publication to encourWe further protest the practice of segregation and discriminaage and guide Memphis Ne- tion on the basis of race, creed. and color, in all of the areas of City , Dear Editor: Being an Autogroes in a display of self-respect arid County operations, such as parks, schools, playgrounds, mu- mobile owner, and having purchased my automobile from a
s shrdlu olawkwa seums, libraries, airport and train restaurants,
nadindig yt
hug terminals, and
and dignity in protest against any other cultural, educational, or recreational facilities, whether Memphis dealer, it was surpriethe action of the Memphis Auto- the City or County operated said facilities or leases said facilities Ind te learn that Negroes were
mobile association in barring to private groups; that these matters be considered immediately1 not permitted to attend the anNegroes from the auto show at by the City and County Commissioners and that they take stops to anal Auto Show.
Ellis Auditorium lest week.
Having considered purchasing
correct these wrongs and that these matters be discussed at the ,
Every self-respecting Negro next meeting of the respective bodies and that the decision1 les a new automobile this year,
these actions of the Automobile
in Memphis ought to blush with made public immediately thereafter;
have virtushame when he passes the
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Automobile Dealers Dealers of Memphis
show-rooms of brat car deal- Association and individual automobile dealers be, and are hereby ally nullified my consideration.
ers. He ought to feel badly es- petitioned and requested to make public apology for the insult lash- And as a result of these acpecially if he is a car owner ed upon the Negroes. their customers, for the exclusion of them tions, I feel that an apology
and bought his car in Memphis. from the Auto Show sponsored by the said association and dealers; should be given to Negroes from
The city law that bars Negroes and that said apologies be made within ten (10) days or on or before the Memphis Automobile Dealand white people from using the February 1, 1960; that a committee be appointed from this body ers Association and if they recity auditorium at the same to receive s-id apologies and to make known publicly, through the fuse to do this, I along with oth1 er Negroes in Memphis will be
time is shameful, disgusting, newspapers, the list of the dealers having so apologized;
forced to buy my car elsewhere
and out of date. Mingling with
The automobile dealers are ,`!irther herein, petitioned to elime
whites at the auditorium is no nate all practices of racial discrimination in their respective busi- . . .Edward A. Driver,
more provocative of strife than nesses in regard to treatment of Negro customers, hiring Negro ennweenenimuummeenemoneuulliimumn
mingling with them ia the down- employees, accommodations such as seating and rest room facilitown department stores or other ties; that a committee from this body be appointed to study and
Dear Editor; In my opinion, it
public placee.
investigate the practices of the automobile dealers in regard to the
It seems our city officials are herein named discriminating policies and the findings be made pub- is a reflection upon the intelligence
of the producers of the AutomoJust itching to provoke some lic as soon as the same can be obtained;
failing to recogkind of racial Incident to justify
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Negro citizens trade bile Show in
their petty support of the Jim. with and support the automobile dealers who show respect for their nize some of its major consumcrowlaws. It's high time that constitutional rights and practice courteous and non-discriminating ers.
Memphis Negroes wake up to policies in regard to customers' accommodations such as seating, I think that it is most ridicuthis fact and make their feel- rest room facilities, employment of Negroes wherever qualified, lous for the following reasons:
(1) Memphis is a fast growings felt at the polls es soon as such as salesmen, mechanics, etc.; and further, that the Negro
ing Metropolitan City
they open the next time.
citizens trade with merchants in all other types of business, such
(2) The Automobile Dealers
Congratulations to your news- as food, clothing, houses, etc., who show respect for their constituassociation would attempt to
paper for the space you have al- tional rights and practice non-discriminating and non-segregating
have an automobile show exready devoted to the issue. Rev. policies in regard to Negro customers and the employment of Necluding any major consumers.
W. T. Grafton.
gro personnel;
In order to increase the sale of
IT
BE
sent
FURTHER
be
the
to
donation
RESOLVED, That a
111111I1111111111111111111111111111111III1111111111111111110111011111i
any commodity, a desire must be
St. Jude Hospital Fund since the Negroes were denied the right to created in the mind of the buyer.
I participate in this great charitable cause;
By the same token, sales can be
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of these resolu- lost or decreased by failing to cretions be sent to all persons and organizations herein petitioned and ate this desire. We all know that
concerned, and that said resolutions be sent to any newspaper or one very important aim of any
Dear Editor. It is a shocking publication that se desires to have a copy of the same.
exhibition is to create desires in
state of affairs for our city when
the minds of the consumer, rethe Negro population is deprived of Dear Editor: The recent blow Dear Editor: I want to raise gardless of the nature the funds
dealt to the Negro citizens of my voice in unison with the oth- will be os,t,d.
viewing the Auto Show.
We are grateful to your paper, Memphis by those connectedt with iers who feel that the Negroes of I sincerely hope that not per
The Tri-State Defender for keeping th A t obil Sh
have been mistreated milting Negroes to attend the authe public alert to these situations. a gross insult to Negroes. but to. Memphis
have its adin not being al- tomobile show will
officials
their
by
well,
of
as
City
the
Memphis
to
insult
added
an
Certainly
verse effects upon the automobile
purchase
tickets
the
to
to
injury appeared in the Thursday 1 can only believe, judging from lowed
dealers. If I were in the market
(Jan. 141 afternoon issue of the the actions taken by the Automo- recent Automobile Show, now be- for an automobile, I feel that I
AuditoriCity
the
in
held
of
log
dealers
they
that
bile
Memphis,
it
when
Scimitar
Press
Memphis
would be justified in traveling to
was subtly suggested that the show think we are willing to take their urn.
city to make my puranother
might be extended for the benefit insults and still buy their cars. I The Presidents mission across chase. J. A. Olive.
of Negro citizens, but of course, pray each night that every free- the world, the public press' de•••
of what's presently
eegro will prove them
ong
the show would have to be dwormloving
happening in West Germany. the
changed
Frankly. I shall attempt to find Wake tip Memphis! Things are universal effort to get people of Personaily. I would like for the
out just how long this 1957 Chrys- ,not getting better, and we have all races to understand and re- promoters or officials to give one
ler will last or I shall use it to slept too long. It's time to stop sped t the rights of each other, reason why no provision w a s
drive to another city before I pur- being satisfied with one day at seem to mean nothing f.n the -- made fdr our Negro citizenry to
chase a MO imperial, which cer- the Zoo and one day at the Fair litical bosses who are presently
see the show. — Mrs. Aretta J.
tainly was in our .plans. — Mrs. and no days at the Automobile standing in the boots of colored
Polk.
Memphis.
Show — Mrs. Arthur Flowers.
R. Q. Venson.

Dear Editor: After reading in
one of our local papers the position of the management of the City
Auditorium and sponsors of the
auto show. relative to the admittance of all interested persons, I
could not help but wonder — just
how progressive is Memphis? How
does Memphis expect to continue
to grow and compete with other
metropolitan areas if she is to
maintain such narrow and poor
business policies?
Inasmuch as Negroes of Memphis spend thousands of dollars
annually in the automobile industry, it seems to be poor business
judgment for the auto sponsors
to even consider plans that do not
include every car owner or potential car owner. It is highly inconceivable that a good businessman would do otherwise.
I recently read an article in
one of the local dailies that several of the city officials were making out-of-town trips to confer with
big businessmen in an effort to
lure more industry to Memphis
and thereby bring more capital to
and create more jobs for the residents of the "City of Good (?)
Abode." It would be a good idea
if they would begin at home and
strive to keep the present capital
that is in the city.
We brought our first automobile
In middle Tennessee, and when
the time comes for purchasing a
new auto, we guess we will have
to go back there where dealers
seem to appreciate our business.
— D. H. Ross.

Get To The,Poll
To Show Protest;
Rev. W. T.. Grafton

MA('FO WALKER

JESSE TURNER
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Driver Calls For
Apology From Auto
Dealers Group

0•
REV. S. A. OWEN

•

W. W. WALKER

Mrs, Venson Doubtful

On Buying New Auto

0

REV. ALEXANDER GLADNEY
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Hamilton
High

Sat., Jan. 23, 1960

Tr -City
NEWS I

for the past cannot be changed, but
we still have the power of the
future.
Some of the best lessons we
have learned were from our mistakes. The thousand mistakes you
have made should make you a
thousand times stronger. For only
a fool continues to make the same
mistakes. If you can show me a
man who has never made a mistake, I will show you a man who
'haw never made anything, for

will probably never make a discovery. Don't let your mistakes
get you.
SPORTS:
As you know, sports play an important part in school activities.
This year, we have held our place

•
sonally consider us as the BEST. loss of many of you at the end
Here is a personal note to con- of the school year, but your time
gratulate our athletes who are a record will remain for years to
part of our great fighting team. come.
The Hamilton Wildcats are now
We are proud of what you have
done and we want you to know in second place with three losses
that we think the world of you. and four what. So I think as Hamil-

40 - Antos For Sale
The Civil Defense club at Ham48 - Autos For Sale
ilton 'sponsors a hardy little platter party each and every Tues•••le
•
•••
•
••••-•••••.••••••••••%••••••-•••••••••••••••• ••••+4:0+4.•
day afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30.
•
The purpose of these dances is to
sefie
on
club
the
send
to
money
raise
*
O
.
•
a tour to Hawaii this Summer.
44--FOR SALE MISC.
The National Honor Society of
Hamilton held their induction cereATTENTION!
mony Thursday, Jan. 14. Other
With the melancholy of dull Jan- to express their gratitude to each National Honor Societies were inuary days, you have been slow to of you.
vited to this wonderful affair. Dr.
Others Have Gained
turn M your news this week - Mrs. Mildred McDaniel has re- 0. Crump from Nashville, Tenn.,
Relief With
Immediate
.cently returned from a Visit with was
thus, a abort column.
the guest speaker. Mrs. HatMrs.
and
Mr.
family.
and
son
Iher
a
in
clendar
To set the social
tie Swearenger and Miss Jacquewhirl the Booklovers club A Tren- 'Jessie Frederick Harrel and their line Gibson were the two guest
ton and Humboldt started the year new son, Jessie Frederick, jr. The soloists. Music was provided by
out with a complete successful ;Barrens sent greetings to all their our band under the direction of U14 Evans Ave.
Ohleas• SE M.
$795 '56 PLY1.4.
Short. LI. S-12111
$1191 As
party in the library at Stigall friends here in this locale. Mr. T. W. Doggett and the Senior
FORD
•
•
••• Fairlano town sedan 4- Station wagon 4-dr. V-8. •
High on Thursday night of last ; Harrell is owner-operator of a tail- Choir under the direction of Mrs.
•
20 Moving & Hauling
•
green
beautiful
trans.,
and
button
rapush
door.
•
tiring shop in St. Louis.
Week.
L. R. Woods. Officers of this or• white. w w. tires, radio. dio, heater, luggage rack. •
Those persons attending from ; Dr. Curtis Taylor motored to In- ganization are as follows:
• heater. Ford-o-matic, fen- like new. Green and
:
white color.
• der skirts, sharp!
this neck of the county included diana to attend a funeral of a near
Banks;
President,
Anne
Robbye
Mrs.
Mrs.
SOTO
relative.
Vergie
with
DE
Ballentine
'SS
Seat
T.
J.
Mrs.
Dr. and
$416 Firedome V-8 4-dr Ravice president, Marcellus Brooks;
**at '53 CHIV....
Josephine Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. has just. returned from a recent
Pal Air 2 - door. 2 - tone dio, heater, power steer• P
Dandridge;
asMaxine
secretary,
+
••• olive green and white. ing and power brakes. ••
James H. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. visit with her daughter in Ohio.
sistant secretary, Paulette Brink• Radio, heater. A real nice' 2-tone blue finish. •
James R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Mabel Irving was called to
•
... buy!
Braswell, LOW Rates - Insured Moving
•
James Eddie Ball, Mr. and Mrs. the bedside of her mother in New ley; treasurer, Michael
'53 DI SOTOS
•
•
S395 •
manager,
Morgan;
business
Alice
Three to choose from. 4 •
••• 32 BUICK
Johnnie Jamison and Mr. Sylvest- York.
• 2-tone green hardtop392- doors, radios, heaters and
The sick include Mrs. Virginia reporter, Helen West; parliamenter Burns.
Your :
door, real slick! Radio. power steering.
•••
Evelyn
Wade;
chaplain,
arian,
v
O'Daniel,
Mrs.
Mary Harris, Mrs.
• heater, Dynaflow.
choice'
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Penn
Pearl
program
Ingram,
chaiman,
•
Sarah
Cooke,
Mrs.
Louise
Elam,
Saturday
on
Jackson
•••
••
motored to
William Terrell. The advisors are
• '54 OLDS
$615 V-8 CHIV.
Bel Air 2-door, heat- •
For Complete Quality
last to bid Bon Voyage to Mrs., Mrs. Gannaway, Messrs. Ronnie Mrs. R. Beauchamp and Mrs. L.
•
auto- er, Powerglide. solid V
door,
•
Hardtop
•••
2
Powell,
Will
Whitlock, Sidney
• matic shift, power steerPenn's brother, Issaac Hunt, who
sharp!
finish,
green
Campbell.
Cooke, J. B. Alexander and Henry
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO. .. ing: radio. heater, dark
departed for Michigan.
• green top, light green 'SS EDSEL
$14/5
NOTE TO READERS:
Mahoney.
• body.
JA. 7-2597 •
JA. 7-2597
4 • Door. Ranger. auto- •••
Just before this writing we learn- Mr. and
•
You are one of a million people
Mrs. Billie Williams
•
matic trans. heater. wt. •
ed of the burial of the father of of Cleveland, Ohio
•
w tires, like new, green ••
along with their who have made a thousand mis*
•••
Messrs. Ivory and Murrell Pow- son are visiting parents, Mr. and takes. I used to worry and fear
• 15-T
•
5-Go nMpCickup. NeW tires. finish. nice.
ell, who passed away in St. Louis Mrs. James Williams. Mrs. Wil- the things I could not do. Later
p•• Double sharp. See is
t:
$
5t95- '57 CAD.
1
S2495 •••
•
• day!
last week. Our sympathy to the liams is being transferred to anoth- I found that by our mistakes we Lowest Flat Rates In City
Coupe De Ville, equipped •
•••
with
air
factory
condiPowell family. Among the many er army base.
•
profit, and that no man faces suc•
radio, tion, radio, heater, w.w. 91
2-Door
persons from out of town attend- Mrs. Raymond Wynn returned to cess until he first faces failure.
• .5
•
•
2- tires. 2 tone, whits top.
he.ater.
button.
Duch
Mr.
ing the funeral of the late
Flint, Mich., and Messrs. Emer- We can only find out what we GL. 2_9507
• tone blue. Value plus green body.
2-5474
GL.
John Wynn were Rev. and Mrs. J. son Wynne jr., and Willie L. Wynn can Jo by first finding out what
'SS DODOS .......$891 •.•
•
•
Custom Royal V-8 4-dr., ••
D. Hutson from Jackson and Mr. returned to Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. we can not do. We should think
.
)11
9151ks
IIIJICK
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•
trans.,
automatic
•
radio.
and Mrs. S. N. Lovette, also of Maynola Wynn returned to Cairo,
p Special 2-door hardtop, heater. Sharp two-tone •
••
V Yellow and black set off green.
Jackson, along with Rev. B. H. Ill., and Mrs. L. M. Ewell to Union
Misc. For Sale
•
* with w.w. tires. radio.
•
Crawford, Rev. William Fowlkes City after attending the funeral of
CHU.
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'SS
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••
Dynallow.
heater.
•
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from
MAILED
United
Nations
Dyof Union City, Rev. Holly of
Bel
4-door
Air
hardV-8
Wynne.
seat
*
Nice.
John
late
covers.
the
25e each. 10 for
Si
SIM
Rosenthal,
Honest Rates
••
top. radio. heater, Pow- :
ersburg, Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rog- See you next week.
Rogers, BrookIrn 36, N. Y.
• '52 DE SOTO
erglide. A real buy! 2. •
Time
Any
Call
.
Hullum,
C.
J.
Rev.
er pastor and
d19n5. tone tan and brown.
•: 4-Door Custom, r a $2
•e•
12-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
heater, 2-tone grey. good
of Somerville, who gave the eulo'57
4
PLYM.
$12115
••
• cheap transportation.
gy.
Hardtop 2-dr., air condiBest Deal In Town
MONEY
self
MAKE
mailing
selling
nearby
from
••• '54 NASH
Several persons
tioned automatic, radio. ••
catalogs. Details fret. C. G. Young. RI,
• 4-Dr, 2-tone grey. Value heater, low mileage, nice •
towns attended the wake and fuBox 1 1, Elgin, Tenn.
week!
the
of
buy
e.
2-tone black and white.
neral, but we do not have all the,
i
d.
•
•
wishes
•
names, however the family
•
•
•
The EASIEST FINANCING
•:
••
••
Local And Long Distance
••
We Own Our Own Finance Company •
/4
•
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac4.•
•
counts from doctors, dentists,
•
•
•
•
lumber
sanitariums,
grocers,
Best Prices In Town
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••
1
•••
••
•-•
•
*4
••
•4
•
••
•••
•-•
••
•-••••-•
•*4•
••
••
••
•
for our experienced collection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• •• • ••
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write to40 Autos. For Sale
40 Autos. For Sale
40Autos. For Sale
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City I, Mo.
odstis of nosey segneornifies
could help themselves end society
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
memo If school deem were Gym le
YO. 9-4462
Gil Gsitielll
Mien Flor hollow edsteetlessu
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
MINA lidessilse Aseediseleo
"A World ed Vol.,.."

TRENTON

LOOK To US

Diabetic Sufferers

For Used Car Bargains

Frank Wilson Home :
•
%
Remedy
•

1112 LAMAR

.
.
0 .55

SPECIAL
Overloaded Sale
"300 USED CARS IN STOCK"
Hurry! First Come--First Sold!

309 UNION
"Shop Inside In Comfort"

M&M MOVERS
MU. 10911

'54 Choy. • • .5595
-51695
959 NM.door.
radio, Bel Air 4-dr.. R&H. Pow8...toy 6 4shift.
straight
heater,
beautiful blue finish, 'low
owner's
rifles, prey ious
name on request. A real
gas saver!

MOVING

'56 De Soto $1195
R&H,
s-dr.
Firedome
automatic. power steerreal
2-tone,
beautiful
ing.
slick.

'57 De Soto $1595
4-dr. station wagon, R&
H. automatic. beautiful
white, low mileage.

W. P. SHELTON

'57 Ford ..$1395

f

Fairlane 2-dr. Victoria.
radio. heater. Ford-omatic, v.v. tires. beautiful coral and white.

'58 Ford ..$1795

J. C. WOOTEN
GL. 8-5373

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

• AUTO SCHOOL FORMA
• ADVERTISINO SPECIATEMIll
• PRINTLNO - 14111010ORAPEERM
• RUBBER STAMPS - SEALS
• DECALS - CALENDARS
790 Yonkete Ave.

(Moor Central Am)Yonkers, P4. Y.
MARRIAGE

CERTIFICATE

• DRAPERIES
• CUSTOM CORNICES
• CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING 2UOFF
I.
1.

Terms

Available

At

Bank

LEGAL, Printed Forms. GUARANTEED!
Any State Names Dates, Omitted. T_Tsed
as Orietaals. Duplicate, copies or gifts.
112 each (three) $S. Prompt. Confidential
postpaid Service

NATIONAL FORMS

Rotes

P.O. Box 7072, Miami.55, FIG.

FURNITURE • CARPETING • ACCESSORIES

a

SITUATIONS

COMPLETE INTERIOR DESIGNS

YOUNG - EPPICIENT MAN DESIREE
work. Dependable Experienced as machine opeiator. Aaron dimpson. 'VI 2-4123.

ideas
incorporated

a

JA. 6-7124

INGROWN NAIL
HURTING YOUT

.
2=3,Kgb

biased
be
A tem drops
sob of hinewees
mile teem
OMR° toogboo ebbe osiormotb the
the ad to be ma sod
ergito
Ob
*este farther pals sod dessomelort. t
soodloiebb .1.5 area riumems.

YOU CAN BE A

PRACTICAL
NURSE
See how easily you can

qualify for success...as a graduate
Practical Nurse... through part-time home study program
No Hiah
School
Necessary

You con finish and take your

NO
AGE
LIMIT

first course in 10 weeks or
less. Valuable Nurse's Outfit
given

FREE!

FOR FREE SAMPLE LESSONS & NURSE'S BOOKLET
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

1

1

Pless• rush my SAMPLE LESSONS and NURSE'S BOOKLET.
No salesmen will call and there is no obligation, of course.

City

T SPECIAL FOR
U THE WEEK!

R

PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER

YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

.1•1•116

NAME
ADDRESS

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
n • RESTYLED
IC • ANTIQUE
RESTORED
N
, • REPAIRED

EC.

POST
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF NURSING
Room 14H119. 131 S. Wabash. Chicago, Illiiois
.
.1•1••=

Immediate
l.11.fl

720 Jefferson Ave.

Open 'Til 5 P. M. Daily - Later By Appointment

a

WANTED

Stat.

I '

Moorman's
upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744
-

Call for the COLONEL ...

1576 Getwell

A steal! Economical work-

er.

'54 Ford ...$995
Custom club sedan. 2door, solid white. Fordomath'. R&H. w.w. tires.
Double sliarp Inside and
out.
4-dr. Radio,
tires, new paint.

11095
957 Chiv.
.Yet black. strairht

4-dr.
bliv You
.ahitt. raedlo.hester.
and
save when you
drive this one.

;I.

'55 Buick .51095

957 De Sete $1395
4-door equipped with •automtit° shift. power
brakes and po*er steering, radio, heater and sir.
w, tires. too! An honest
value in an honestly good
ear!
2-door hardtop. Ra 4 i o,
heater. standard transmission. 2-tone blue and
white, also' w.w. tires.
Check this one before you
buy!

THESE CARS MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY
WE HAVE A FINANCE PLAN TO FIT ANY OCCUPATION
PAYMENT...UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY

'59 Buick $2995 '60 Cher.$2995 '59 Buick $2695

'58 Cad. $3795
Cpe. DeVille. Radio, beater, full power and airrond Like new

'58 Ram. $2295
Custom Cross Country 4cylinder, auto. trans., radio, heater, ww tires, power steering and brakes.
One owner, like new.

'55 Cad. $1595 '57 Chev.$1595
Fleetwood 4-dr Radio.
heater, w.w. tires, lull
Power Air condition

Bel-Air 4-door, 'V-8, Powergltde, power pee, radio,
Very
heater, ww. tires.
sharp

'58 Buick $2695 '55 Ford ..$595
'56 Mere.$1095
'57 Buick $1595
'55 Pont..$895
'57 Cad. $2795
'57 Cher..$995
'57 Ford $1095 '57 Buick $1595
Roadmaster 75 2-dr hardtop, equipped
all
with
Buick accessories. Air condition.

Super 4-dr hdtp. Radio.
heater, w.w. tires and fall
power. One om net and
very clean!

2-dr. V-8. Radio, heater.

Monterey sport coupe. Mercomatie, radio, heater, w.w.
tires.

Star Chief 4-dr. Hydramatte, radio, heater. A
cream. puff.

Sedan DeVilIe. Radio. heater, w.w. tires, fo:i power,
air condition. Immaculate
throughout.

ultom 2-door. V-8. Radio.
loafer, w.w. tires. A real
value.

150 1-dr. Radio, heater, w,
w. tires. Priced to sell.

Estate wago n.it'd...
heater, Danaflow and air
cond. Real value!

Su pee "RC 4-d r. sedan.
Hydrantatie, radio, heater,
w.m. tires, full power.
Very elem.!

Ranch wagon V-8, Hester,
w.w. tires.

Chev. .51595

'59 Buick $2395

Bel Air 4-door hardtop.
Radio, heater. Powertires,
w.w.
glide,
"sporty" 2-tone green
and 'ivory. Take your
tr,d e.
nresent_ _err

Le Sabre 2-door. Automatic
transmission, radio, heater,
w.w. tires, wheel covers.
An extra clean car.

957 Olds .$1595

'56 Buick $1495

4-dr.

straight

shift.

radio, heater. all necessary equipment for nicking driving this car rei5

Limited 4-dr. hardtop, loaded with all Buick accessories, air condition. A real
value.

Plytn. .51395

4-dr. 6-cyl Straight shift.
radio, heater, solid white
finish. An einielIent buy!

'57 Olds $1595

Fords .$1395
Ranch wagon, raheater, w.w. tires.
real clean. Special
on these 2 wagons.

'58 Ford . $1495
Custom 300 2-dr. V-8.
heater, w.w. tires,
straight stick, solid white.
new seat covers, a good
rrIr at this price.

'55 Cads .41595
4-drs., radio. heater, w.w.
tires, automatic. f u 11
power factory air.

'56 Olds . .51445
Super 88, 4-dr. hardtop
Holiday, automatic, R&
H. w.w. tires, nice aqua

Biscayne
erglide.
beautiful
like now

V-8 2-dr. Powradio, heater.
light blue. just
too!

'55 Ford ..$1095
lk
oi.
it! wagon.
0:tiaetelon
7.
Ford-o-matic. hea t e r.
dark blue finish. looks

air condition. power
datirInhge.atearu.torntalutiec.
and
r
e w.w
,v,56
radio.
Rambler,
4-dr.
heater. w.w. tire'. nice
Excellent
white.
ind
red
ndltinn.

Mash1

;i

Pim .51499

4-dr. Push button trans..
radio, heater. w.w. tires.
n4.
itg !E3Thhisu ron
swoillild white

'57 Ford ..51445
Fairlan• 2.disor Automatradio. heater. w.w.

•fr.s.
'58 Ford ..$1695
4-dr. Country Sedan station wagon. Has automatic shift. radio, heater, w.
w. tires and many more
outstanding features. Real
nice finish and immaculate intorior.

Convertibles. radios, heatW.V.
automatics.
er,.
tirea, one with continential kit. black and white.'
one coral and white; 2
ohooae f-om.

'57 Ford ...9895
2-dr. "6." heater. 2-tone
green and white, a bare:Tin.

'55 De Soto .$895
2-dr. hardtop. R&H, automatic. red and white ftntires.
..9245
30 Olds
4-dr.. automatic. R&H.
tot black.

$345

4-door, deluxe. Powerk..w. tires.
w
4t
glide. 'R&H.

957 Plynt ...$895
Savoy V-S. 4-dr. Aotomatlc, heater, real slick, dark
vrov.

'56 Chew. .91345
'58 Ethel .51545 4-door. Automatic, radio.
Pacer 4-dr. hardtop. Tel- is"ter w.w. tires. Niro.
o-touch automatic trans • '55 atm .1995
radio, heater, white wall

“88" Holiday epe. Media,
heater, wpm and full power. Sharp:

tires. tutone paint, power
ottoerin- and brakes.

'57 Pont. $1595

$59an
.dViand.heater.
Radio
woo
54
4w-d
9
ease
h
CR
. rt.,,

Super Chief 4-dr. Radio,
heater. wsw, full power
and air-cond.

/58 Chev. .51695

'51 Mere.$1495

iBirelei.Air 4-dr. hdtp. iii
steaming futone with RA
H. Powerglide and w.w.

Station wagon. equinped
with radio. heater, P010errlide. w.w. tires and
many more extras. Will
give miles of carefree

$995

ifh
56
4-door. Has radio, heater.
finish,
straight
green
shift. See and compare

1

957 Pim. .51395 '58 Mere. ..$1545
Autow
et
nRH
2-doow
gr
:
Stiurb ban V-8 4-dr.
Beautiful
II. w.w. Mertho-matic.
matic, R and

black mind grey with

tireq, sham!
'56 Plynt. ..$895
2-dr. Heater. w V. tires. '57 Me= •.51545
Montclair 4-door hordtop.
noon all original
heater. Merc-o956 Buick .51295 Radio.
matic. futon* blach and

Fairlane 4-sir. V-8. Radio.
heater, w.w. tires

2-door
Riviera
Super
hardtop, fully equip., including Dower. A real
slick 2-tons finish. Ton
would have to see to appreciate. Will take tradein.

Bel-Air 4-dr. hdtp. Powerglide. V-8. Radio. heater,
;lower steering. Sharp!

Starllsor, Ford-•-matle, radio, heater, w.w. tires,
power steering sad brakes.
Drives less than 100 miles.

,from.57
2-dr.
dio.
real,
price

..grtir*eesn
'55 Olds 81245 '51 Chev.
4-dr. Automatic trans.,

'58 Buick $2995

'56 Ford ..$895

88

. .
otn
hw
:
ilit
retaelr
i'ea
ff.lAll
ior
axidinun
bftea
R
,

Roadmaster 4-door sedan.
Radio, heater. w.w. tires,
full power, air condition.
One owner, extra clean.

'58 Opel $1295 '58 Buick $2095 '59 Ober.$2295
'60 Ford $2995
'59 Olds $2795
'56 Ford ..$895
Special 4-dr. Dynatlovr. radio. heater, w.w. tires,
pou Cr steering. One owner.

Bet Air 2-door sedan,
Powerglide. radio, heater,
lovely tutone green. All
original, looks, runs and
drives like new.

Le Sabre 4-dr. hardtop.
Auto. trans., radio, heater,
w.w, tirer, plus
other
Buick accessories.

Monterey 4-door hardtop.
Mercomatic, radio, heater,
w.w. tires. Very clean.

Convertibles. f U 1 1 Y
equipped, 2 to choose

156 Olds ..51395
Buick • 4745
'54 Dynaflow
"88" 2-dr. hdtp HydraH. matte RAH. power, tuR and
seconi2m-dr!.
w w. tires. A nice
tone blue and white, set
oef se'", ww tiros
955 Chev. ..$895 957 Plynts .51395

SMALL DOWN

Galaxi• 4-dr hdtp Fordomatic, radio. heater. w.w.
tires and poser steering.
Sharp!

'56 DeSoto $1195

'56 DeSoto $1445
'54 PlY1ILheater.$545
ww. Station wagon. Firedome.

LOST Part of Our Used Car Lot and
Reconditioning Building to City for Widening of Street

'59 Ford $2495

Monterey
matte, radio, he-ater. w.w.
tires, coral and white,
slick.

'59 Lloyd .$1095 '58 Chev. ..$1595
"600" Van. Green finish.

1 YEAR FREE LUBRICATION

Impala V-8 Sport Coup.,
PowergIlde, radio, heater,
ww. tires. Dower steering
and brakes. Solid black
with red and black interior Driven less than 100
miles.

• 41395
'57 Men
2-dr., Alerc-o-

e.tiburban 4-dr.,
I mrl'i+S
(sto
'
Cti
to 60 miles per gal, gas. "
economy plus that foreign R&H, push button, w.w.
tires. roal nice, 2 to
look!
chooso from.

SALE

InvIcte
Radio, heater,
full power and w.w. tires,
air condition. Looks new.

erglide light green, excellent second car.

'58 Go•Go ..$795 '58 Plym. .$1795
Mobile. German made, up

Airamv.
..
44/.Pin$414
llim'
sa
sit nicaztometio treas.
gree

2-do. Heater. On. ovi ner.
Low asileS.

The "Julep-Style"
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey

Pharton 4-dr. hardtop,
Merc-o-matic. radio, heater. tinted glass, red and
white.

•
BR 24480 ••
•

Inventory Reduction

SAVE HERE ON

'56 Mere. ..$1095

• AUTOMOBILE SALES CO. ••:

0
• •1112 Lamar

MU. 3-0629

PROVINCIAL- CONTEMPORARY -TRADITIONAL

Victoria,
500
rairlane
Erord-o-matic, radio, heater, stunning blue finish,
like new inside and out.
A real beauty.

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 BR 4-4551
MORGAN'S MOVERS

40 - Autos For Sale

48 - Autos For Sale

•
••
•
0%
•
•
••
•
•
•
:
•.•

Insured Moving

chest with pride and say "We are
really on the ball." The Wildcats lost to the Douglass Red Devils Jan. 7, 60-5t1. A few of the
Devil's fans who seemed to enjoy
the game most are:

I

white ww tires. SI--rot

-$695
'55 PIM4-dr. V-S. Auto.
Belvedere
trans.. R&M. w.w. tiros.
Beautiful blue and white.
Real nice.

"Always Easy Terms"
Vie Own Our Own Finance Co.

A Most Honored Product of

One of Kentucky's Oldest Distillers

SOUR MASH
osmium wows up4;100, invisvcr. By :is

Many
Others
To
Choose
From

Open
Evenings
'Til
9 P.M.

JOE SCi+Atffin

plOp

•

i AUTOMOBILE SALES CO.
DeSofo-Plymouth-Valiant

';;;Dteir:

JA 3-1381

AR

lp

S

Sat., Jon. 16, 1960

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? . . . •

Today - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

Lines For Two (2) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge W. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
SUSINISS

Memphis Business
Service Directory
BUSINESS SERVICES

1

13 BUSINESS SERVICES

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
JA 6-9656
•
316 BEALE AVE.
Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

It Special Services

UMVICES

WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!
$8.50 WILL MAKE YOUR
WATCH AS NEW.
new case and •
This includes
new band. The regular price Is
$1 3 SO for any amount under
ten. Hare your pester, club or
anyone with as many as ten
watches Ns moll or phone their
•rders to C. I. Agent, 640 W.
Peoples Rd. - WH. 6-9515 Memphis, Tenn. Or to She Haase
Of Mysteries, 210 Fifth Ave., Now
York, H. Y.

46

Embossed Rosiness Cards
at S3.99
Up ra I linerel color (Black or Blue)
Justness Cards • ADP% Cards
Personal cards
117 50 value at the new low price of
$350 per 1 000
Write me for +Ample cards and style
chart BUSINLS8 CARD SPrCIALEST

WILL MAXI YOUR WATCH Al NEW.
This Includes new ease and band. theft
clean, dial. eacti-S2.1541; Stern and Crown
, and mainspring, al 00 as glass crystals.
50c: You must have ten or more watches
at one Urns for this price $o have your
Pastor. club or •nyone with ten watches
or more, send them to us at TKE HOUSE
!OP MYSTZRIZS. 210 Fifth Avenue. New
York 10, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS

BARBER SHOP

Stem

end

Sina•

1940

........1
r.
%Warn Approval
nt Welcomed
\Rishelalltatlen Studes
0a-of-town Students Invited

(Cosies ssientint
Director
Ewe L Hubbard, M.A.
JE 5-6161

NOW

Saab 8,1•4*.

4448 Washington

NO LOAN EXPENSE

SITUATION WANTED

BY
"

Piano

Easy

The

Lessons

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

MRS. GEORGE

DODSON

JAckson 7-9987
Night & Day

257 SOUTH MAIN

JAckson 5-3794
MEN'S SHOES
MEMPHIS
Nationally Advertised

HANAN & SON

HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.

SAVE
$300 To $500

519 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS 5, TENN.

MEN'S

FOX'S PORO
BEAUTY
SHOP

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE
61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.

Individual Styling
For
Lotting Beauty

Mrs. Odell Fox, Mgr.
340 Westbrook

530 Linden Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

Complete Beauty Service

BEAUTY SHOP

ham's Barber Shop

With and Without Appointment
JA 7-3056
324 Hernando St.

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

GRIGGS

CHARNEL'S

WH 6 - 0031

JA 6-4764

Day & Evening
Classes

Rd.

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

Classes

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

HOWARD & FOSTER

Phone JA. 5-5406

Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917

POEMS WANTED
of
Te Be Set 'To Music Send one or more
your best poems today for IR= EXAMconsidimmediate
INATION. Any subject,
eration.
11
PRONOCIRAPR RZCORDS GLADE
CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32nd St.
Studio 934, Neer York 1

WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile
Work

Body
Painting

end

DAY, NIIIIIIT, SUNDAY
Gt 114111
TV Service
$21.90
21" Glass Picture Tubs
$17.96
Tube
Picture
Gloss
17"
Installed
Ctty Wide TV Sortie*
3404 Chelsea

Dewey's Auto Service
47.5

Linden

Are. .1,4

7-0328

TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE M. 6-511S

AMAZING OFTIRE it mall art literaYOU WANT TO Si BEAUTIFUL ture stuns bargain lint -The. Percy IPvisit FRIENDLY SZAUTY SHOP. 1366
lone. Boa 1953-52. Runtsville, Ontario.
Grant Mgr. - Giggle
Thomas: Addle
(14)
Canada.
Lester, Operator.

Special

SCTVICES

PIANOS TUNED

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
JAckson SZSM
BREWER

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.

"The Swami Spirit Slate"
"FORTUNE TELLER"
GIVE

SPECIAL

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Per

Insertion

Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

NAME
ADDRESS

1.

I Tip.

45e
60e
• 75e

3
4
5

offers famous "SEVEN B0118118 OP THE
WORLD" Blessed Oil. Cost $3 50. Blessed
medal and chain free with order Send for
Price list of hitndreds of blessed products.
No C 0 D orders. 4919 So. Broadway,
Dept. 13. 8. Los Angeles 37. Calif.

..

236 SOUTH
g

Dalrymple
Michigan

31 Female Help Wanted

Maids (150) Needed At Once
Guaranteed Jobs $30- $541 weekly, best
homes, glamorous town. Tickets ..
Uniforms, room A board free. A-1 DUMMY.
100A Main St.
Hempstead. Lone Island
N. Y.
000111. SLEEP-IN
ROTIORRIRPZR8
own room, television, $30-41110. Reply giving name, address phone or references.
Tickets sent Best Staid Agency, S Lincoln
Ave. Roslyn Heights 9, L. I., N. T.

Spiritual Advisor,

W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

Rev. C.

MOSES
SINAI
TOR Burman

856 Lavon Pl.

BR 6-0817

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
isousixot MONEY PROBLEMS? DON'T TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, 11
Give Up, Solution Available.
FOR $EM START TOUR COLLECTION
DIXIE SALES
Now. sums.' CARD At WINES. P. 0.
P. 0. Box 1856
()clan, Irla. BOX OS, ANSONIA STATION N. Y. IS
N. Y.

THE BOOK OF THE
MAGICAL PRAYER
Is what yOu need if unfortunate, downheorted, Just plain maimIty. Can't hit a
lick of mod, can't set ahead or out of
debt. Get this hook right quick and get
winning like you always wished. Sethfaction g
teed, Send wily Ili (Sorry
ne C.O.D.) tier I.. SWIFT, 310 N. 104h St.,
Les Vegas, Nevada.
Road-"Bad Luck-Its SECRET CAUSE Is
CURE" Sertes_Only
$1 00.
National,
IC Marquis, Chester. S. C.
OCCULT. SPIRITUAL. Metaphysiesl, Nab
Books and Courses. Catalog 25c. Occult
Library-T, 103 Marquis. Chester, S. C.
LOADS
OZT
of
mail! Listings 2Se.
Checking copy sent to you. Hurry!
Matt at once!
103 Marquis,
Globe-T,
Chester, S. C.
(61)

STOP SUFFERING! 1

misweas

TO
FRES 11111 QUESTION •
pass wellies' test Per drivers Hems* in
NSW YORK SEATS Send IS sesta I.
and handling sever emit et
plus eMf addressed 11, stamped eneveless.
R PRODUTS CO. BOX 103
SET
ANSONIA STATION, NEW YORE 24,
N. Y.
We will eilse include free of enamel the
inclosed Limas* Nader with every order
received.

$1,000.00
MONTHLY FOR LIFE
NEVER WORK AGAIN!
Complete Details $2.00
WAMBAUGH ENTERPRISES
nis Lownd•ie, Phii• 11, PUS*.

Pays To Advertise In
The Tri-State Defender!

Post 51 00 NOW Reply envelops brines it
POSITIVE PROOP1 Health cantor. Ade.
laid. Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 MUM
mail),

war

CHRIST

•

ZION

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her sew office at the Mississippi

JA 7-3810
358 Beale

I
I
/
I
I
(TWO LINE MINIMUM) I
I
I
I
)
I
11
I
TELEPHONE ...-........I
I
CITY
S Average
Words To
The Line

Please send check or
Money Order to.
Dept.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.)
WELLINGTON

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 23 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
VI Real Office Spies
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms. OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Professionals

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666

Dooter, dentist, attorney or anyone What
desires ante space in modern building
&Weaning shopping center at Rochester
and Mitchell Rood will be more than
Air condieaKified with this location
tioned, plenty of Parking To be completed in 30 days. If into.....d, contact
KYLE TAPP
REAL ESTATE
PA. 74411

AND CO.
DOWN ANON
SIM Park Avon*,

61 Furnished 'looms
le-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR •

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

NEW TEAR OFICIAL
Sure Success and keep bringing Peace
Success And Rat:mines' A Sure Quick
mire Prom Sickness, Bringing Peace To
Upset Homes And Money To Your Pocket
Write Now
Send $1000 Kelp In 24
Hours. We Will Send
You
Blessing.
Prospect
Ave
3933
Bishop Baker
Cleveland. Ohio.

Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot. Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
DI Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

State Lino. MADAM BELL Is back after a
beg time of being away and at last she is
hack to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? nue
or sweetheart? Are yen
yen lost felth he your husband, wife
these are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of
at once. She
you
advise
problems, come let MADAM BELL
open book.
an
read
would
she
will read lit, to you just as
you have
If
success
a
not
is
business
Toll you why your )ob or
ones.
at
BELL
MADAM
seo
come
failed in the rest
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Weis
Line, en Mr way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks
where Am used to stay right aside the DeSote Metal. Be sure
find Mir there
Is leek for the RED BRICK HOUSE and
at all limes. (She sever had an *Him in Wed Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaves State Line and get
off at Stage Line and wait 3 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

I don't maks any horn. calls or answer any letters. Be
to look for the right sign and ths right name.

NPR

JAckson 6-5860

LARGE LOTS

LORRAINE HOTEL

7$ x 150 CORNER OP MALLORY AVE.
and Sparks. Easy terms. Shown anytime J. W. Orr, BRoadwar 6-7713 BRoadway 3-1340
BRoadway 547114.
r H. Godwin A Co. 1341 Monroe

AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited

31-FOR SALES MISC.
COLLECTION
ALL 108 DDPFMRIINT IT S. Comments, used 13e: mint. 13 99:
• Plate Lox, 814.96. Canada (100) used MN
Mint. 5403. Plate Blot, $19 es. Free
with each $2 order, set of 34 cards,
either Spare, Magic or Animals Cards
sep.....
each set. Allow its shipping Annie Roaentlinl, 11113 Rows Ave.
(U)
Brooklyn. N. T.

99 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone - Rath*
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bally

Manager
406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834
Owner

99

REAL

ESTATE FOR

SALE

Modern Apartments
Individual Homes
Or Duplexes - Call

Foe The Family
At Family Finance

LOANS J.D. MARKS REALTY
on

For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We like to say yes to
loan requests"

yew

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Home Owised.Hoine Operated
2 Locations
IA 5-1511
15$ Madison
- IA 5-1351
111 Se. Main
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
lasnraree and Banidng

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND 01,00R

ekrIffet P011S liar too
Gtt
SfIlY/LI

JA. 5-1796

62 N. MAIN

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30c
Shines
45e
60c
4 lines
......5 lines
75c
5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAMI RAT/ es 2
10 pt.
Ness ordinary typo.

18 PT.

STERICK BUILDING

Reim 9 mm. in g p.m.
Readings Daily Open en Smsdays

Co , 1364 Monroe.

161 Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402

SIGNATURES
MADAM BELL AUTO-FURNITURE

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then

Tri-State Defender

104 N.
Albion,

Ineluering Secret Master Cede. Favorable
YOUR ASTROLOGICAL GUIDE. TELLS Numbers and Days - Cembination Cedes,
above past. present, future,
mons',
Digit Figures, etc. Prim $2.00.
Imo, health. Send birthday
$2.00
and
VICTORY
W. A. Johnson, 414 McRae. wiiminston.
Monte 411,
7724A Clyde Ave.
W. C.

2 Time,

90c
1.20
1.50

National Sermon Supply

TO ANY
QUESTION

ANSWERS

EDUCATIONAL SUPERVISOR
One who ran hire and supervise Educational Salseforce. Plenty leade Opening
Now. Write to Educational Leads Box
311 TrIlltate Defender, Memphis, Tenn,

GL 0-1111111

, 5659 Spottemood
•

46 Household Furnishing

Delp Wanted mem-Women

SERMONS

4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
for $2.00
Easter Series -

1EVELYN TAYLOR, Broker

SITUATION WANTED
Work in private home as maid or babyLillie Mae Jones
sitter desired, Mrs
and wale i.e. Anderson, 01..
3189.

Ask the SWAMI any question about
MISCELLANEOUS
A1111712T. yr, MONTT.
the Future, Present, Live, Cube,
uNCIII0105SD. RUSK 13,00 DONATION
NOW'?
JOY
•
PEACE
WY PROPIer. WE 301__ItrAL ESTATE FOR IIIALIS
Games and Etc.
FREE FIRIWOOD
LOVE SO MUCK, CRLCAGO 63. ELL. ..
crating woad suttdbl• for kindling
rrse
CASK TALEM
It gives ANSWERS as If by magic, Inellirs at warehouse, 1117 Court.
309 E. 47th ST.
WILL PAY CASH for 'reports er rasa
for anybody or money back. You
WA 4-3133
lot. If priced right.
Its. I-1140
BR 6-0132
SR. 3-6714
will be amazed and amused.
H GODWIN is COMPANY
MID - SOUTH HOUSE
LOANS
Se
&
MORTGAGES
EXCITING AMUSEMENT
1161 Monroe Avenue
CLEANING CO.
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to
ONLY PM DOWN-BAIT TIMMS
S HOTEL
'
MITCHELL
WALLS - WOODWORK WASHED
11181 Ball, east of I. Bellevue. Modern
V. HAMILTON
3-bedroom bungalow, lot 1001217. Shown
FLOORS - WAXED & CLEANED
DAY RATES
anytime.
VENTIAN BLINDS - CLEANED
J. W On, 115. 5-1240
64 West Randolph Street
BR 64714
Steam Heat - New Furniture
Monroe
1348
H.
I.
Co.
Is
Godwin
& REPAIRED
Room 810
Chicago 1, Ill.
"A HOME AWAY FROM HOME"
Painting .Papering- Plastering
Iry STATE--CASTALIA HEIGHTS
No loan or closing expense Notes KS
Remodeling
Repairs
SIMIL4 USTIRS OF NEW ORLEANS
84 East Calhoun Avenue
thing. $1000 cash and move in.
Mrs
AND ALGIERS CANDLE SNOT . . . .
BR. 3-1340. BR. I-1784. I. N Godwin
FREE ESTIMATES

---•
MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS :1
1
15c
Figure
I
60c
30c
2
Ns if Lows

SERVICE

7726T So. Clyde Ave.
Chico,* 49, III.

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

'DS SIGNED ANY TIME
DAY OR NIGHT

"
NUMBERS

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.
ty NUMBER Card. Deily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS & BONDS,
Polite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Fell
Nome And Yea Faverite Method
Of Play. (No Chocks Please).

Berl Olswanger Way

AIL BOND AGENCY

THE

VICTORY

COMPLETE

Lynom Floral Shop

ehis Refrigerator
1004 Joseph
Service
JA 7-0016

Tess any eels head Sr tells as rma
SOU'S FOR MINT
eheiesei-Any twin! Anytime! Any Fiscal
HOME REPAIR .
-A startling •telement, • us less start- , LONELY, FIND HAPPINESS, ETC. Join
easily
mastered ' FINERDIAR CLUB, 1310 5th Chicago 1(1,., We do the oompliete Job. No credit refling; performance. This
tierennieu• in • copyrighted manual sent III. Send Nickel For Information.
erences. Property does not have to be 1211 it‘01.2W000-1-bdrea. home. •otys
AFRO-FLIP.
immediately to, $1.
Yen
i paid for. Ten years to pay.
large livcIng rm., full Mu dining ron.1
CRAFT, Box 1165-D, Bridgeport 1, Conn. WRITE TO CHRISTIAN PRIINDS. 111111T
FLIPPIN REALTY CO.
how floors, eat-la kitchen. COOS dowel.
young and old. Information. write C. M. BR, 8.43114
Nights BR. 04519
Mks uP notes.
Himrtuues. 1101137 A. Ct., Pasadena Gardens,
FOR SALE
Female 30. Michigan.
repaired. Steil
any
ROOTING. roots
ONLY MO DOWN
rssor
00
11
blades
Edged
100 Dodbled
leveled. Mil RIVERSIDE
work, floors
leak. Carpenter
Newly decorated •
postpaid Guaranteed. M•rtelle Sales. Box
repaired.
gutters cleaned,
Chimneys.
bdrm home Largro
- living room, eat.
601, Covington, Kr.
MATRIMONIAL A MIN PAL
stucco, concrete, plaster do my OVD work.
In kitchen, lot MIN. Vacant. quick
INTRODUCTIONS
Pree est. Reasonable price.
possession.
3 WAYS TO MAZE MONEY AT NOME. Nantes, add
telephone
,
numbers T. R. Spencer BR. 64643. BR. 0-11128.
where to buy material and how to and complete descriptions el ladies and
ONLY $400 DOWN
manufacture cheaply. Send el 00 Manu- gentlemen seeking marriage and friend- CARPORTS, baths. additions. /het plan1513 MARJORIE -- Attractive 1 • rm.
facturing specialties. slaloming. N
Z.
ship. All races. Local and world wide.
D.
ning. estimating PRA terms.
home modern kitchen, full its. dim
i 61)
CONTINENTAL CLUB
Bildor,
wall host. 704 V111111. loam
ing rm
Blatitard
Inglewood, Calif. FA. 74434 JR. 441114.
1141x 'Mt
10t, garage.
WOMEN SSW, EASY READY-CUT WRAP
Net
home
at
aprons
$17.40
around,
CARPENTER. REPAIR. Ri1110081/110
ALREADY FINANCED
Profits on dozen. Sparetim• profitable IS Minden Wasted
GL. 141112 1564 111..LISTON - Near Arm? IMAM;
Gilbert Drtver
Roofing.
endortakine. Write.
now
modern 6-rot,
horns (vaunt):
AOCURATI 1,170 R'8,
BUSINESS SERVICES
! cabinets. new Unoleunv comb. kitchell
Prooyort. New York
and family rm. 330 wiring. extra large
Maid or babysitter. Pb. der Reek lob. FLOOR furnaces *leaned and repaired.
lot, garage, workshop. Make down paw
Be. 0411'S.
Burnett& Perry
.JA. 6-3143.
Martin.
large living rm., full else dining rm.;

On lei Enlist awes

ENROLL

Road Service - Tires - Batteries
Motor Tune-Up - Brake Service
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
WH 8-7390
1731 Castalia St.

THE IAN OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting CCONNIS

1.00 ea.

13 Instruction

GULF SERVICE STATION

Aatounting. Business Adrelnistrotten,
Business Machines, Secretarial, ISM
Key Punch, Personality Development,

1.00 so.

Crown

Mainspring

TAYLOR'S

Distinettvely Serving the Midwest with

2.50 ea.

Dials

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

LAMAR PIANO SALL'S 00
17111 Lamar - RR. 11-1418

art B. Inshliktd•

2.30 ea.

Cleaning

AMAZING LISTED for life for 364. Mee
Posing out dimes qu•rters, dollars for
AT ANY!!!one time listing Your name in our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, trek surtples, his mail. etc for
AMAZING NEW BOOS TELLS ROW life. Details ter self-addressed 'tamped
Whether It is betting en Sporting Events. envelope. Andy's Trading Post, Route 3.T,
Baylis or Selling %leeks - Bonds Suet- Bryson City, N. C.
nese emmodlties. Real - Estate • Games
kind
5
any "
‘""1°- narrrons -raw. with extra top formula
14
"
"""
CAN WIN.
YOU "
Ito.
ant
PI
b
I 00 Refund Ms• Bd R
This %mooing -Beek reveals all the Whip Dale, Nebraska.
nine Secrets to you, Get your OHO
NOW and start WINNING Only Um FLOORS sanded,
Prompt
refinished.
postpaid.
reasonable. Bob White BR. 114815.
(Dept. IFS)
A. P. EOLAND
$1111 N. Warne Awe., ether, 11. 111,
GARAGES
C. A. carpenter. Contractor_CIL 5-11115
12-Corr.'''. CIO,

WIN

1127-TRI LAM 33rd 1116, Lorain. Ohio

$2.30 ea.

Staff

PIANOS

BALDWIN-8176
KIMBALL-MK
MEISTIR
11•11
- $194
REMINGTONSMALL
CABLENILSONI--11.1115
PUMP PLATER-433S

GEORGE PALINKUS

SOS ea.

Crystals (plan) only

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

USED

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
e Frezsa
.
Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

IUSCILLANINOUS

BUSINESS SERVICE

For Sale Misc.

1000

For Every Ten Watches

•

•

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town

4.

15

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAME RATIO 4
Sees ordinary type.

SAME SAYS AS
$ Bees ordinary

rms.

Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given
to

position

(Till
to

in

as

cnIumn. T. F.

Forbid) orders

subject

in

without

change

rate

notice.

Tri-State Defender box numbers - the words comprising

tho address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

SARI
NATI Al
7 lines
erdiriery
tree

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 13
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town advertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. mAxvigu.
YOU
. KNOW OUR 00G a/SA/ARCA%.
WELL He WAS v ERN/ ATTACHED
AVEe
7TO MY CIAO So DAD
Doe
THE
HIM To

YOU MEAN youR DADDY -1Pf
GAVG A SWELL DOG LIKE
BISMARCK AWAY BECAUSE
HE WAS ATTACHED
TO Hi m ?

NAW

BECAUSE
HE WAS

ATTACHED
TO DAD'S

PANTS

CATCHERS?

e
•

‘•40'

In
WALKER
HOMES

allIMMINI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

It Happened

WREC
Highlights
llIlllllllllllUulllllIlllllllllllllIllltlllUlIIlllllllIlllltIlllll

r;

New Wing To
Be Dedicated
At Capleville
Dedication and open house
, ceremony will take place at the
Capleville junior high school Jan.
24, 5 to 7 p. m. The affair is being held in honor of the completion and occupancy of a new wing
of the school building whieh was
entered July 22, 1059.
Mrs. Elizabeth Townsend, Shelby County supervisor and imreedi.
ate past principal of the school
will be the guest speaker. She will
be introduced by Isiah Goodrich,
principal of Ford road school.
Miss Germaine Ball, instructor
at Walker Home school will be
the guest artist.
Also appearing on the program
will be Miss Vennie Scates, Mrs.
Shirley Allen and members of the
faculty and students.
Music will be furnished by the
!i school band under the direction
lof Charles Keel.

Friday, Jan. 22
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY,"The Whole
Town's Talking" with Edward G.
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
Robinson and Jean Arthur. A
Musing: Mothers in the animal the richer kind. This neighbor girl
finds he has a
bank
clerk
meek
kingdom care only for a body; can drink a whole quart by herdouble who is a dangerous killer.
are expecting you, so please be
CHURCHES
mothers in the spiritual kingdom self. I hate to be stingy, b u t
(Comedy
'35).
to witness the affair.
present,
RIVERSIDE
Must care also for a soul, a mind shouldn't this child's mother in6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, "Inci- The dedicatorial services of the Mrs. N. A. Crawford, president;
U
and a heart. The soul comes from sist that she come home at dinner
dent of the Devil and His Due" Riverside MB church, 248 W. Mrs. J. M. Peters, in charge of
God, and must go back again to time instead of permitting her to
with Neville Brand, Eric Fleming Mitchell rd, will be held Jan. 24, publicity; Prof. Alonzo Weaver,
Him. God sets the target, the par- stand around until we feed her? and Clint Eastwood. Searching
2 p. m. The goal of the church principal.
am
Maybe
I
advise
me.
Please
ents are the bow, and their vocahuge landslide, is $1,000 and they are soliciting PTA
way
around
a
for
a
tion is to shoot the arrow straight. completely wrong in my views. the drovers come upon a house
the cooperation of the well wishers The Ford Road School PTA held
When a child is given to his par- Skimping mother.
where the owner has just been of the church. Mrs. Katherine its regular monthly meeting Tuesmother:
Of
Skimping
Dear
ents, a crown is made for that
slain. Gil Favor is accused of the Tappan, chairman; Mrs. Mattie day, Jan. 19, in the school audichild in Heaven, and woe to t h e course this child's mother should murder when he is discovered unLEXINGTON, Ky. — One of
L. Adams, co-chairman; Rev. 0. torium. The president, Mrs. Mary
parents who raise a child without insist that she come home at meal- conscious near the body.
Lexington's large restaurant chains
D.
White,
pastor.
president.
Ann
Wrushen,
consciousness of that eternal time. Since she doesn't however,
has worked out a plan for "proBusiness plans for the fashion
you must take the initiative. Simn- 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- Sunday, Jan. 10, the members
crown!. (selected)
integration" in negotiagresssive
Kill."
to
"Sundance
Goes
REE,
of the church enjoyed a wonder- shown to be held in March were
Dear Carlotta: What is a tact- ly usher the little girl to the door
tions with representatives of Lexsolemn
prommakes
a
Sundance
ful
time
in
their
newly
remodelstarted.
ful way of sending a neighbor's about 10 minutes befor your famington CORE (Committee of Raise to a dying friend. Earl Holli- ed building. Sunday school was
child home when it is mealtime? ily sits down to eat. Tell h e r
Other officers are Mrs. J. M. cial Equality).
stars.
man
opened
by
the
superintendent,
that
Mother
will
surely
worry
We have eight children of o u r
Peters, publicity and Prof. Isaiah Interracial teams of CORE memown, all under 12 years of age. about her if she doesn't come 8:30 to 9:00, DESILU PLAY- Joe H. Denton. At 11 a. m. the Goodrich, principal of the school. bers are served at one restaurant
come.
officers opened their devotional The Walker School PTA will
This is quite a crowd without ex- home. Occasionally invite her to HOUSE, Story to
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE, periods, after-which the proces- hold its regular monthly meeting of the chain near the University
tras. The child who is causing the stay for dinner so she will not
of Kentucky campus. The reacproblem is the next-door girl who feel unwanted in your home. It Inger Stevens stars in "The Hitch- sional of the choir was held in Jan. 26, 7:30 p. m. in the school tions of both employees and cusIs six years old but wears a size will also serve as a good example hiker." A menacing hitchhiker inspiring manner.
cafeterium. The president is ask- tomers are carefully noted by
10 dress, not because of height but for your children to see you invit- turns an innocent cross-country The processional was under the ing all members and friends to CORE observers and testers as
width. My husband makes a small ing others to share what you have, vacation trip into a nightmare of direction of Mrs. Caldonia Allen. please be present. Mrs. Kather- well as by management. So far
salary and often we have to buy although it may not be a great terror. Leonard Strong is featur- Mrs. Queen 0. Conway was at the ine
Tappan, president;
Mrs. neither waitresses nor customers
piano.
ed.
skim milk because we can't afford deal.
Charlene
Dandridge, publicity display any interest in the situaVistting
ministers
included
Rev. chairman; and Prof. Charles W.
10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
tion.
"Johnny O'Clock"'with Dick Pow- Lee Malone, Walker and Nunner- Horner, principal.
The owner of the chain has
ell, Lee J. Cobb, Evelyn Keyes, ly of Chicago, and C. Dandridge, OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
agreed
to the test as a prelimia
member
of
the
church was pre- Mrs. Iva Finney, former MemNina Foch. A suave and debonaire
nary to complete service at this
gambler gets himself involved pre- sent also.
phian, of Los Angeles, Calif., restaurant. If all goes well here
cariously on both sides of the The pastor spoke from the sub- spent the holiday with her father,
ject,
Christ
Died For All. The John W. Collins of 264 W. Elder then other restaurants in the chain
law.
sermon was very good. B. T. U. rd. Accompanying Mrs. Finney will begin to serve all later.
SAT., JAN. 23
CORE negotiators were William
10:30 to 11:00, THE LONE was held at 5:30 p. m. under the was her pre-teenage daughter, Reichert, Daniel Claster a n d
direction
of
Mrs. Thelma Clark, Roberta had her two son, Thomas
LeMoyne's Magicians own a 5-5 ed forward Charles Gregory to the RANGER, "The Glove." aiding a
James O'Rourke.
record in conference play and a lineup although his left wrist is in honest bank clerk, the Lone Range, the directress.
Frank and Donald Lee, her two
Special
guests
was
the
Missionr7-7 slate in all games played at a cast. This move paid off because er and Tonto counter the schemgrandchildren, Allegra Fawn and
the half-way mark of their basket- Gregory set the pace for his co- ing of two corrupt bank presidents. ary of the Whitehaven District Cordie Angela. The children had NIGHT SCHOOL OPENING
leagues in their last two perform- 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, BTU. Rev. C. Dandridge, who a wonderful time. They said they Registration for the second se
ball schedule.
; Very little thought' is being ances. Top scorers were Gaines "Double Trouble." Sky King and spoke beautifully, addressed the hated to leave the beautiful snow. mester at Booker T. Washington
guests and was the speaker of the Mrs. Finnie said Los Angeles is Evening School will be held Jan
given to basketball on the campus and Bledsoe. Williams has been his niece Penny find their fishing
evening.
His talk was from the just fine but it sure was wonder- 28, beginning at 6 p. m. Classes
this week. First semester exams a nexcellent shot from the side- trip interrupted — and an excitlines and Collins and Nelson have ing adventure in the offing — subject, A New Life in Christ.
ful to be back in Memphis. They also begin Jan. 28.
are underway.
The Magicians closed out the proved their worth underneath the when the sheriff informs Sky that Mrs. Charlene Dandridge is the left last Tuesday in route home
G. E. D. High School Tests were
he has a "double." Kirby Grant church reporter.
after a very enjoyable vacation. given on Jan. 18.
first half of their schedule in a basket.
MITCHELL
SCHOOL
LeMoyne meets Miles College in and Gloria Winters star.
blaze of glory, knocking off Knox11:30 to 12:30, NEW YORK The annual tea of the Mitchell
ville college, 83-81, and topping Birmingham, Jan. 29, and then
Xavier university, 91-86.
takes on Talladega at Talladega, PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEO- road junior high school will be
held in the auditorium Jan. 31.
! This smooth-working combination Jan. 30.
PLE's CONCERT, with Leonard
Everyone is invited. The presiof Captain Chester Collins and
Next home games will be against Bernstein, host, director and narCharles Gregory, both veterans, Miles, Feb. 1; Alabama A&M, rator, from Carnegie Hall, (Pre dent and members of the PTA
and freshmen David Gaines, Car- Feb. 5; Fisk University, Feb. 8, miere)
roll Bedsoe, Paul Williams and and Talladega, Feb. 10.
2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVIE,
Robert Nelson gave LeMoyne
"Johnny O'Clock" with Dick Powvictories over Knoxville and Xaell, Lee J. Cobb, Nina Foch,
TELEVISION TUBE
vier.
A television camera tube is Evelyn Keyes. A suave and dePHILADELPHIA — (UPI) -Coach Jerry C. Johnson returnbonaire gambler gets precariously
known ae ar inconoscope.
involved on both sides of the law. Middleweight Eddie Bell of Wash6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON, ington was awarde6 a purse which
"The Case of the Wayward Wife," had been held up by the Pennsylwhen the author of a best seller vania Athletic Commission after
is slain, Perry has the task of sep- he suffered a TKO by Willie
arating the fact from the fiction. Greaves of Detroit.
The commission scheduled a
Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale, are
For the hrst time science has found
starred. Marshal 'ihompson is fea- hearing for Bell after he was
a new healing substance with the asunable to respond to the bell for
tured.
tonishing ability to shrink hemor7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD the third round because of an eye
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
OR ALIVE, Western with Steve irritation.
gently relieving pain, actual reducCommissioner Alfred Klein said
McQueen. When a young Easterntion (shrinkage) took place. Most
er refuses to believe his beauti- it was concluded that Bell's temamazing of all —results were so thorwas caused
ough that suff
made astonishing
ful fiancee has died, he hires Josh porary "blindness'
statements like "Piles have ceased to
Randall to find her. Arthur Franz when Greaves rubbed his gloves
be a problem!" The secret is a new
across his opponent's left eye.
is featured.
healing substance (Bio-Dyne*)—disPrior to the hearing, Bell had
eovery of a world-famous
8:00 to 8:30. MR. LUCKY, Starinstitute. This substance is now availring John Vivyan. Lucky gets the explained that the eye originally
able in suppository or ointment ferns
called Preparation H*. At all drug
surprise of his life when three eld- r,ad been irritated by some forsaunters — money back guarantee.
erly outlaws hold him up and rob eign object which entered it while
him of 20,000 dollars aboard his he was painting last Wednesday.
However, he said it had been regambling ship.
Admiral Y979
8:30 to 9:30, HAVE GUN, WILL moved by a physician and was
fit to fight.
pronounced
TRAVEL, Richard Boone stars.
The El Capitan
7
A young woman, stuck with a bundle of counterfeit money and an FARM CHANGE
Stereophonic High Fidelity
Washington — In 1910 farmers
Super 20 Portable
admirer she doesn't like, appeals
Gray and Charcoal
V970---Canturian
percent
of
made
up
about
25
the
Model
to Paladin for help, then disaptotal U.S. population. In 1951 the
pears.
9:00 to 9.30, GUNSNIOKE, Matt ratio was 15 percent.
Dillon searches Dodge for a cowardly slayer who would shoot him , bitions wife home leads to blackin the hack and befriends a down; mail and a hurried trip to Honoand out Shakespearean actor whol lulu for investigator Markham.
proves to be a card cheat and a
10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOLthief. James Artless stars.
LAR
PLAYHOUSE, "Broken
9:30 to 10:00. SHOTGUN SLADE Horseshoe" with Robert Beatty
"Bob Ford" starring Scott Brady. and Elizabeth Sellars. Deliberate
10:00 to 10:30. MARKHAM, Star- hit-run accident involves a doctor
ring Ray Milland. A husband's with young girl mixed up with
desire to keep his politically am• dope Mystery '33.

Restaurant
am 10
Stop Bias

Mae Simpson, Beatrice Person,
Toddy White, Bessie Wilbert, Ruby
Hubbard, Helen Hoy, Ora Fletcher, Henrietta Person, and Bettye
Chambers.
Seniors: A. B. McClendon and
Phyllis Smith, Floyd Peete and
Frankie Robinson, Montell Currie and Toddy White, Charles Reginal elarkhare and Beatrice Person. Juniors: Harry Smith and Shirley Reddick, Andrew Bass and
Jwellene Robinson, Linell H olman and Henrietta Person, Cuba
Waldington and Dorothy Bradford.
The most wonderful things in
life are free! I guess you are wondering what I mean but there are
lots of answers to follow that
statement. And one of them is opportunity. So to the guys and gals,
get a good definition and interpretation of the word opportunity.
And have the good sense enough
to get a good education. And it's
free. That's why I say the bell
things in life are free.
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
What's swinging around the
Authoreeditor Hodding Car ter Big W??? Like way out, that's
said Sunday that moderate South- what's swinging around the Big
erners must fight efforts to "stop W. Like Luther, uh oh, I mean J.
the clock at 1E135" when the South C. I haven't anything to say about
opposed the federal government the old boy; he might be married.
in Civil war.
That cat is gone like a stone.
Carter indicated that the chief And can't mention that poor
advocates of this philosophy were Foot's poor C. Man!! And E. G.
spokesmen for the white citizens That foxy Bett Chamoer is still
councils, whom he likened to a around jiving. Along with the
pack of baboons he saw on his chicken, Willie; and Teddy Bear
recent African trip—"yelling, White. So swing on Big W!!
grinning and ma'eing faces at a Next week hat's off to the most
prize lion."
brilliant girl at the Big W!!

Smartest girl, Thelma Watson;
smartest boy, Cuba Waldington;
most popular girl, Willie Lee Johnson; most popular boy, A. B. McClendon; sweetest girl, Beatrice
PersOn; nicest boy, David Brown;
most all around girl, Ora Fletcher; most all around boy, Willie
Weary; most versatile girl, Toddy White; most versatile hoe,
Floyd Peete; best dressed boy, R.
L. Howard; best dressed girl, Willie Mae Simpson; most friendly
girl, Jewelene Robinson; most
friendly boy, Mitchell Greene;
and best dancer, Ruby Hubbard.
Boys: John Jones, Mitchell
Green, R. L. Howard, Willie Weary, Floyd Peete, James Banks,
Alonzo Whitlock, A. B. McClendon
Tony Danner and Jimmy Harper.
Girls; Willie L. Johnson, Willie
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!Held Fight Purse
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Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
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TREAT YOUR FAMILY
WITH AN
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Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
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